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Cradle of Creativity: 

Examining intercultural exchange and diversity in theatre for  
young audiences

The title of the 19th ASSITEJ World Congress and Performing Arts Festival is the ‘Cradle of Creativity’, based in Africa for the first 
time in ASSITEJ history. Welcoming everyone back to their autochthonous home, the Cradle of Creativity will profile Africa’s 
theatre for children and youth, alongside performances from other continents. 

ASSITEJ was first created because of a desire for intercul-
tural collaboration during the period of the cold war. In the 
21st century, this desire for collaboration across borders, 
languages, ethnicities and personal histories seems more 
urgent than ever. There is a critical need to address a com-
mon international trend that has seen the dehumanization 
of youth through different forms of identity oppression 
and cultural devaluation within a context of extremism 
and conflict across the globe. Theatre for and by young 
audiences could play a significant role in helping restore 

dignity, respect and self-worth among young people. 
The conference seeks to provide a platform for theatre re-
searchers and artists to unravel the tension embedded in a 
theatre of “universal values” and a theatre that encapsulates 
“cultural heritage.” Is it possible for a contemporary theatre 
for youth to enhance cultural literacy, dexterity and a deep 
respect for the “other’?   How apt then that the 2017 World 
Congress is being held in South Africa, a country where this 
tension between ‘universality’ and ‘diversity’ is celebrated 
and explored through theatre. 

Welcome message from 
Associate Professor 

Veronica Baxter and Ms 
Terri Elliott, University 
of Cape Town Drama 

Department

As co-convenors from the University of Cape Town Drama 
Department, it is our great delight to welcome you to 
the Cradle of Creativity’s ITYARN conference and the 
ASSITEJ Focus Days.  We have an extraordinary academic 
programme for delegates, enriched with performances, 
workshops, panel discussions, conference papers, sympo-
sia and more.

Much has already been said about the festival and what to 
expect.  We would now like to make mention of a few key 
people who have helped us in our organisational endeav-
ours:

• Roné Herbst, our efficient research assistant.

• Rob Keith, our departmental superhero.

• Claire Watling, our intrepid layout artist.

• The National Research Foundation for their gener-
ous funding.

• Mark Figueiredo from Millway Travel.

• Wits Drama for Life for co-convening the academic 
programme. 

• The UCT Drama Department.

We hope that you leave re-energised and ready to make 
an impact in your own cities.  Most importantly … we hope 
that you have fun and grasp this amazing opportunity with 
arms wide open.  

Terri and Veronica
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Yvette Hardie

Message from Yvette 
Hardie – International 
President of ASSITEJ

ASSITEJ South Africa is proud to provide the home for the 
biggest ITYARN conference yet to take place within the 
history of ASSITEJ, at the Cradle of Creativity. 

In association with two fine local institutions – the University 
of Cape Town’s Drama Department and the University of 
Witwatersrand’s Drama for Life programme - we believe 
that the ITYARN conference with its focus on intercultural 
exchange, will be a rich space for the development and 
sharing of new knowledge about theatre for young audi-
ences across the globe. 

This conference brings academics, researchers, students 
and artists into one space – to inspire new directions, to 
examine results, to analyse trends and to posit new ways 
of thinking and acting within the field. We are extremely 
grateful that the National Research Foundation has agreed 
to support African scholarship to be in attendance at Cradle 
of Creativity, providing the potential for ITYARN’s member-
ship and research activities to be enhanced and expand-
ed across the continent of Africa. We hope to be able to 
provide energy to a generation of academics interested in 
this field within the context of Africa. At a time when “decol-
onization” is a rallying cry within our tertiary institutions, we 
believe that hosting an ITYARN conference within the frame 
of Cradle of Creativity allows for a new articulation of ideas 
around childhood, theatre practice, arts access and arts 
education, grounded in cultural contexts which have been 
for too long peripheral.

An innovation of this Conference is the fact that while we 

have a two-day engagement which tackles the questions 
around intercultural , we also have a number of focus days 
thereafter, allowing for a more in-depth and practical 
exploration of key areas which we believe are particularly 
important in our rapidly changing world and to the global 
south. These Focus days have been curated by our part-
ners, UCT, DFL and the networks of ASSITEJ, including IT-
YARN, IIAN (International Inclusive Arts Network), Small Size 
(Theatre for the Early Years) and Write Local, Play Global. For 
the first time, we welcome practitioners and researchers 
around Dance Theatre for Young Audiences and Music The-
atre for Young Audiences, and look forward to the impetus 
these gatherings will give to ASSITEJ as a whole.

Yvette Hardie; Member of the ITYARN 
board; Director of ASSITEJ
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Welcome message 
from Prof Dr Geesche 

Wartemann

With the conference, “Cradle of Creativity: Examining 
intercultural exchange and diversity in theatre for young 
audiences“ in Cape Town, South Africa, 16 -17 May 2017 
the International Theatre for Young Audiences Research 
Network (ITYARN) gains its highlight of a twelve years 
expedition! 

With this greeting I’d like to extend a warm welcome to all 
who contribute to a successful encounter of experienced 
researchers as well as scholarly newcomers in the field of 
theatre for young audiences (TYA). The abstracts lying in 
front of you illustrate a dazzling diversity of perspectives on 
the conference’s topic and of the presenters’ cultural and 
institutional contexts. Not just the growing number of pre-
sentations, but also the more focused interest of this year’s 
conference is a meaningful development. South Africa is 
known as a super-diverse nation. Cape Town will be an 
exceptionally interesting place to analyze and discuss the 
chances and challenges of contemporary diversity 

In the beginning, it was not easy to guess that ITYARN 
would spread and grow so much: 

For more information on ITYARN activities, on publications 
and members of the current ITYARN Board please go to the 
website: https://ityarn.wordpress.com To join the ITYARN 

Geesche Wartemann

mailing list please push the “follow“ button on the website 
or send an e-mail to ityarn.mailinglist@gmail.com.

On behalf of the entire ITYARN Board I would like to thank 
ASSITEJ South Africa, the University of Cape Town’s Drama 
Department and the University of Witwatersrand’s Drama 
for Life programme for all efforts, excellent organization 
and visionary spirit to make this conference happen! 

Geesche Wartemann
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ITYARN Conference Programme At A Glance 

DAY ONE – 16 May 2017
CITY HALL

08h00 Registration at City Hall help desk   

09h00 Session 1 (Grand Hall) 

 Welcome by Geesche Waterman (ITYARN Chair) 

 Keynote Address -  Dr. Ekua Ekumah: Multidisciplinary theatre: fos-
tering intercultural tolerance and educational reforms in Ghana and 
beyond  

10h00 Session 2  

 Group 2A : Exiles, Refugees & Migrants – Facilitated by Dr Veronica 
Baxter, with Prof. Dr. Geesche Wartemann, Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Sting, 
Ms. Lene Thiesen & Mr. Jon Kraaboel (Grand Hall)

 Group 2B: Intercultural Exchange/Diversity – Facilitated by Dr Chee-
la Chilala, with Prof. Karen Libman, Dr. Julius Heinicke, Mr. Stef De 
Paepe (Seminar Room 1). 

 Group 2C: Transformation & Citizenship – Facilitated by Ms Terri Elliot, 
with Ms. Claire Mason, Ms Aracelia Guerrero and Prof. Merete Elnan 
(Seminar Room 2)

11h15  T E A

11h45  Session 3

 Group 3A: Democracy/Citizenship – Facilitated by Mr Warren Nebe, 
with Ms Jenny Koppera, Dr. Kristin Hunt, Ms Sandra Grehn, Prof. 
Stephani Etheridge Woodson and Dr. Mary McAvoy. (Grand Hall)

 Group 3B: Gender – Facilitated by Ms Yvette Hardie, with Prof. Mary 
Schuttler, Ms. Eilidh Macaskill, Ms. Annie Sansonetti and Mr. Janos 
Novak (presented by Eva Vancso) (seminar room 1)

Conference Days: ITYARN Conference Programme
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 Group 3C: Healing – Facilitated by Dr. Manon van de Water, with Mr. 
Marco Alfino Miranda, , Mr. Majid Kimiaeipoor, Ms. Robyn Sassen 
and Ms. Ongezwa Mbele (seminar room 2)

13h15  L U N C H – 

 POSTER PRESENTATIONS Facilitated by Roné Herbst

 Cedric Wembe, The significance of Participation in Educational The-
atre for young audiences

 Tamara Reid, Weber State University Arts Integration Conference: A 
Collaborative Model for Arts Integration 

 Theresa Frey, Staging of the ASSITEJ World Congress 2017 in refer-
ence to the history of the world congresses of ASSITEJ - Pecha Kucha

 Selloane Mokuku, Negotiating BODMAS, between English and 
Mathematics.

14h00 Session 4: 

 Keynote Panel: Contemporary Writing and Expressive Literacy - In-
troduced by Ms Yvette Hardie, with Dr Beth Juncker, Ms Suzanne 
LeBeau and Ms Sindiwe Magona (Grand Hall).

15h45 T E A

16h15 Session 5

 Group 5A: For Children By Children – Facilitated by Dr Pamela Udo-
ka, with Dr. Tom Maguire, Prof. Ojo-Rasaki Bakare and Oluwatosin 
Tume, Ms Shaili Sathyu, Mr. Gerhard Verfaillie.

 Group 5B: What do we see on stage – Facilitated by Prof. Dr. Gee-
sche Wartemann, with Dr. Ha Young Hwang, Mr. Michael Carklin, 
Ashish Kumar Ghosh and Ms. Lungile Mncube

 Group 5C: Disability and Inclusivity – Facilitated by Dr Tom Maguire, 
with Dr. Cheela Chilala, Ms. Kaitlin Jaskolski, Ms. Phemelo Hellemann 
and Prof. Julia Ashworth

Social: 

18h00  Drinks – City Hall, all welcome

19h00 Conference Dinner at Gold in Greenpoint – pre-booked 

Conference Days: ITYARN Conference Programme
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DAY TWO – 17 May 2017

08h00 Registration for late-arrivals

09h00 Session 6:

 Keynote Address: Matthew Reason (UK): Children, Spectatorship and 
Diversity. (Grand Hall).

10h00 Session 7

 Group 7A: Early Years theatre – Facilitated by Young Ai Choi, with Ms. 
Rebecca Drew Ramsey, Dr Sara Matchett and Mr Jason Jacobs, Dr. 
Lise Hovik, Assistant Prof. Adrienne Kapstein and Ms. Katherine Mor-
ley (Grand Hall)

 Group 7B: Socially conscious theatre – Facilitated by Tom McGuire, 
with Ms Aracelia Guerrero, Ms Megan Reid, Ms. Tamara Schulz, Dr. 
Norifumi Hida and Dr. Adam Ledger (Seminar room 1)

 Group 7C: Group 7A: Creative Case for Diversity and Intercultural-
ity LONG TABLE FORMAT– Facilitated by Erwin Maas, with Ms Liz 
O’Neill, Ms Vicki Amedume, Mr Mohamed Aghebati, Ms Gcina Mhlo-
phe, Ms Carole Karamera and Mr Ricardo Peach (Seminar Room 2)

11h30  T E A

11h45 Session 8

 Group 8A: National Approaches to Interculturality – Facilitated by 
Prof Veronica Baxter, with Dr. Monica Prendergast, Dr. Niccole Car-
ner, Mrs. Irina Antonova, Dr. Grigorios Ioanndis and Ms. Sathya Bha-
ma Madathil (Grand Hall)

 Group 8B: Intercultural Exchange/Diversity – Facilitated by Geesche 
Wartemann, with Mr Paulo Merisio, Ms Aglaia Pusch, Mr. Tristan Ja-
cobs and Mr. Louis Valente (Seminar Room 1)

 Group 8C: Latino/a in the USA – Facilitated by Prof. Roxanne Schro-
eder-Arce, with Dr. Lorenzo Garcia, Prof. Gillian McNall, Ms Robyn 
Flatt,  and Ms Samantha Provesano (seminar room 2)

13h15 L U N C H

14h00 Session 9:

 Keynote Panel: International Association of Theatre Critics - Mature 
Criticism in Children’s Theatre with Dr Octavian Saiu, Prof Emmanuel 
Dandaura, and Tracey Saunders

Conference Days: ITYARN Conference Programme
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15h30 T E A

16h00  Session 10

 Group 10A:  Supportive system or repressing conditions – Facilitated 
by Dr Veronica Baxter, with Katharina Schröck, Dr. Annika Hampel, Dr. 
Aron Weigl and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schneider (Grand Hall)

 Group 10B: TYA out of the closet – Facilitated by Warren Nebe, with 
Prof. Gillian McNally, Ms Jessica Robblee, Ms Wendy Bable, Mr Rives 
Collins, Asst Prof. Roxanne Schroeder-Arce, Ms Deirdre Lavrakas, Ms 
Samantha Provenzano, Ms Sara Simons, and Ms Jackie Honold (Semi-
nar Room 1)

 Group 10C: Indigenous People/Fragility/Healing – Facilitated by 
Dr Cheela Chilala, with Dr. Heather Fitzsimmons Frey, Ms. Penelope 
Youngleson and Ms Kristina Johnstone (Seminar room 2)

17h45 Closure and Thanks, Grand Hall

18h30 Group leaves for the Baxter theatre for the Opening Ceremony 

Conference Days: ITYARN Conference Programme
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Conference Days: Session One, 16 May 2017, City Hall
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City Hall

Multidisciplinary theatre:

Theatre in Ghana has long served as a medium to investi-
gate and articulate cultural, political and economic issues. 
It is a composite unit of music, dance, enactment, narra-
tion, visual arts and literature, often complimenting and 
collaborating with each art form to produce an enriched 
experience for academic, artist and audience a like.  Al-
though multidisciplinary theatre has benefited academics, 
artists and various audiences, it needs to be harnessed to 
promote educational reforms in Ghana and beyond. As the 
impact of globalization increases, it is inevitable that frictions 
between various cultures will be aggravated- given the 
concomitant merger of disparate groups.

Using Abibigromma, the Resident Theatre Company of 
the School of Performing Arts, Legon, as an example, I will 
explore how educational reforms to accommodate intercul-
tural tolerance can be encouraged. Abibigromma’s work is 
rooted within the ‘Abibigro’ genre,- a Pan African outlook  
with regards to its aesthetic use of multiple art forms in its 
performances.  This is to contribute to the development of 
arts and culture as well as enriching the cultural curriculum, 
encouraging the appreciation of a variety of verbal narra-
tives and literature, and stimulating the moral and educa-
tional value of traditional arts.

Keynote Speaker: Dr� Ekua Ekumah

Educational reform and 
cultural tolerance in Ghana 

and beyond

Biography:
Ekua Ekumah is a Senior Lecturer in the Theatre Arts Depart-
ment of the School of Performing Arts, University of Ghana, 
Legon.  Her research interests continue to explore African 
diasporic identity- the focus of her AHRC funded research 
project, in the Theatre and Performance Department of 
Goldsmiths College, University of London.  As the Artistic 
Director of Abibigromma, the Resident Theatre Compa-
ny of the School of Performing Arts, Ekua’s work with the 
company engages with African diasporic identity within the 
African space.

She is a trained actor, earning a BA (Hons) in Theatre Arts 
from Rose Bruford College of Speech and Drama and an 
MFA from University of Ghana.

Dr� Ekua Ekumah

Day One 
16 May 2017

Session 1
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City Hall

Day One 
16 May 2017

Session 2

2A: Exiles, Refugees and 
Migrants

Lene Thiesen, Jon Kraaboel: Panel 
Discussion

Hodja fra Danmark Foundation, Copenhagen, 
Denmark

lene@hodjafradanmark�dk

“Hodja from Denmark - 
Theatre for Children and 
Youth in Asylum Centres 
in Denmark” - A 3-year 
project that will bring 

performances and creative 
workshops to children 

and young people in 50 
asylum centres in Denmark

Biography: 
Lene Thiesen has 30 years’ experience in the performing 
arts as a festival Director, festival curator, manager of major 
international arts exchange programs, consultant for nation-
al arts funding body, and freelance international consultant 
and producer.

Lene Thiesen has a MA in French and Theatre Studies from 
Copenhagen University. 

She has, in collaboration with ASSITEJ Denmark, initiated 
“Hodja from Denmark – Theatre for Children in Asylum 
Centres”, a 3-year project that will bring performances and 
creative workshops to children and young people in 50 
Danish asylum centres (2016-2019).

Abstract:
Hodja from Denmark – TYA in Asylum Centres in Denmark 
2016-19. 

A three-year project that will bring approximately 300 
performances and 300 creative workshops to children and 
young people in Danish Asylum centres. The project was 
initiated by Lene Thiesen and ASSITEJ Denmark and was 
launched in November 2016.  The overall purpose of the 
project is to stimulate the children so that they acknowl-
edge their own creative potential in a state of transition and 
give them hope for a future in Denmark.

Each performance will be followed by a creative workshop, 
based on drama pedagogy, music or visual arts, where the 
children can process the thoughts and ideas generated by 
the performance.

We propose to look at three aspects of the project:

1.  Performances

 How can the theatre support the child in compre-
hending a new and foreign cultures? 
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 How does the theatre enable empathy across cultural 
differences?

 Can theatre mediate social change?

2.  Creative workshops

 How can workshops provoke the creative potential of 
each child?

 How can these experiences give the children and 
young people some simple tools that will further their 
inclusion in the foreign culture and society?

3.  A national project with a local anchorage

 How can one anchor the experience locally in order 
to make it a stepping stone for new initiatives?

We are hoping in our workshop to exchange experiences 
with similar initiatives and also to discuss principle issues.

Wolfgang Sting: Conference paper
University Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany

wolfgang�sting@uni-hamburg�de

Migration Talks: 
Theatre with Children 

and Youth as Intercultural 
Exchange

Biography: 
Wolfgang Sting has been Professor of Applied Theatre at 
the University of Hamburg, Department of Education since 
2002.  He is also the Director of the MA-Programme, “Per-
formance Studies”.

Research Focus: Theory and practise of Applied Theatre, 
Intercultural Theatre, Theatre in Education, Performance and 
Education.

Co-Editor of “Zeitschrift für Theaterpädagogik” (Journal for 
Theatre-Pedagogy/Applied Theatre).

Publications: Poetiken des Theatermachens. Werkbuch für 

Theater und Schule. München 2012 (ed. with Mieruch//
Klinge/Stüting);

Irritation und Vermittlung. Theater in einer interkulturellen 
und multireligiösen Gesellschaft. Berlin 2010 (ed. with 
Köhler/Hoffmann/Weiße/Grießbach).

Abstract:
Global migration and particularly flight forced by war and 
persecution changes societies worldwide. Migration and 
flight take an especially severe toll on children and youth. 
Germany alone has accepted more than one million refu-
gees (mostly from the Near East and Africa) within the last 
years. How can the performing arts and/or applied theatre 
projects respond to these intercultural, social and even 
artistic challenges?

This paper will present and discuss the specific artistic and 
educational concepts of two Hamburg based theatre proj-
ects by illustrating their very different practises and ways 
in which theatre can address social issues and stimulate 
personal transformation and education.

1) “Hamburg TheaterSprachCamp“ is a theatre and lan-
guage summer-camp that aims to improve German 
language skills; it is intended for children aged 9-11 with a 
migration or flight biography.

2) “Hajusom“ is a steady Hamburg based performing arts 
group which addresses under-aged refugees coming into 
Germany without their families. Hajusom has staged one 
professionally run show every year for more than ten years.

Both concepts favour a holistic approach where aesthetic 
and social issues go hand in hand. Both focus on the artistic 
and educational process they create with the children as a 
social family. The communication by and through the arts 
is the driving force for the children’s individual and social 
learning. Spoken and aesthetic language therefore proves 
to be a most powerful tool in facilitating social, cultural and 
diversity acceptance in a foreign environment.

By outlining the conceptual idea, the organisational 
framework and the actual workshop/rehearsal practise I will 
discuss the impact of such theatre projects for intercultural 
exchange as well as social and personal development and 
change.
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Geesche Wartemann: Conference 
paper

University Of Hildesheim, Berlin, Germany
gwartem@uni-hildesheim�de

Un/doing Differences 
in Theatre with Young 

Refugees

Biography: 
Geesche Wartemann, has a PhD in performance studies 
and is Professor for Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) at 
the University of Hildesheim, Germany, since October 2011.  
She worked at the Norwegian University of Agder from 
2009 – 2011 as professor for theatre/drama.  Prior to that, 
she worked as a dramaturg and theatre pedagogue.  She 
teaches courses in theory and practice of theatre for young 
audiences.  Her research focuses on aesthetics, concepts of 
audience development, and strategies of participation in 
contemporary TYA.  She is Board member (since 2006) and 
Chair (since 2014) of the international theatre for young au-
diences research network (ITYARN).  She has published on 
processes of interaction between performers and audienc-
es in TYA and theatre with non-professional actors. 

Abstract:
Countries of immigration have been transformed in the past 
two decades across the world. According to the concept 
of superdiversity (Stephen Vertovec) societies face an un-
precedented variety of cultures, identities, faiths, languag-
es, and immigration statuses. In this paper I would like to 
explore how theatre for and with young refugees reflects 
on these complex realities. Playing roles on stage may 
reveal identities of individuals as well as of communities as 
(temporary) constructions. How can performances confirm 
or critically question common images of (young) refugees? 
What kind of strategies of un/doing differences are gener-
ated in theatre? The paper presents comparative perfor-
mance analysis of German and international productions. 

Session 2B: Intercultural 
Exchange/Diversity

Stef De Paepe: Conference paper
Image Foundry De Maan, Mechelen, Belgium

stef@demaan�be

How to create a possible 
method via research to 
create an intercultural 

performance based on 
original biographical 

and thus documentary 
material that is inclusive, 

intercultural and evokes an 
augmented consciousness 

regarding citizenship, 
human rights and social 
justice abroad and in the 

country of origin .

Biography: 
Stef De Paepe is an stage and screen actor, director (of 
theatre, animation movies and audio plays), playwright, 
screenwriter, and teacher at the Erasmus Institute Brussels, 
RITCS (actors, directors and writers).

From 2007 to 2010 he was the artistic director at the audio 
production house, Geluidshuis. In 2009 he was nominated 
for best audio play of the low countries.

He has written approximately 40 scenarios for the Belgian 
public and private TV-Channel.

Stef runs ‘Image Smithy’ DE MAAN in Mechelen, a visual 
theatre production house for which he directs and writes.
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Abstract:
The paper will seek to investigate the creation of perfor-
mances that centre on the issue of human rights (as narrated 
from stories told by Congolese youth) and will investigate 
how a performance can be crafted through research 
done as a result of workshops conducted in two different 
contexts.   The paper will unpack the experience of creating 
a play for young audiences as a result of engaging with 
stories and conducting research workshops and will then 
discuss the touring of this performance to schools (as well 
as the framing workshops that support the performances).  
This will be done in order to augment the consciousness of 
social injustice and human rights. 

The Congolese documentary stories were tested  during 
2 workshops: The first was in Lubumbashi with students/
actors of the ETL (Ecole de theatre de Lubumbashi) and in-
cluded a presentation before 400 youth at the university of 
philosophy and lettres  of Lubumbashi (in April 2016).  The 
second workshop was with students/makers and directors 
of the Brussels based RITCS/superior school of arts (in No-
vember 2016). These autonomous workshops functioned as 
a practical research environment for the final presentation 
at Image Foundry DE MAAN (in March 2017) where 4 actors 
re-enacted the original biographical stories. 

The research focus when creating the performance was in 
the fields of re-enactment, history, colonisation, racism and 
racial theories, corruption, and social (in)justice.  As image 
foundry DE MAAN is a visual theatre for young audiences, 
the question of how to marry documentary material with vi-
sual components inspired the crafting of the final product.  
This was achieved through research done about Chokwe 
folkloristic culture (during the Lubumbashi workshop) and 
contemporary western forms of visualisation (during the 
Brussels workshop).

While the performance (labelled 15+) includes stories of 
sexual abuse and children in war zones, it aims to present a 
hopeful perspective on Africa and the Congo. It confronts 
young Belgian audiences with stories from the Congo (pre-
viously a Belgian colony) and will be presented in schools in 
conjunction with introductory workshops. 

Julius Heinicke: Conference paper
Freie Universittät Berlin, Berlin, Germany

julius�heinicke@gmx�de

The role of aesthetics for 
negotiating diversity in 

theatre in education: 
Comparing German and 

Southern African strategies

Biography: 
Julius Heinicke studied Culture and Theatre at Humboldt 
University in Berlin. In 2012, Julius defended his PhD-thesis 
on Theatre and Politics in Zimbabwe at the Department of 
African Studies. He received a scholarship for his doctoral 
dissertation from the Heinrich-Böll-Foundation. During 
the past few years, Julius has spent time researching and 
teaching as well as working as a dramaturge in perfor-
mance projects and in theatre in education, mainly in Africa 
and Europe. In December 2012 he started his postdoctoral 
research at the ERC-Project “The Aesthetics of Applied The-
atre” at the Department of Theatre Studies, Freie Universität 
Berlin.

Abstract:
Theatre is often used for intercultural exchange because 
it creates aesthetic spheres beyond the so called “reality”. 
These spheres are often seen as “protected”.  During per-
formances a person can play someone else, and can argue 
with a different opinion or from another perspective. What 
you say does not have to be true – you can lie on stage, 
because the fool’s licence gives you shelter.

This protected space of theatre is important for a diverse 
political discussion in current Zimbabwe.  Cont Mhlanga 
argues: “Fear in Zimbabwe has risen to alarming propor-
tions to the benefit of the government. (…) Zimbabweans 
are whispering everywhere and as a result they don’t hear 
each other of their different information all the time  and 
therefore cannot take collective action to change the diffi-
cult conditions.” As a result he founded “Voice for change”, 
which “supports creative artists from all disciplines to pro-
duce, perform, distribute, amplify the voice of majority who 
lives in difficult times (…).” 

With this in mind my paper will discuss why and how these 
aesthetic spaces of “freedom” might also be important for 
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intercultural discussion. In comparing Southern African and 
German works on theatre in education that deal with ques-
tion of diversity, the different ways and traditions of these 
aesthetical strategies will be presented and analysed.

Shakespeare as a Cultural 
Communicator: The 

Grand Valley Shakespeare 
Festival’s Bard to Go 

International Outreach 
Program for Young Adults, 

2005-2013

Biography: 
Karen Libman is a stage director and theatre professor at 
Grand Valley State University (Michigan) and 2016 Fulbright 
Scholar, where she spent 5 months in India, teaching and 
directing at B Borooah College (Guwahati), The University 
of Hyderabad, and a rural village outside of Bangaluru.  
Her American productions include Oedipus, Big Love, 
Mother Courage and Children, Look Back in Anger, and 
Angels in America.  Her Grand Valley Shakespeare Festival 
productions include All’s Well That Ends Well, Richard III, A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Love’s Labour’s Lost, Macbeth, 
A Comedy of Errors, and The Merchant of Venice. Libman 
conceived the Festival’s Bard to Go program and pio-
neered its International Exchange, taking Shakespearean 
scenes to world audiences.  She has been an active pro-
fessional in the American Alliance for Theatre in Education 
and was the executive secretary of the International Drama/
Theatre Education Association from 2010-13.  She was 
named 2010 Michigan Distinguished Professor of the Year.  
Her published work can be seen in Arts Education Policy 
Review, Teaching Theatre, Youth Theatre Journal, STAGE of 
the Art (editor), and Research in Drama Education. Libman 
collaborates with translator Diane Rayor on her Women in 
Greek Drama series, directing premieres of Medea and 
Antigone, both subsequently published by Cambridge 
University Press.  

Abstract:
The presentation theme is Intercultural exchange and the 
child/youth in the 21st Century. 

The Grand Valley Shakespeare Festival’s (GVSF) BARD-TO-
GO (BTG) is a 50-minute collage of Shakespearean scenes 
based on universal themes. The acting company is com-
prised of university students who yearly tour West Michi-
gan, USA, secondary schools as part of GVSF. In the summer 
of 2005, an international component was added—the BTG 
Company travelled to Kingston, Jamaica, as a guest of Edna 
Manley College, and played to over 900 secondary stu-
dents and other audience members throughout Jamaica.  
In May of 2008, BARD-TO-GO embarked on a ten-day visit 
to Shanghai and East China Normal University in order to 
promote a cultural and educational dialogue in the theatre 
area.  BTG has since been featured in Nassau, The Bahamas, 
at the Shakespeare in Paradise Festival; in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, at the Liverpool International Theatre Festival; at 
the Prague Shakespeare Company; and at the Sapperlot 
Youth Theatre Festival in Brixen, Italy, where they received 
the “Best in Festival” Award.  By traveling in Michigan and 
abroad, young people develop important communication 
and artistic competencies, promoting dialogues regarding 
cultural literacy and life-long creativity, marked by diver-
sity of thought and freedom of expression where youth 
of all backgrounds engage in an exchange of ideas with 
Shakespeare as the medium. If Shakespeare is truly cultural 
capital, a “valuable resource” for all, then the limitations 
of English text and Western perspective merit investiga-
tion and continued application. 2016 marked the 400th 
anniversary of Shakespeare’s death with productions across 
the world, many of them performed and viewed by young 
people, continuing to question the success of global pro-
ductions in challenging the plurality of cultural expression 
in the 21st century (Shakespeare beyond English: A Global 
Experiment. Bennett and Carson, 2013).  Photos from BTG’s 
international explorations will be featured/discussed in 
Pecha kucha.

Karen Libman: Pecha Kucha
Grand Valley Shakespeare Festival, Allendale, 

United States
libmank@gvsu�edu
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Session 2C: Transformation 
and citizenship.

Merete Elnan: Conference paper
University of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway

Merete�elnan@uia�no

Art mediation for theatre 
productions that cause 

resistance

Biography: 

My main interest and experience is in Theatre for Young 
Audiences (TYA): performing arts for children, by youth, 
theatre with children, or theater discussing childhood. I 
have followed the work of Suzanne Osten and the ensem-
ble Unga Klara and have several publications that analyse 
Osten’s work. I have been a board member of the Norwe-
gian Assitej since 2011 and have been a part of the ITYARN 
(the International Theatre for Young Audiences Research 
Network) since the start in 2007. 

I am part of the R&D group Art and Conflict at Faculty of 
Fine Arts, University of Agder and, on behalf of the depart-
ment, I am participating in the European project “Platform 
Shit +”. 

Abstract:

Some contemporary performances are challenging for their 
audience because of their expression, and may be de-
manding for the teacher to discuss or treat in the classroom. 
Other performances cause controversies or may even be 
censored by schools due to the content. For artists within 
Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) the risk of censorship 
often has to be considered.  There are many different 
motives, explanations and reasons why teachers and adults 
decide what is (in)-appropriate for the young audience 
(Van de Water, 2012). Could outreach or art mediation, 
done by the ensemble or theatre-pedagogues, facilitate 
the experience in a way that doesn’t prevent the young 
audience from experiencing complex and challenging 
performances?

I will use examples from the Swedish ensemble “Unga 
Klara”, the company “Young at Art” from Northern Ire-
land, and from my own practice as a director/teacher/
theatre-pedagogue. I will apply the concepts and per-

spectives of Jacques Rancière to discuss and investigate 
art mediation for theatre. Rancière’s view of the audience 
and of the aesthetic is beneficial for my discussion; he puts 
forward that the distribution of the sensible defines who 
is excluded from the community and who has access to it 
(Rancière, 2004, 2009). My ambition is to give the young 
audience access to a wide variety of theatre performances, 
including the styles and content that cause resistance. 

Aracelia Guerrero: Conference paper
UNAM, Mexico city, Mexico

Drama, Children and 
Politics. What is the role of 
young people in Mexican 

theater?

Biography: 

Aracelia Guerrero 
Theatre director 
Practical theatre researcher. 
MEXICO

She studied Dramatic Literature and Theatre in the Faculty 
of Philosophy of the National Autonomous University of 
Mexico UNAM. Aracelia initiated her theatrical career as an 
actress in 1988 with Woman by force, by Tirso de Molina, 
for which she got a prize as Better supporting actress at the 
International Festival of the Golden Century in Texas.  Her 
debut as a director was with Calderon de la Barca´s The 
physician of his honour, released in 2001 for which she got 
a nomination as Best Director of the year by the Union of 
Theatrical Critics.   She was invited to the Assitej Germany 
Director´s Seminar, and was the Mexican representative for 
four years in Assitej International’s Next generation Project. 

Her theatre works show her interest to talk about human 
topics that allow to open fields of reflection: Can you 
whistle?, by Ulf Stark, about the relations between children 
and elders and of death like intrinsic part of life; The war of 
Klamm, by Kai Hensel a sharp observation to the education-
al system and the relations of power between teachers and 
students; Prince and Prince, by Perla Szuchmacher, based 
on the book by Linda de Haan and Stern Nijland, about 
sexual diversity; Which is the best drug for my?, by Kai 
Hensel, a reflection about drug consumption without false 
moralities. She also has been invited by the Philharmonic 
Orchestra of  Mexico City,  the Philharmonic Orchestra of 
the UNAM and the Symphonic National Orchestra to direct 
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scene in The Composer is dead By Lemony Snicket; The 
Bear by Marcus Davy, among others. 

Since 2010 her principal interest is to develope artistic 
models linked with education and community to contribute 
to help in circumstances of social emergency and violence.  
She is a co-founder of the Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, a project 
of resistance and hope at the teacher´s school in the state 
of  Guerrero, México where she realizes an intervention in 
order to offset the effects provoked by the forced disap-
pearances and the violence that the Mexican state has ex-
ercised in opposition to pupils and relatives of the Normal 
Rural Raúl Isidro Burgos school. 

Nowadays she directs the german play Do fish sleep?, 
by  Jens Raschke to be premiered at the Fine Arts institute 
Theatres in October in Mexico city. 

Claire Mason: Conference paper
University Of Wisconsin-Madison , Madison, 

United States
cemason2@wisc�edu

Talk to Me:
Engaging the Young 

Male Spectator Through 
Monodrama

Biography: 
Claire Mason is a PhD student in the Interdisciplinary 
Theatre Studies programme at the University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison where she specialises in Theatre for Youth.  
Her research interests primarily focus upon masculinity, the 
identity constructions of young men, and the complexi-
ties facing nations which have recently experienced great 
trauma.  She also works with the Oakhill Prison Humanities 
Project where she teaches Drama and Performance to the 
inmates of the Oakhill Correctional Institution, a men’s mini-
mum security prison in Wisconsin. 

Abstract:
David Walsh once wrote that “narrative is made possible 
by narrative.  We do not narrate history but are, rather, nar-
rated by it.”  (188)  Yet, in an ever-changing world where a 
young man can find himself simultaneously at the epicentre 

and the fringe of society, how can he navigate the mon-
umental task of identifying and constructing an identity? 
This paper shall explore the ways in which questioning the 
social constructs of contrasting and conflicting narratives 
of contemporary identity construction is a necessary part 
of Theatre for Young Adults.  More specifically, I wish to 
examine how the construction of the young adult narrative 
is what makes TYA an essential component in the search for 
a new definition of manhood in a world constantly rede-
fining itself and its social constructs. By specifically focusing 
upon Replay Theatre Company’s production of COMET 
and Yuri Klavdiev’s I am a Machine Gunner through the 
lenses of Piotr Szompka, Paulo Freire, Michel Fouccalt, and 
Jacques Rancier, I aim to locate the need to emancipate the 
young adult through theatre and explore possible methods 
in which to engage an audience base which rarely attends 
the theatre. Thus, this paper will focus upon how Theatre for 
Young Audiences can successfully address issues particular-
ly important to today’s male youth through the medium of 
monodrama.  
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City Hall

Day One 
16 May 2017

Session 3

Session 3A: Democracy/
Citizenship

Stephani Etheridge Woodson: 
Conference paper

Arizona State University, Tempe, United States
swoodson@asu�edu

Taller Cultura, the 
Democracy Makerspace

Biography: 
A professor at Arizona State University’s School of Film, 
Dance and Theatre, Dr. Stephani Etheridge Woodson 
directs the Theatre for Youth M.F.A. and Ph.D..  Dr. Ether-
idge Woodson’s research and creative interests focus 
on community cultural development with children and 
youth, creativity cycles, representational ethics and socially 
engaged arts practices. Her text, Theatre for Youth Third 
Space, Performance, Democracy and Community Cultural 
Development, published by Intellect, received the 2016 
AATE Distinguished Book award.  Dr. Etheridge Woodson’s 
current work addresses challenges to U.S. democracy by 
crafting intentional publics through arts-based participatory 
community cultural development practices. Her research 
and creative work posits the studio/makerspaces of art 
and culture as significant locations for building a healthier 
democracy along depth (both the how and the quality of 
citizen participation in civic publics), breadth (the number 
of individuals affected by decisions who participate in deci-
sion making processes) and range (the kinds of decisions in 

which citizens participate and decide). 

Abstract:
This paper explores and presents on a combined Research, 
Engagement and Art project I began in 2015 called the 
Democracy Makerspace.  While US American society has, 
from its inception, understood its singularity to be based 
on a broad application of the principles of democratic 
governance, the US provides no state or legal mechanism 
through which young people can collectively build social, 
democratic, and political power. What I label “collective 
efficacy”. In US American culture, adults automatically have 
more power and more rights than young people do. Legal-
ly, children and youth exist under a protectionist doctrine 
that functionally denies them some of the basic rights guar-
anteed to adults.  There are few classes of people in the 
United States with less power than the 73.5 million US Amer-
icans under the age of 18. As a society, we regulate children 
and youth’s lives, but we do not allow them a political voice 
in that control. From the federal to local levels, they have no 
say in funding allocations or the way space is designed or 
regulated. Children account for 24% of US Americans, but 
only 8% of federal expenditures. While we expect adults to 
benevolently plan for young people’s futures, we do not 
provide young people enough opportunities to effectively 
perform the intentional practices of democracy. 

Responding to the question of performance’s relation to 
political activism in a state in which voter turn-out in the 
2014 cycle hit an all-time low of less than 37% of registered 
voters, this essay presents on work on a nascent community 
cultural development project positing democracy as sets 
of intentional performance practices rather than narrow 
definitions resting on consumerism, volunteerism and/or 
voting.  Recognizing the structural limits placed on children 
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and youth in the United States, the Democracy Makerspace 
specifically targets young people as key in both long-term 
democratic health and leadership development through 
a belief in the studio/maker-spaces of art and culture as 
significant locations of deliberative democracy, social 
engagement and investments in collective welfare. The 
Democracy Makerspace uses art, culture and performance 
in partnership with young people and their communities 
to consciously affect society in legitimate and measurable 
ways.  

Kristin Hunt: Conference paper
Arizona State University, Phoenix, Az, United 

States
krstnhunt@gmail�com

Resistance, Violence, 
Citizenship:

The Politics and Aesthetics 
of Tragedy in Theatre for 

Youth

Biography: 
Dr. Kristin Hunt is an assistant professor in the School of Film, 
Dance and Theatre at Arizona State University’s Herberger 
Institute for Design and the Arts, where she teaches in both 
the Theatre for Youth and Theatre and Performances of the 
Americas graduate programs. She studies the adaptation, 
contestation, and activist reclamation of ancient and classical 
performance structures with a special interest in 5th century 
Athenian tragedy and 4th century Greek philosophy in 
contemporary contexts. Her professional practice includes 
applied theatre, theatre in education, theatre for social 
justice, directing, and devising. Her articles have appeared 
in Performance Research, Theatre Topics, and Restoration 
and Eighteenth Century Studies, among other venues. She 
is the co-author of Drama and Education: Performance 
Methodologies for Teaching and Learning (Routledge, 
2015). She earned her PhD in theatre at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison.

Abstract:
Since Plato named the “ancient quarrel between poetry 
and philosophy,” representation has been a political act. In 
light of the ongoing politicization and policing of acts of 
resistance to authority by young people in public venues, 

virtual spaces, or city streets, Theatre for Youth’s status as 
a lightning rod for controversy has only increased. Mean-
while, the question of what it means to represent sup-
posedly bad acts for or by young people becomes ever 
more salient. Alongside increasingly contested instances of 
youth resistance and representation of resistance for and 
by youth, adaptations of classic tragedy for youth offer a 
unique opportunity to query the significance of representa-
tions of resistance and “bad acts” for and by young people. 

Accordingly, this paper responds to the question, “How 
does theatre help to navigate the choices and challenges 
of citizenship, human rights and social justice?” by examin-
ing international adaptations of classical tragedy for youth. 
Using a theoretically engaged and historically contextu-
alized approach, I explore the political repercussions and 
aesthetic implications of representing supposedly bad acts 
for and by young people. Through a discussion of two 
adaptations of tragedy for young people, I examine how 
representations of and responses to youth rule-breaking 
and resistance differ across lines of race, class, geography, 
ethnicity, and gender.

Specifically, I focus on Pauline Mol’s Iphigenia, King’s Child 
(Netherlands, 1990) and Jose Casas’s antonia: a latina hip-
hop Antigone (US, 2015), each of which positions youth 
as both agents and audiences for “bad acts” including 
rule-breaking, resistance, and violence. Exploring both the 
productions themselves as well as critical discourse around 
each adaptation, I contextualize the history of adaptation of 
tragedy for youth within and against the history of adapta-
tion for adult and mixed audiences. Set against this larger 
historical context, these case studies highlight the unique 
ethical conundrums that confront directors, adaptors, and 
playwrights who undertake transhistorical and transcultur-
al negotiations of gender, childhood, trauma, violence, 
and sexuality as they adapt ancient texts for contemporary 
young audiences. Simultaneously, they shed light on the 
politically and socially risky but ultimately vital practice of 
representing “bad acts” for and by young people in a 
world in which youth resistance remains both risky and 
essential.
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Mary McAvoy: Conference paper
Arizona State University, Tempe, United States

mmcavoy@asu�edu

Theorizing the Price They 
Pay:

Young Bodies, Illegal 
Acts, and the Problem 
of Punishment in This is 

Modern Art

Biography: 
Dr. Mary McAvoy is an assistant professor in the School 
of Film, Dance, and Theatre at Arizona State University. 
Her research and teaching focuses on theatre education 
and theatre for youth.  She is the co-author of Drama and 
Education: Performance Methodologies for Teaching and 
Learning and co-editor of Youth and Performance: Percep-
tions of the Contemporary Child. Her articles have ap-
peared in Youth Theatre Journal and The Journal of Ameri-
can Drama and Theatre, and various edited collections. 

Abstract:
In responding to the conference ASSITEJ and ITYARN 
theme of transformation, citizenship and social justice in 
theatre for youth, I examine the representation of punish-

Catch the Dot:
Spinning Dot Theatre’s 

Pecha Kucha

Jenny Koppera: Pecha Kucha
Spinning Dot Theatre, Ann Arbor, United States

jkoppera@spinningdot�org

Biography: 

Jenny Anne Koppera is the founder and Artistic Director of 
Spinning Dot Theatre.  She has her MFA in Drama/Theatre 
for the Young from Eastern Michigan University, and she is 
active nationally and internationally in the field of children’s 
theatre.  In 2010, she received a national AATE Doyle 
Fellowship Special Recognition Award for her work in the 
field, and in 2011, she was one of 6 global interns select-
ed for the ASSITEJ World Congress.  In 2012, Jenny was 
selected as one of the Rye Fellows at the IPAY Showcase, 
and she was the TYA/USA Delegate to the International 
Directors’ Seminar hosted by ASSITEJ Germany in 2013.  
She was honoured to be selected as the 2014 Ann Shaw 
Fellowship Recipient. Jenny has worked with TYA/USA, AS-
SITEJ International, International Performing Arts for Youth 
Showcase, American Alliance for Theatre and Education, 
The Kennedy Center’s New Visions/New Voices program, 
Write Local. Play Global., and Imaginate Children’s Theatre 
Festival.  Locally, Jenny was one of the founding creators of 
Eastern Michigan University’s Global Play Project, CrossTown 
Theatre Troupe, and Educational Theatre Collaborative. 
Professionally, Jenny comes from a background in dance, 
theatre, and the study of the French language.  In addition 
to her work with Spinning Dot, she frequently directs, cho-
reographs, and lectures at Eastern Michigan University. 

Abstract:

Join Spinning Dot Theatre’s Pecha Kucha presentation for 
a burst of our global Spinning Dot energy.  Spinning Dot 
Theatre takes its name from Carl Sagan’s idea of the pale 
blue dot out in space. Our stories and histories are united 
on this lone blue planet and in that union is a powerful 
pulse of creativity!

Come and hear our Spinning Dot energy through twenty 
second poems written by our repertory company mem-
bers, youth company members, teen apprentices, board 
members, directors and audience members of what it 
means to bring global theatre to the Midwest of America.  
And what it means to us to share in this greater global cele-
bration of theatre for young audiences in Cape Town!

Spinning Dot Theatre, since its creation in 2014, has invited 

our audiences to travel the world through theatre taking 
them to: Japan, Kosovo, Inuit Cultures, Germany, Denmark, 
Australia, South Korea, Canada and now South Africa.  

Theatre has the capacity to make our dynamic and ev-
ery changing world bigger and smaller at the same time 
through the telling of great stories on stage.  Let our Pecha 
Kucha words and photos light the spark of our Spinning 
Dot Theatre passion to inspire others at the Congress and 
Festival.

We’ll invite all those in attendance to ‘Catch the Dot’ too 
and pass it back to us by sending us their own photos with 
twenty second descriptions.  Spinning Dot will compile 
these global inspirations and share them with the Con-
gress/Festival.  We will take this global dot of ours, unify it, 
and then share the beautiful creative pulse.
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ment within Kevin Coval and Idris Goodwin’s 2015 play, This 
is Modern Art. The play, a contemporary narrative based on 
actual 2010 events, follows a group of young graffiti artists 
of colour as they write an elaborate graffiti piece on the 
pristine ivory exterior of the Art Institute of Chicago, one of 
the United States’ prominent art museums. The artists creat-
ed this graffiti as an act of protest in response to street arts 
being left out of a new permanent exhibition on modern 
art that opened that same year. As a piece of documentary 
theatre based on interviews with the artists, This is Modern 
Art includes not only the story behind how the artists ac-
complished this illegal feat, but also extensive descriptions 
regarding how others might become graffiti artists. The 
play concludes with a discussion of the fallout and after-
math of this event; despite serious personal repercussions, 
the artists were never caught by police. Given the play’s 
representation of illegal art practice, the 2014 premiere at 
Chicago’s Steppenwolf Theatre produced significant con-
troversy. Reviews from Chicago’s major newspapers, The 
Chicago Tribune and The Chicago Sun Times, lambasted 
the production, calling it “deeply misguided” and “wildly 
wrong-headed and potentially dangerous” and critiquing 
it for not fully discussing the reality that “graffiti is never a 
victimless crime.” 

Given this outcry, many facets of both this important and 
path-breaking work and the discourses of outrage around 
it are worthy of extended scholarly attention. For this essay’s 
scope, I focus one theoretical lens on the representation of 
the artists’ lack of punishment, considering how contempo-
rary conversations around discipline and control, particular-
ly in our current neoliberal climate, shaped understandings 
of this play. I primarily draw from sociologist and theorist 
Loïc Wacquant, who, in extending the work of Durkheim, 
Foucault, and Bordieu, considers discipline and embodi-
ment, particularly in US carceral institutions in the contem-
porary era. Taking these theoretical positions as points of 
departure, I analyse the “deadly symbiosis” of performative 
capitalism and theatricalized incarceration in the contempo-
rary United States. These frames contextualise the transgres-
sive potential of theatrically representing young people 
of colour engaged in unpunished illegal acts for young 
audiences. My analysis points to ongoing discussions in 
our field that engage with issues of institutionalised racism, 
white privilege, and white supremacy, and suggests new 
lines of analysis that might prove productive for artists and 
scholars engaged in performance and social justice.

Session 3B: Gender

Eilidh Macaskill: Conference paper
Fish And Game / Imaginate, Glasgow, United 

Kingdom 
eilidhmacaskill@yahoo�co�uk

Gendersaurus Rex:
A Practice-Based Research 
Project Exploring Gender, 

Sexuality, Queerness, 
Feminism And Difference 

And How These Areas 
Intersect With Tya. An 

Introduction To This Project 
From Scotland Supported 

By Imaginate With A 
Provocation To Makers And 
Producers To Consider Their 

Take On The Topic.

Biography: 
Eilidh MacAskill is the Artistic Director of Fish And Game 
and is a Glasgow-based artist, director, dramaturg and 
researcher.  Her work straddles theatre and live art and 
takes place in a variety of different contexts for a range of 
audiences, both adults and children. 

Inspired by Nature and the human animal, she creates chal-
lenging and experimental live events that, through the use 
of absurdity, humour and well-known performance styles, 
can be accessible while making the familiar strange.

She has devised projects and performed for National 
Theatre of Scotland, Unicorn Theatre and Southbank Centre 
in London, Imaginate and Starcatchers in Edinburgh, The 
Arches and Tramway in Glasgow, Glasgow Museums, 
Glasgow Commonwealth Games, CentreStage in Baltimore, 
Theatre of the New Age in New York, White Space and 
Arts Space in Melbourne.  She devises and performs in 
highly-acclaimed performances for children, including the 
very successful The Polar Bears Go Wild and The Polar Bears 
Go Up!
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Eilidh has been an associate artist with Imaginate, Scotland’s 
organisation for TYA.  She is the lead artist on the Scottish 
leg of the European-funded artist development proj-
ect, PUSH, and in 2016, was part of the Next Generation 
scheme for young artists.

Abstract:
www.gendersaurusrex.wordpress.com

As a queer, lesbian artist creating performance for children 
sometimes I question if I’m allowed to be myself in TYA. I’m 
concerned about the ways some TYA supports and even 
compounds the gender and hetero-normative stereotypes 
children are exposed to in the world. The Gendersaurus 
Rex project explores where these restrictive ideas around 
gender and sexuality come from, and questions how art 
can offer an alternative view of the world.

tIn these times of turmoil, TYA is used sometimes as a way of 
speaking to children about contemporary issues that affect 
them – such as war, immigration or racism. But it seems rare 
to find productions that engage with LGBTQ+ experiences; 
the result being that large numbers of children are unable 
to see their lives reflected on stage, and prejudice and 
hatred is allowed to flourish unchecked. 

Since April 2015, Imaginate have supported me to look 
at this area from the point of view of academics, parents, 
teachers, policy makers, artists and children themselves. 
Immediately it’s been clear that these ideas feel challenging 
and for some people it’s really at the border (or beyond) of 
what we think is acceptable, necessary, and appropriate for 
children. 

In 2017 I will be continuing the research and developing 
practical approaches to the problems brought up by the 
project. This research is part of my artistic practice and 
is about using the power of art as a place to question, 
subvert, hide from, muddy, invert and take refuge from the 
oppression of everyday life.

Janos Novak, presented by Eva 
Vancso: Conference paper

Assitej Hungary - Kolibri Theater For Children 
And Youth, Budapest, Hungary

vancso�eva@gmail�com

Biography:  

Janos Novak is a composer, musician and executive direc-
tor.  He has been part of The Liszt Academy of Music, Hoch-
schule für Musik und Theater München, and the University 
of Theatre and Film.  He is currently the leading musician 
of Radnóti Theater as well as being the general and artistic 
director of Kolibri Theatre for Children and Youth.  He is the 
Vice President of the International Theatre Institute in Hug-
ary and is also the President of ASSITEJ Hungary.

Abstract:

Gender is pertinent to many disciplines, such as psycholo-
gy, sociology and drama studies. Cultural studies emphasis-
es the representations of gender; this paper suggests that 
it has an even greater importance regarding children and 
youth theatre. 

Kolibri Theater has classical tales in its repertoire and it 
provides a special point of view. These tales are important 
national treasures, but they are related to the era, culture 
and society where they were born. 

Based on our experiences we present the traditional 
gender roles in the classical tales, and ask, “Which of them 
continue to live on in the 21st century, and which of them 
needs to be reconsidered?” Can Johnny Grain-o’-Corn 
wash the clothes in the brook, and can Iluska save the life of 
the French King’s daughter? 

The main question is theatre can preserve classical values, 
and how it can be used to talk about “dangerous” themes 
related to gender roles. In a classical tale is it better not to 
interrogate these topics in order to maintain the tradition? 
Or is it necessary to adapt classical tales to be politically cor-
rect (while keeping in mind that these performances should 
remain tales rather than lectures about being politically 
correct). 

Male and female roles 
in the performances for 

young Audiences
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During the process of interpreting and staging, the artistic 
directors and the theater makers have to make these de-
cisions to be actual  and constructive but not to hurt either 
personal sensibility or the traditions. 

In the name of Kolibri Theater, Janos Novak will demon-
strate the problems and the “ideal” and “no go” solutions 
that he discovered during his work in the theater.  

This topic is related to religious and cultural difference and 
thus invites tolerance and empathy across cultures. 

Annie Sansonetti: Conference paper
New York University, New York, United States

as10416@nyu�edu

Devising Amateur 
Theatre with Transgender 

Children:
The Labours of Gender in 

Transition and the Creative 
Ambiances of the Domestic 

Stage

Biography: 

Annie Sansonetti is an M.A. student of Performance Studies 
at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. Her current 
project, “The Composition of Transgender Childhood 
through Performance,” engages in close readings of the 
educative potential for transgender children’s art-making in 
theatre, dance and craft. 

Abstract:

In June 2016 I participated in a Toronto-based workshop 
on theatre designed specifically for at-risk transgender chil-
dren under fifteen and their allies. The workshop took place 
in the home of a single mother of a gender-nonconforming 
child. She continues to devote her weekends to this project 
without ever having schooled herself in the theatre. This es-
say aims to account for the vitality of such an experience via 
quotidian, yet vital pedagogies, collaborative discussions 
and my own processes of reflection. In what follows, I focus 
on how the live action of devising theatre in the home 
opens up a space to examine the educative capacities 

attached to the worthwhile labours of gender in transition 
in childhood. I examine the medicalisation of the transgen-
der child as peripheral to the child’s everyday feelings and 
lessons of gender in transition by privileging not only the 
voices of transgender children, but also their bodies in per-
formance while simultaneously emphasizing the benefits of 
artistic process, not progress, during transition in childhood.

I pose the following critical question for further discussion: 
if gender identification or reassignment can be neither 
possible nor, at times, desirable until adulthood, then how 
ought we make sense of the ways in which devising theatre 
on the amateur stage of the home fosters a broadened 
space where new identity formation can take place for 
transgender children on a gradual basis? Departing from 
Jacques Derrida’s limited conception of domestic action as 
always a rush of activity (a hurried welcoming at the door, 
a quick cleaning up, a hush-hush rearranging and quick 
putting back into place), I argue that the unhurried and 
processual acts of setting up, devising and striking a theat-
rical production in the home can honour the drama-based 
education intrinsic to the productive labour of gender in 
transition amid the state and time of childhood.

Mary Schuttler: Conference paper
University Of Northern Colorado, Greeley, United 

States
mary�schuttler@unco�edu

Challenging the Notion 
of Fixed Identity in a 

University Setting through 
TYA

Biography: 
Professor of Theatre Arts, Dr. Mary Schuttler, is Head of the 
MA and BA Theatre Education programs, and the Asso-
ciate Director of the School of Theatre Arts and Dance. 
She Co-Chaired the National Theatre Standards, chaired 
the Colorado Academic Theatre Standards, is currently on 
the board of the Colorado Thespian Society, and served 
as both President and Vice President of the Educational 
Theatre Association.

Before her UNC appointment, Dr. Schuttler taught high 
school drama for ten years in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, and 
received her BA from the University of Michigan, her MA 
from Wayne State University, and her PhD in Theatre from 
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the University of Colorado at Boulder. She received the 
2001 Higher Education Theatre Educator of the Year from 
the Alliance for Colorado Theatre, and was inducted into 
the Educational Theatre Association’s Hall of Fame in 2005. 

Abstract:
UNC recently toured a production of Gabriel Jason Dean’s, 
The Transition of Doodle Pequeño, to elementary and mid-
dle schools, with the director and actors asking questions 
of audiences about the notion of fixed identity. In the play, 
Doodle’s new friend, Reno, who wears a skirt, convinces 
Doodle to wear a skirt of his own and go trick-or-treating 
with him. Doodle experiences feelings of curiosity, shame 
and acceptance due to the choices he makes. 

Though some audiences did not grasp the show’s full 
meaning, most did. Director Jackie Honold reported, “I 
didn’t speak to a single child throughout the tour that was 
not open and receptive to the idea that sometimes, people 
act or dress differently than you might, or society might, 
and that it’s very okay. It was the adults who got grumpy.” 

Similarly, the performers had doubts about the subject 
matter as it applied to younger audiences. One actor 
expressed: “I was worried what might happen to a student 
coming out in front of their peers, or specific students 
being targeted after watching the show.” This might explain 
why UNC is currently the only university to produce this 
play. 

This paper addresses conference themes 5 and 7, focusing 
on disparity between generations, gender expression, and 
the binary view of gender relations. In Gender Trouble, 
Judith Butler asserts, “There is no gender identity behind 
the expressions of gender; . . . identity is performatively 
constituted by the very “expressions” that are said to be 
its results” (25). If gender is a form of performance, can we 
use performances to eliminate the binary view of gender 
relations? Educating college students about queer theory 
through TYA experiences can bring them, and the sur-
rounding community of adults, to our children’s way of 
thinking. 

Session 3C: Healing

Majid Kimiaeipoor: Conference paper
The National Centre of ASSITEJ Iran 

assitej�intl@gmail�com

The Impact and Adoption 
of Old Folk Games on 

Organic Systems of Body 
according to Robert 

Genie’s Theory

Biography: 

Researcher; Writer; Professor; BA, MA in Dramatic Literature 
and PhD in Persian Language and Literature

Abstract:

Robert Genie is the founder of selective or attentive be-
haviourism. According to him, psychology is studying and 
achieving a learning condition and describing the objec-
tive. He believes that sudden insight- which he knows as 
perception- is not important in learning. He believes that 
learning is a change that occurs in a tangible and obvi-
ous condition and games are considered as an important 
element. The aim of the present study was to investigate 
the therapeutic effects of native games in the anatomy of 
children and their mental harmonic. Some native games 
of Iran that can be studied according to Genie’s theory are 
AMOO ZANJIR BAF, GORI GORI, KHALE SETARE, and ASIAB 
BECHARKH. The contents were collected using the Library 
approach. The research method applied was descrip-
tive-applicatory and it studied to evaluate the correlation 
of two variable: Causal relationships between game play 
and the organic systems of body were investigated. The 
researcher then proved that dramatic games can affect 
physical growth of children and their systematic physic and 
improve their learning.
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Township theatre-making 
as a developmental tool 

for Khayelitsha youth:
An Applied Theatre Study 

From An Ethnographic 
Perspective

Biography: 
Ongezwa Mbele is a South African born applied theatre 
practitioner.  In 2015, she graduated with an MA degree 
in Applied theatre and drama at University of Cape Town. 
Ongezwa is interested in how applied theatre conjures 
wellness and healing amongst South African children and 
young people.  She is currently working in Norwegian 
prisons, facilitating theatre workshop with prisoners, and a 
guest lecturer at Norwegian college, Nordic Black Theatre. 
She has worked at ASSITEJ SA as a coordinator.  

Abstract:
This dissertation examines the theatre making process of 
a youth theatre group in Khayelitsha called Qina n Divas. 
It considers why and how this theatre making process is 
a youth development tool within the ambit of applied 
theatre. The study is partly driven by my memories and 
experiences of growing up in a township, as well as 
applied theatre aims, which are to use theatre to address 
social issues and honour the participants’ ways of using 
theatre to address their issues. I examine how the Qina n 
Divas participants, who are growing up in an environment 
that challenges their development, use theatre making as 
a way of reviewing and revaluing their lives. I identify and 
examine the various systems that influence the youth’s lives 
and that limit their use of theatre as a liberation tool - in 
that the theatre making is a rehearsal of their issues rather 
than becoming a means of interrogating the issues. As I 
am immersed in the township context I also reflect on my 
involvement and how I unintentionally became part of the 
problem, which limited the youth’s development. My posi-
tion of being an applied theatre practitioner and researcher 
is informed by my Xhosa cultural identity, my Zulu schooling 
and my English-speaking higher education, which also 
influenced my relationship with the youth. In the research 
process, the young people and I exchanged several the-

atre making methods. The theatre making explored themes 
of bullying, rape, environmental issues, parental love and 
abandonment, which revealed the youth’s emotions and 
thoughts about these themes. In spite of the above-men-
tioned limitations, I propose that theatre making allows the 
youth to use their imaginations to construct their identity in 
a partly secure space and to journey beyond the township 
to the Cape Town suburbs. The theatre practice induces a 
sense of hope amongst the youth and allows them to voice 
the issues that matter to them.

The Case Study of the 
SUGPAT Alternative School 

for Peacebuilding and 
the Arts of Ateneo de 

Zamboanga University

The Praxis of Theatre for 
Social Change as Hope for 

the Internally-Displaced 
and Out-of-School Youth 

of Zamboanga City:

Ongezwa Mbele: Conference paper
University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South 

Africa
ongezwambele@gmail�com

Marco Alfino Miranda: Conference 
paper

Ateneo Centre for Culture and the Arts, Ateneo 
de Zamboanga University, Zamboanga City, 

Philippines
miranda�kiko@yahoo�com

Biography: 
Marco Alfino “Kiko” Miranda is a practicing Zamboangueno 
theatre artist who also engages in social development ac-
tivities that fuel his calling to help make Zamboanga a better 
place for the youth of Zamboanga.  After the 2013 Zambo-
anga Siege, Kiko has made it a mission to help the dis-
placed young people of Zamboanga City through projects 
that uses art and performance as a platform for community 
collaboration and dialogue which will inspire action on the 
community level to bring about social change.  

He is the Director of Ateneo de Zamboanga University’s 
Centre for Culture and the Arts, and the Representative for 
Theatre Arts in the Zamboanga City Local Council for Cul-
ture, Arts, and History. He is the recipient of the Zamboanga 
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City Local Achievers Award for Culture and Arts in 2015.  
His brainchild - the SUGPAT Alternative School for Peace 
Building and the Arts - has been the focus of his practice as 
a theatre artist, educator, and programmeer.  

Abstract:
Since the siege of Zamboanga in 2013 which displaced 
more than 100,000 people (mostly women, children, 
indigenous peoples), the road to recovery for the survivors 
is a slow and frustrating process.  Primarily affected by the 
effects of armed conflicts are the young people.  Most 
of them drop out from schools because of displacement.  
They are forced to assume the role of adults despite being 
in transition from adolescent to young adult.  Some join 
gangs and peddle drugs to earn a living.  Others marry 
at an early age (as young as 14) because they believe that 
marriage is an easy escape out of poverty.  Worst, idle 
youth are at-risk for being radicalized and recruited to join 
terrorist and extremist groups.

The plethora of development problems stemming from 
displacement and armed conflicts overshadows the yearn-
ing to succeed in life.

Out-of-school youth in mostly say that they want to contin-
ue and finish their education to get a better chance at life. 
The Ateneo Centre for Culture and the Arts of the Ateneo 
de Zamboanga University has developed the SUGPAT Al-
ternative School for Peace Building and the Arts, accredited 
by the Department of Education (DepEd) of the Philippines, 
which will integrate the Alternative Learning Systems curric-
ulum of DepEd and the Ateneo Peace Curriculum through 
two (2) major art tracks: Theatre Arts and Visual Arts.

The alternative school aims to provide deserving Out-of-
School and Internally Displaced youth with an 8-month 
art scholarship.  Upon completion of the programme, the 
scholars will take the Acceleration and Evaluation Exam-
ination to determine if they have acquired the needed 
competencies to be awarded with a high school diploma.  
If they pass, they will be given a high school diploma and 
will be eligible to apply for college.

This paper aims to do two (2) things: 1.) document the 
processes and outcomes of the SUGPAT Alternative School 
for Peace Building and the Arts as a pioneering alternative 
school of its kind in Zamboanga City, Philippines; and 2.) 
discuss how this practice of Theatre for Social Change done 
by disadvantaged young people impacted their commu-
nities in facing issues and moving their communities into 
action.

Robyn Sassen: Conference paper
Wits University, Johannesburg, South Africa

info@frodo�co�za

Johannesburg magic at 
street level

Biography: 
Robyn Sassen is a graduate of the University of the Witwa-
tersrand and the University of South Africa. She read for her 
MA degree in Art History, focusing on the work of perfor-
mance artist Steven Cohen, parts of which were published 
under the Taxi Book imprint. Robyn has developed her 
career over 18 years as a critic of theatre, contemporary 
dance, fine arts, children’s theatre and literature. She has a 
particular interest in how children’s theatre impacts society 
and is planning to enrol for a doctoral degree in 2017 
focused on this issue.

Abstract:
When theatre is taken to the street, it reaches a sector of so-
ciety that is not the ticket-paying: it’s the children. I propose 
to present a paper that considers three initiatives in which a 
process of social healing is brought to Johannesburg’s chil-
dren through performance: The Hillbrow Theatre Project, 
EduDance and Izithombe 2094. 

Firstly, many in the suburb of Hillbrow are the children 
of immigrants. Under theatre practitioner Gerard Bester, 
the Hillbrow Theatre Project has reinvigorated a disused 
theatre as a space for the community’s children – not only 
to open their awareness to play-making but also for honing 
self-confidence. 

Secondly, teaching children complex abstract ideas fits 
the rubric of EduDance, a teaching method developed by 
Sylvia Glasser, a dancer/choreographer, in the 1980s. This 
dance-based approach to teaching children conventional 
disciplines such as mathematics or grammar is still part of 
the repertoire of Moving Into Dance Mophatong, Glasser’s 
dance company. 

And thirdly, children engaging in a call-and-response game 
outside their school has the potential to set a lower middle 
class suburb afire with enthusiasm. This was an element of 
Izithombe 2094, a site-specific project by Wits University 
doctoral candidate Alex Halligey. In 2016, she involved the 
suburb of Bertrams in a story-based experience, which 
was open to the public. While Izithombe is not focused on 
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child audiences, cooperation between the project and the 
suburb’s children resulted in a fresh exploration of a real 
sense of community.

These projects are, I believe, seeds. In researching them, I 
will interview their developers, with a focus on each proj-
ect’s values in a society bruised by damaging class-related 
and race perceptions. South African education is currently 
in turmoil; it is my contention that initiatives of this nature 
can empower ordinary children with the energy to rethink 
their world.
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16 May 2017
Poster Presentations 

13h15

The significance 
of Participation in 

Educational Theatre for 
young audiences. 

Mr� Ghislain Cedric  Wembe
Drama For Life, Johannesburg, South Africa

Biography: 
Cedric Wembe studied performing arts andcCinematogra-
phy in 2006 at the University of Yaounde, Cameroun. Cedric 
has directed two short films and more than 15 episodes of 
a short series. He has also directed a variety of plays such 
as ‘The bloody path’ written by him; - a theatre-as-activ-
ism play on child soldiers. Cedric has a strong passion for 
children, and holds a Masters of Arts in Dramatic Arts (Wits 
University) on Children’s theatre. He is currently completing 
a Doctoral Degree with Drama for Life. 

This study examined the significance of participation in 
educational theatre for young audiences with specific focus 
on the Interactive Themba Theatre (ITT) Company. The pau-
city of literature on theatre for young audiences coupled 
with the controversy surrounding the notion of participation 
motivated this research. The significance of participation 
in unpacking themes associated with sexual relationships, 

Weber State University 
Arts Integration 

Conference: 
A Collaborative Model for 

Arts Integration

Ms� Tamara Goldbogen
Weber State University, Ogden, United States

Biography: 
Tamara Goldbogen is currently the Beverley Taylor So-
renson Endowed Chair for Arts Learning at Weber State 
University where she oversees a statewide arts integration 
program and teaches in the College of Arts & Humanities 
and the College of Education. Prior to her work at We-
ber State University, Tamara taught theatre for youth and 
creative drama at the University of Pittsburgh and served as 
director of the departmental outreach program, Shake-
speare-in-the-Schools. Tamara’s other work includes the 
Children’s Theatre Company, Spoleto Festival USA, Univer-
sity of Hawaii, College of Charleston, and founding director 
of South Carolina Young Playwrights. Tamara holds an MFA 
in Drama and Theatre for Youth from the University of Texas 
at Austin.

peer pressure and teenage pregnancy was revealed 
through ITT’s educational theatre performances targeted at 
young audiences, namely The Right Time, Virtual Dynamics, 
and Is That You? 
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 Staging of the ASSITEJ 
World Congress 2017 in 

reference to the history of 
the world congresses of 

ASSITEJ

Miss Theresa Frey: Pecha kucha
BwieZack, Hildesheim, Germany

Biography:
Theresa Frey is a university graduate, and has volunteered 
at a theatre pedagogical centre. Her studies were in Cultur-
al Sciences and aesthetic praxis with a focus on theatre, at 
the university of Hildesheim. With an Erasmus-Semester at 
the University of applied sciences Vaasa. I studied physical 
theatre and theatre pedagogic there. She continues her 
studies in Hildesheim in the masters – program “staging the 
arts and the media” again with a focus on theatre.

My field of interest is the theatre-pedagogical work with 
non-professional actors and the planning and organization 
of cultural projects. With my theatre company BwieZack we 
developed two participatory plays for children and young 
people – “one way ticket” (2014) and “von außen zu nah” 
(enlg.: “too close from outside”, 2016).

Negotiating BODMAS 
between English and 

Mathematics. 

Ms Selloane Mokuku
Shakexperience, Newtown, South Africa

Biography: 
Mokuku is an experienced theatre maker, writer and facilita-
tor. She is ShakeXperience’s Programmes Manager currently 
overseeing an arts education programme implementation 
in selected schools in South Africa. She has worked with 
and for young people with local and international organi-
sations. 

Abstract: 
Peter Senge (2012) argues that ‘schools that learn are 
everywhere, at least in people’s imaginations.’ Thus offers 
an interesting springboard toward recreating varied facets 
of education. With this approach both the ARTIST and the 
TEACHER become central to engaging learners in inquiry, 
based on research of abstract concepts they may learn in 
the classroom, in order to compare and construct personal 
meaning that relates to their own socio, cultural and eco-
nomic background, thus guiding them to an understanding 
of the complexity of English and Mathematics concepts 
that are rooted in human experience. This poster shares an 
experience that emerged in negotiating a shared meaning 
between English and Mathematics teachers at identified 
‘underperforming’ schools at intermediate and senior 
phase.  

Abstract:
This poster illuminates the collaborative process involved in 
the annual Weber State University Arts Integration Confer-
ence. Scientists, artists, and educators from across the US 
have joined forces on an arts-based, experiential science 
learning initiative. Using ground-breaking whale research 
out of Stanford University as a foundation, the team devel-
ops and utilizes proven teaching strategies to spark teacher 
and student excitement about science, art, and the world 
around them through arts-integrated science curricula. This 
poster outlines the process of structuring an art-integrated 
experience as a professional learning opportunity for K-6 
educators. This project is an excellent example of how dra-
ma-based pedagogy can be used as a foundation for arts 
integration and creative learning.

Abstract:
“Intercultural performance has taken on new meaning in 
the time of globalisation, crises of identity and nationalism, 
and the uncertainty of contemporary society.” This pecha 
kucha will discuss a work-in-progress research project on 
ASSITEJ itself, the current state of my research about the 
world congress at the world congress itself. On the one 
hand it would be an opportunity to start a conversation, 
getting new suggestions and criticism and on the other 
hand it would be a small place for reflection and an outside 
view on the congress. 
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Day One 
16 May 2017

Session 4

Keynote Panel: 
Contemporary writing and 

Expressive Literacy

Beth Juncker: Keynote Panel 
Discussion

University Of Copenhagen, Birketinget 6, 
Denmark

cmn844@ku�dk

Expressive Literacy? A 
new term covering the 
independent cultural 
and social meaning, 

competencies and values 
gained by children’s 

participation in artistic 
experiences and creative 

processes.

Biography: 
Beth Juncker is a Professor at the University of Copenhagen 
and holds a PhD in cultural communication and dissemi-
nation with special expertise in cultural policy and cultural 
strategies addressing children and young people.

City Hall

Abstract:
Cultural policy addressing children and young people is a 
complicated field across the world. The different arenas, 
institutions and contexts contribute to the complexity. What 
does it mean to children? What do they learn from it? The 
last question has been dominant, that is, an instrumental 
way of thinking, claiming that artistic experiences merely 
serve external social, developmental and educational pur-
poses. We have no empirical evidence documenting the 
truth of our hopes and beliefs that it is time to rethink the 
contribution to meaning and learning gained by aesthetic 
experiences and processes. Maybe it is time to stress that 
the independent meanings, competencies and values actu-
ally contribute to make a difference in children and young 
people’s lives.

The double authority 
of authors for young 

audiences

Suzanne Lebeau
Le Carrousel, Compagnie De Théâtre, Montréal, 

Canada
foberti@lecarrousel�net

Biography: 
Suzanne Lebeau first intended to make a career as an 
actress. But after founding Le Carrousel with Gervais 
Gaudreault in 1975, she gradually left acting to devote 
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herself exclusively to writing. Today, she is internationally 
recognized as a leader in playwriting for young audiences. 
She is among the most-performed Quebec playwrights 
in the world, with more than 150 productions of her works 
on all continents. An experienced pedagogue, she taught 
writing for young audiences at the National Theatre School 
of Canada for 13 years and acts as a consultant for young 
authors in Canada and other countries, contributing to 
the emergence of new written works. Suzanne Lebeau’s 
exceptional contribution to the flourishing of theatre for 
young audiences has earned her numerous awards and 
distinctions. 

Abstract:
Theatre for young audiences in Québec, and throughout 
the world, has expanded exponentially since the begin-
ning, in 1960. As a practice it has become accepted: it has 
created its institutions, repertoire, performance networks, 
and customs both in school systems and in society. Theatre 
for young audiences exists. 

On the other hand, questions that were being asked in the 
1960s are still current today. What can we say to children? 
What can we not say? What real power do intermediaries 
between children and artists exert on creativity? What art 
relationships can be established with children? Can theatre 
for young audiences truly escape the pedagogical temp-
tations within which adults are always the ones who know 
and children are always the ones who are learning? 

For four years, in my research for my doctorate, I have been 
trying to give a personal response to a question that has 
been a constant in my writing: how to reach children in a 
context of double authority, in which the author is an adult 
before an audience of children. I have analysed the turning 
points in a forty-year writing career that led me to write 
Trois petites sœurs, the play that addresses the illness and 
death of a child in a simply normal family and that provides 
the basis for my doctoral research. 

Three concepts have stood out over forty years of writing. 
First, with the double function of authority (the adult author 
in front of the child) in the background, I was able to identi-
fy the tensions at play in a new practice. Two other con-
cepts provide the framework for analysing the conditions 
needed for creation in a field that is watched very closely: 
“empathy” speaks of relations established with children 
before and during creation; “founding metaphor,” of the 
moment of crystallization or immersion in the inter-imagi-
nation of writing, in which the conscious and unconscious 
respond to each other.

Contemporary Writing 
and Expressive Literacy

Dr Sindiwe Magona

Biography:

Sindiwe Magona is one of many internationally prominent 
South African writers whose work is informed by her experi-
ence of impoverishment, femininity, resistance to subju-
gation and being a domestic worker.  She traversed South 
Africa’s racially-defined socio-cultural-economic spaces 
while simultaneously being a mother, wife and community 
leader in a township. These interlaced themes and realities 
are pronounced throughout her literary career.

She has produced several books, among them an autobi-
ographical work, a collection of short stories, novellas and 
an anthology of poetry. She has produced various plays 
and continues to lecture and deliver key addresses at uni-
versities and conferences, both locally and internationally. 
Even in retirement, she continues to pen literary works, to 
initiate writers’ conferences, lead women’s rights advocacy 
groups and write children’s educational books. 
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Day One 
16 May 2017

Session 5

City Hall

Session 5A: For Children By 
Children

Tom Maguire: Conference Paper

Girl watching:
HETPALEIS’s The Hamilton 

Project

Ulster University, Londonderry, United Kingdom 
tj�maguire@ulster�ac�uk

Biography: 
Tom Maguire is a Senior Lecturer in Theatre Studies at Ulster 
University, teaching on programmes in Drama and in Her-
itage and Museum Studies and supervising doctoral and 
Master’s research projects.

His own research is focused principally on the social and 
cultural functions of British and Irish theatre and perfor-
mance, particularly TYA and in storytelling. 

His publications include Performing Story on the Contem-
porary Stage (2015) and Theatre for Young Audiences in 
the UK: A Critical Handbook (2013), co-edited with Karian 
Schuitema.

He is a member of the Advisory Board of the journal About 
Performance, and Chair of the Board of Big Telly Theatre 
Company, Northern Ireland. He is a peer reviewer for the 

UK’s Higher Education Academy and a member of the Arts 
& Humanities Research Council’s Peer Review College.

Abstract:
When I saw the Belgium company HETPALEIS’s The Hamil-
ton Project in Birmingham, England in 2016, it was received 
rapturously by many and angrily by others. Performed by 
13 thirteen-year-old girls and a male body builder, it was, 
“Lies Pauwel’s physical, visual and philosophical view on 
those moments in life when things begin to change.” It was 
named after photographer David Hamilton whose images 
of teenage nudes have been cited in child pornography 
legal actions. The staging, according to one reviewer, 
‘forces us’ to see the girls sexually: they are offered to the 
audience’s gaze, presenting and representing teenage 
female sexuality. 

Dominant British adult attitudes to children prioritise their 
protection. Nonetheless, subsequent British media re-
sponses to this performance at London’s LIFT Festival were 
uniformly positive, praising its exuberance and bravery. This 
paper explores three different value systems at play in the 
staging of this performance. The first of these is its aesthetic 
framing, given the history of artistic representation to which 
its title and citations within the performance refer. A second 
is the tension between directorial authority and performer 
agency in which children play out an adult’s vision. Finally, I 
argue that in its reception, the play will work very differently 
for different child and adult spectators. 

For teenage girls this may be an opportunity to see the cha-
os of their own journey into adulthood mirrored onstage; 
while for adult women it may be a powerful evocation of 
their own experiences. The production offers rhetorical 
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This paper which is hinged on Maslow’s child development 
and management theories, discusses the mismanagement 
of Udo-Maryam as a child-artiste, and the attendant con-
sequences of his under-development as a grown-up. The 
paper through structured interviews and the participant 
observation method, attempts to find answers to the fol-
lowing pertinent questions: At what point does professional 
child-artistry become child labour? What are the conse-
quences of child-artistry on the growth and development 
of the child-artiste himself? What happens when the novel-
ty of child-artistry wears off and the child-artiste becomes 
an adult? How can successful child-artistes be managed to 
become successful adult artistes? The study concludes by 
suggesting effective career and personal management of 
the child-artiste, in order to ensure an all-round develop-
ment for his future. 

Shaili Sathyu: Conference paper

Children’s Voice in Theatre 
for Young:

Gillo Repertory Theatre , Mumbai, India, 2Assitej 
India, Mumbai, India

shailisathyu�gillo@gmail�com

Biography: 
Shaili Sathyu is based in Mumbai, India, and works in edu-
cation and the arts, with a specific focus on children. She is 
the Artistic Director of Gillo Repertory Theatre, a company 
she founded in 2009, to make Theatre for Young Audienc-
es.  Her focus has been on developing and showcasing 
original Indian content; creating age-specific performanc-
es; training performers and making theatre more accessible 
for children across socio-economic strata. Over the past 7 
years she has led the company to produce 14 plays, reach-
ing an audience of over 60000 through 280 performances.

Trained in early education, she works as a curriculum 
consultant with schools and has also conducted several arts 
based workshops for children and teachers. 

She has been working closely with Junoon Theatre Founda-
tion to take theatre experiences to school children across 
India. Currently she is working on a new project with 
Akshara Foundation of Arts and Learning, on a 3-year arts 
programme in Mumbai to make theatre viewing accessible 
to children from under-served backgrounds.

Perspectives From India

Ojo-Rasaki Bakare, Oluwatosin Tume: 
Conference paper

Theatre and Media Arts department, Federal 
University Oye-Ekiti, , Nigeria

tosintume@yahoo�co�uk

Professional Child Theatre 
And Child Labour In 

Nigeria:
The Udo-Maryam Tragedy

Biography: 
Ojo Rasaki Bakare is Nigeria’s first Professor of Dance 
Choreography and Performance Aesthetics. He is an ar-
tiste-cum-scholar par excellence. He is the immediate past  
Artistic Director of the Abuja National Carnival, Nigeria. He 
is currently the dean of Faculty of Arts at the Federal Univer-
sity Oye-Ekiti, Nigeria.

Abstract:
It is an established fact that some children are highly tal-
ented, and could get involved in artistic endeavours on a 
professional basis. However, the United Nations and the In-
ternational Labour Organisation are in agreement that child 
labour occurs when a child is forced to work at the cost of 
his/her education, or engages in any activity which is inimi-
cal to his/her physical, emotional, and mental development. 
In Nigeria, we observe the unsavoury use-and-dump trend 
involving child-artistes as exemplified by our case study. 
In the early 90s, Ofonime Felix Okon was a celebrated 
child-artiste in the Nigerian theatre-music industry. So spec-
tacular was his act, that after thrilling his audience during a 
performance, the then First Lady of Nigeria; Mrs Maryam 
Babangida, openly adopted the three (3) year old as her 
son, and from there he earned the nickname ‘Udo-Maryam’ 
meaning ‘Maryam’s child’. Sadly, this child-artiste and his 
art were exploited and mismanaged leading to his present 
predicament and frustration as a young man in his late 20s. 

challenges to everyone else to review how they see these 
girls as sexual objects. I draw on Bourriaud’s relational 
aesthetics to suggest that such challenges nonetheless 
expose the performers in ways that press uncomfortably on 
British ethical boundaries and question the transferability of 
productions across cultures.
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Shaili was recently elected as the Secretary of Assitej India.

Abstract:
This paper shall present different perspectives on the place 
and space for children’s voice in performance and writing 
that is created for them, by adults. Through literature and 
theatre from across India, I shall try to present perspectives 
of different artists as well as trends, especially over the last 
two decades. Have these impacted our understanding of 
learning, of childhood and growing up? And as creators 
of theatre for children, how can all this inform our arts 
practice?

     The child’s voice: From Rousseau to Gandhi to Tagore, 
each has thought about this at length. Yet, in spite and de-
spite all our individual and collective thoughts, by and large 
adults ‘govern’ the lives of children. So what is the place 
of the child’s voice in society and especially for children as 
citizens? A series of interviews with and observations of chil-
dren and their caregivers shall be presented and summa-
rized to understand evolving perspectives on this idea.

     Child’s voice in literature for children: Before looking at 
children’s voice in performance, it is very important to look 
at this aspect in children’s literature, in India and across the 
world. Writers are now looking for new ways of represent-
ing the familiar to the reader and exposing children to a 
range of social milieus, ideas, forms of art, ways of seeing 
and living, the experience of different childhoods ¬and to 
make great stories accessible to children everywhere. How 
does all this impact theatre artists when they create perfor-
mances for children? 

     Child’s voice in performance / theatre: In my own work 
as a theatre maker, I have tried to include the child’s voice 
in my writing and in how I prepare my performers. I shall 
share my experiments, and responses of children, espe-
cially how specific aesthetic choices have impacted young 
audiences in my plays over the past seven years.

     The key questions for me are: Is there a need to bring in 
the child’s voice into our work as TYA practitioner’s? Is it to 
only make our actors more believable? Or can it be about 
respecting the young audience for whom we are creating 
plays? And does this approach and experience enrich us as 
adults and as artists?

Gerhard Verfaillie: Conference paper
Krokusfestival (Belgium), Hasselt, Belgium

gerhard�verfaillie@ccha�be

Elaborating the Flemish 
tradition of children/

youngsters-actors/dancers 
to a global research of 

methodologies, I want to 
make a triple proposal: a 
paper, a panel discussion 

and a workshop. 

Children for children, 
research into aims and 

methods of putting 
children/youngsters 

on stage in TYA 
performances.

Biography: 
Gerhard Verfaillie (Belgium, 1962) graduated from Leuven 
University as Germanic Filologist and theatre scientist. He 
has worked as a teacher and dramaturg and has also au-
thored articles and research papers (mainly on art educa-
tion and art for young people).

In 2008 he was nominated for the Flemish Art Prize for 
Youth Theatre. He is still active as dramaturg for Flemish 
company tout petit as well as being the the director of 
the cultural centre of Hasselt in Belgium. He has been the 
artistic director of the international Krokusfestival for young 
audiences since 2003. 
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Abstract:
I want to combine two foci: dance theatre for young audi-
ences and theatre for children by children. 

I would like to examine this from an artistic/academic point 
of view: 

1. Why work with children? What added value do they 
offer the director/choreographer compared to trained 
actors/dancers? 

2. How to work with children? Are they child-actors or 
actor-children? Do professionals seek their natural be-
haviour and how contradictory is that to the theatrical 
setting? Are children on stage children or do they act 
as children? 

3. How do we measure the quality of these performanc-
es: are they sympathetic because of the children or do 
they have an artistic value (and if so, when)? How thin is 
the line between artistic quality and socio-cultural-par-
ticipative engagement? 

4. What effect do children on stage have on an audi-
ence? 

Session 5B: What do we 
see onstage?

Michael Carklin: Conference paper
University Of South Wales, Cardiff, United 

Kingdom 
michael�carklin@southwales�ac�uk

Resisting “Authenticity”:
Reflections on cultural 
representations in the 
making of theatre for 

children

Biography: 
Michael Carklin is Principal Lecturer in Drama at the Univer-
sity of South Wales in Cardiff, UK. He teaches primarily in 
the areas of applied drama, theatre directing, theater for 
children, theatre and science, and theatre and cinema in 

Africa. He is co-convenor of the Applied and Social Theatre 
working group of the Theatre and Performance Research 
Association in the UK.  He is also a practising director, devis-
er and workshop facilitator.

Abstract:
This paper reports on a project undertaken with students 
at the University of Glamorgan in Wales, UK, creating a 
production for 4-7 year olds, entitled ‘Beautiful Creatures: 
Safari to Africa’. Working with a selection of contemporary 
children’s songs from South Africa, interwoven with original 
stories, the project aimed to offer students an experience 
that would extend their cultural frames of reference and 
that would offer critical insights into the ways in which we 
might engage with ‘other’ cultures in the making of theatre 
for young people. 

Whilst the school pupils come from a range of countries 
outside the UK, the university students are all Welsh or 
English. As the project facilitator and production direc-
tor, I am a South African who has lived in Wales for over 
a decade. As a teacher concerned with the breadth and 
depth of learning experience that both my students and 
the community we engage with have, it was clear that this 
project would present us all with various challenges includ-
ing aesthetic decisions, our positioning in relation to each 
other and to the source material, and the specific choices of 
audience engagement and interaction.

For this paper, then, I focus on what I would call the ‘lure’ of 
authenticity, and the related issue of ‘tradition’. This paper 
problematises the notion of authenticity through consider-
ing:

• the positioning of the theatre maker/performer in 
relation to the ‘other’ who is (re)presented;

• the power dynamics at play in offering experience, 
image or text as authentic, especially when these 
are often linked to notions of tradition; and

• the challenges of cultural diversity in making the-
atre for children.

Finally, in offering a critical reflection on the Beautiful Crea-
tures project, the paper offers some conclusions on how, in 
making theatre for children, we might subvert, challenge, 
or at least remain cognisant of, the paradoxically attractive 
and highly problematic search for the authentic in theatre.
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Image-making for TYA: 
Piloting a study in India

Ashish Kumar Ghosh
ASSITEJ India, New Delhi, India

anantheatre@gmail�com

Biography: 
Professor Ashish Kumar Ghosh (PhD) studied and lectured 
Political Science at Delhi University, during which time 
he conducted field research and authored articles and 
books. He also initiated a programme in 1986 for the Delhi 
Government on children’s theatre workshops with the aim 
of taking theatre to neighbourhoods encouraging many 
young people to choose their career in children’s theatre. 
In this phase, he worked with children without knowing 
anything about TYA, and created some original plays 
with adults without knowing anything about TYA. He also 
conducted workshops for teachers linking theatre with 
education and helping curriculum development at the state 
and national levels. The programme joined ASSITEJ in 2004, 
and ASSITEJ India was formed in 2005. 

Abstract:
This paper raises the issue of image-making by the TYA 
practitioners in India. The hypotheses have been that imag-
es have historical and cultural linkages, often standardized, 
value loaded, and politically charged. While creating plays 
for children and young, a TYA practitioner necessarily strug-
gles to translate/ transcend/challenge standardized images 
in their own terms. The responses to research received 
have scope for cross-cultural references, and a framework 
created.

Framework is derived from secondary sources: 

1. Discovery model: Given India’s diversity and antiq-
uity of civilization, the nationalists under the colonial 
rule constructed symbols and images representing 
uniqueness of Indian civilization, as a counterpoint to 
that of the colonisers. The guiding principle was ‘unity 
in diversity’.

2. Diversity model: Scholarship in post-independent In-
dia, spearheaded by the left and the progressive, had 
challenged the nationalist image-making alleging that 
the overwhelming concern for ‘unity’ had neglected 
the reality of ‘diversity’. A series of works critiqued 
‘imagining’ India, and proposed a deeper look into 
tribal, Dalit (depresses classes), subaltern, Muslim, 
feminist and host of other alternative perspectives of 

image making.  

3. Essentialist model: In recent years, the ‘political right’ 
challenged the diversity model which, they claimed, 
were lopsided. The right wingers started, post 1990s,        
an ‘essentialist’ construction of images, and linked 
these to identity politics. The majoritarian identity 
formation rallied around images of Hindu symbols 
defined as cultural heritage overlooking other identity 
sites. 

4. The mass media: Films, television and comic books 
have picked up standardized images superimposing 
Indian mythological figures with Superman or Dore-
mon type global images.

Based on this four-fold classification, I asked ten questions 
to fourteen TYA practitioners in India as to how they go 
about image-making for TYA. This presentation will discuss 
this pilot study with TYA practitioners in India, in relation to 
the above framework.

‘Youth, Creating their 
Seeing’:

New TYA Play Development 
Project at the Korea National 

University of Arts

Ha Young Hwang
Korea National University Of Arts, Seoul, South 

Korea
hayoung�hwang@gmail�com

Biography: 
Ha Young Hwang, PhD, is associate professor in Drama/
Theatre for the Young at the Korea National University of 
Arts. She was assistant professor at the National University 
of Singapore 2008-2011. She teaches courses in theory 
and practice of Drama/Theatre for the Young. Her areas of 
research include embodiment, site-specificity, interactivity 
in performance, global-local dynamics in Drama/Theatre 
for the Young. She has published on the lived experience 
of drama process, community performances and transla-
tions in TYA. 
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Evaluating the influence of 
oral tradition storytelling 

and social network 
‘storytelling’ on youth.

Miss Lungile Mncube
Lungile Mncube, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa

Biography: 
My name is Lungile Mncube (23yrs old). I’m currently doing 
my MA at UKZN, also working for the Kickstarter Creative 
Arts Project (Assitej SA) as an artist-facilitator.  I have worked 
at the Hexagon theatre as a stage manager and technician 
for various productions which include professional shows 
like The Insanity League, Andre the Hillarious, Yesterday 
Today and Abnormal.  Apart from doing backstage work I 
also perform, and some of the productions I have per-
formed in include Intermissions directed by Louise Buchler, 
Period Pains by Thobeka Vilakazi and Release by Phumelela 
Nqelenga. I also write and direct plays.  

What is the future of humanity? From basic oral tradition 
storytelling to the use of social networks at an age of 
10 years old… what is the future of youth sharing stories 
through storytelling and theatre with NO cellphones on 
their hands? This paper will be questioning the influence 
of social networks in a society that was once dominated by 
oral tradition storytelling. It will examine some of the im-
pacts of both oral tradition storytelling and social network 
‘storytelling’ on the audience. More than that, it will ques-
tion the relevance of both latter in the 21st century. With 
an inspiration from a media theorist Bernard Stigler who 
worriedly notes that, ‘what is at stake is nothing less than the 
future of humanity’, this paper will also evaluate the impact 
of both oral tradition storytelling and social networks on the 
memory of the users/ audience. 

Abstract:
The School of Drama at the Korea National University of 
Arts has been conducting ‘Youth, Creating their Seeing’, 
a New Theatre for Young Audiences Play Development 
Project since 2013. It aims to encourage new writings in TYA 
amongst young playwrights in Korea by creating a plat-
form on which selected plays can be further developed 
and staged towards either a full production or a work-in-
progress. This platform has been involving collaborations 
between playwrights, directors, actors and other members 
of a creative team as well as interactions with potential 
young audience members. This paper aims to discuss some 
of the issues and possibilities of new TYA playwriting devel-
opment through this project, particularly in relation to the 
perceptions ‘on’ and ‘by’ contemporary youth, the underly-
ing tensions within such perceptions and their implications 
on the evolving TYA scene in Korea. 

Perceptions ‘on’ youth, particularly teenagers (‘Cheong-
sonyeon’ in Korean), have been changing according the 
dominant ideology of the time. As Cho-Han (2002) points 
out in her anthropological study, it could have, for instance, 
a socio-institutional connotation of ‘student’, or an eco-
nomic-marketing connotation of ‘consumer’, both of which 
are ideologically constructed identities of youth in Korea. 
The perceptions of youth in TYA in Korea are also not free 
from such socio-economic constructions and there follows 
a question of whether they reflect the perspectives of 
contemporary young audiences and, in addition, how the 
different perceptions ‘by’ contemporary youth can be man-
ifested in newly developed TYA writings in Korea. ‘Youth, 
Creating their Seeing’ emphasizes the possibilities that 
young playwrights, including teenaged writers, can bring 
out in terms of shedding light on different experiences and 
insights of contemporary youth in Korea. 

Composed of playwriting competitions that lead to pro-
ductions or work-in-progress showings as well as work-
shops in which teenagers participate to create plays, ‘Youth, 
Creating their Seeing’ has been encountering the tensions 
between the ideological frameworks in which perceptions 
on youth operate, the social conditions of living as youth 
imposed within such frameworks and the potential for 
youth to be differently positioned to exist outside those 
frameworks. The tensions become more complicated 
when it comes to what forms of writing and performance 
can enable to work beyond those frameworks. This paper 
will discuss how such tensions have been observed and 
challenged through analysing some of the cases within the 
project. It also envisages how such endeavours may con-
tribute to cultivating new TYA plays in Korea, which respond 
to the changing youth culture of the time.
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Session 5C: Disability

Julia Ashworth: Pecha Kucha
Brigham Young University , Provo, United States

julia_ashworth@byu�edu

Engaging the Deaf 
Community through 

Theatre for Young 
Audiences

Biography: 
Julia Ashworth is an assistant teaching professor of theatre 
education in the Department of Theatre and Media Arts at 
Brigham Young University; she serves as artistic director for 
the department’s TYA touring company and area head for 
the K-12 theatre teacher-training program.  

Abstract:
This presentation will focus on the collaborative tools I 
used, as a TYA director, towards engaging Deaf artists and 
community members.  In March 2016, I directed a university 
production of Suzan Zeder’s The Taste of Sunrise.  Zeder is 
one of the leading playwrights for young and family audi-
ences in the United States. The story of The Taste of Sunrise 
focuses on a Deaf young man trying to find his way in a 
hearing world set in rural America in the 1920s.  I will share 
some of the Deaf theatre strategies I facilitated, and other 
approaches to include and engage the Deaf community for 
this production. 

     My presentation will include details on how I presented 
this bilingual play in American Sign Language and spoken 
English with a cast of hearing, Deaf, and hard-of-hearing 
actors.  Producing The Taste of Sunrise addressed issues 
of equality that are important to me as an artist.  I will share 
how I endeavoured to provide equal access to hearing, 
Deaf, and hard-of-hearing audience members through the 
way I staged both speaking and signing actors.  

      During this project I worked within a new culture that 
was welcoming and generous. I will share my process 
for bringing together diverse actors, advocates and ASL 
artists to find the best way to tell this significant story.  I will 

 ‘Using sensory theatre to 
achieve communication 

breakthroughs with SEND 
children’.

 Ms Rachel Riggs
Imaginary Leaps/dna Puppetry, Perth, Australia

Biography: 
Rachel Riggs – Puppeteer, Early years Professional & Visual 
theatre artist

Trained in puppetry and theatre arts at Royal Central School 
of Speech & Drama, London, at the Little Angel Theatre and 
with Movingstage marionettes, she has extensively worked 
in British theatre and television, and has a broad puppetry 
skillset, and has studied with many master theatre practi-
tioners. Her company DNA Puppetry and Visual Theatre 
Co has created over 16 performances of puppetry and 
visual theatre that tour internationally.  International festivals 
include Chalon dan la Rue, France, Glastonbury, Perth Inter-
national Arts Festival 2012, UNIMA World Congress 2008. 
‘Imaginary Leaps’, is the early years creative engagement 

also share my research into the history and evolution of 
Deaf theatre, and the directorial concept I established that 
nearly every single line in the play would be simultaneously 
voiced and signed. 

In the Deaf theatre productions I researched, directors 
frequently used a method for including ASL on stage by 
using “shadow signers.”  In essence, a shadow signer is 
a professional ASL interpreter who, dressed in all black, 
follows their assigned character on stage and signs their 
spoken dialogue.  Through a process of trial and error, 
I created my own variation on this idea: shadow signers 
tailor-made for the production of The Taste of Sunrise.  I will 
share the details of this practice and its implications for this 
production and for inclusive theatre. 

By celebrating and utilising the differences in the artists 
that I worked with, and pushing the boundaries on ideas 
of limitations and abilities, I was able to helm the creation 
of one of the most innovative pieces of theatre on which I 
have worked.  In this presentation I wish to share with my 
peers the process in which perceived restrictions could 
authentically foster meaningful, creative and inventive TYA 
productions.
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Cheela Chilala: Conference paper
University Of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia

cheelafkc@yahoo�co�uk

An Evaluation of the 
Portrayal of Disabled 

Children in African Oral 
Narratives

Biography: 
Dr Cheela Chilala is a lecturer in the Department of Litera-
ture and Languages of the University of Zambia in Lusaka. 
His areas of interest include: post-colonial literature, classical 
literature, African literature, literary onomastics, semiotics of 
literature and drama, ecocriticism, disability studies, com-
parative literature, poetry, drama and theatre. Chilala has 
also served as president of ASSITEJ Zambia for more than a 
decade and as vice president of ASSITEJ International from 
2005 to 2008. Chilala is also a published writer and poet, as 
well as a nationally acclaimed dramatist with a number of 
awards to his credit. He has presented many academic pa-
pers on drama, theatre and literature in various parts of the 
world, with a number of academic publications to his credit.

Abstract:
This paper is concerned mainly with the manner in which 
children, particularly the disabled, are portrayed and 
treated in traditional African oral narratives or folk tales. 
This is especially because most African oral narratives are 
intended to help children in the socialisation process. The 
paper proceeds from the premise that traditional Afri-
can oral narratives have dramatic elements to the extent 
that they are a form of performance art. In other words, 
as Mtonga notes in his seminal work, Children’s Games 
and Play in Zambia (2012), narrators of traditional African 
folk tales apply dramatic devices such as change of tone, 
gesture, facial expression, and mime, among others, to 
portray different characters, whether human or animal. This 
is, in part, because of the oral African tradition; traditional 
African tales were composed for performance, not reading. 
While African oral narratives are designed to have both 
didactic and entertainment value, some of the morals are 
taught by means of narratives that include disabled children 
as characters. This paper is concerned with how children 
with disabilities are portrayed in the process of thematic 
development. There are many African – and a number of 
Zambian – oral narratives which feature characters who are 
children with one form of disability or another. Starting with 
ancient works such as the Malian epic of Sundiata, this re-

programme, developed originally in the UK and now inter-
nationally, where I research and document ‘the language 
of play’ with children around the world. I believe there are 
many developmental aspects in a childs growth and under-
standing of the world which connect profoundly with the-
atre, nature and the ritual life of objects. My play research 
connects and feeds into creating participatory, immersive 
experiences . Previous play theatre installations include the 
Art Gallery of Western Australia 2010/2012, the State Library 
of WA 2011, and with Awesome Children’s Festival .

Abstract:
For the past 4 years whilst resident in Western Australia, I 
have been exploring the world of sensory play with spec 
needs children of all ages. As a founder member of Senso-
rium Theatre – spec needs based in Perth, I have experi-
enced working in special schools through many different 
roles. As a performer, workshop leader, stage director and 
stage manager with the company, I have witnessed the 
undeniable benefits of first hand experiences with sensory 
stimulation. This always takes many forms presented in per-
formance and embedding workshops, using objects and 
materials to touch, taste, smell, hear and see, in a multi-lay-
ered approach of sensory interaction.

At the core of my work with Imaginary Leaps play research 
workshops, is a creative open learning process, child-led, 
with active learning through puppetry, often innovating 
original theatrical material with and for young children.  The 
sessions explore sensory materials and objects, with music 
and movement, to stimulate imaginative play, engaging 
the children as participants and audience in a process of 
creating characters, stories and mini-worlds. 

‘There is a fragile border between play and theatrical di-
mension’ (Frabetti, 2009)
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Phemelo Hellemann: Conference 
paper

Rhodes University- Drama Department , 
Grahamstown, South Africa
pc�monnapula@gmail�com

More than just drama:
A case study on drama 

education with learners 
with learning disability in 
a special needs school in 

Grahamstown, South Africa.

Biography: 
Phemelo Hellemann is an MA (Drama) student at Rhodes 
University. She is a teacher, storyteller, applied theatre prac-
titioner and facilitator. She previously taught as a Founda-
tion Phase teacher at a local school in Grahamstown before 
returning to Rhodes University to pursue her post graduate 
studies in Applied Theatre. She also runs drama and story-
telling workshops with the Grahamstown youth and young 
children. Her workshops focus on merging drama and 
education with non-actors to discover abilities and create 
stories through lived experiences.

Abstract:
Paulo Freire’s problem-posing pedagogy urges for a 
creative and co-dependent educational environment be-
tween learners and teachers that encourages critical think-
ing and engagement.  Drama education is one such area 
where the learner and teacher relationship is characterised 
by creativity and engagement. This paper considers how 
drama education can be used as a teaching and learning 
method for learners with varying intellectual disabilities  in 
a special needs school in Grahamstown. The focus is on 

Kaitlin Jaskolski: Conference paper
Westside Inclusive Theatre (WIT), Houston, 

United States, 2University of Cape Town, Cape 
Town, South Africa

kokearns@gmail�com

Aesop’s Idols:
Naturalization of Classic 

Texts with Inclusive Drama 
for Education and Theatre 

for Life Skills

Biography: 
Kate Jaskolski is a PhD Candidate in Applied Theatre at 
University of Cape Town. Her research reflects interests 
in cross-cultural inclusive theatre, with a focus on social 
competence theatre intervention for adolescents with 
developmental disorders, including Autism Spectrum Dis-
order. Kate has been working in inclusive drama classroom 
settings for over 10 years, where she combines her loves 
for theatre-making, design and stage-management with 

search scans the African landscape for such works. Disabil-
ity, in the context of this research, includes, among others, 
lameness, blindness, deafness, dumbness, stammering, 
deformity, and even mental challenges . How are children 
with such disabilities portrayed? Are they portrayed in pos-
itive or negative terms? Are there stereotypes associated 
with the portrayal of disabled children? What effect could 
such portrayal have on children’s attitude to disability and 
the disabled?

providing learners with learning difficulties with access to 
drama education through a series of drama lessons which 
broadly aimed to enhance life skills such as communication, 
problem-solving and interpersonal relations. The lessons 
were created and structured through a cross curricular ap-
proach to integrate aspects of the Life Orientation (Grade 
10-12) curriculum and the Drama (Creative Arts Grade 7-9) 
curriculum. The paper reflects on how drama was used 
as the main method to teach topics and themes extracted 
and adapted from the Life Orientation learning area. This 
drama based pedagogy employs three elements of the 
problem-posing education model which are: learner cen-
tred, problem posing and academic freedom. The paper 
discusses how these elements manifested themselves in 
the lessons conducted, and how this approach benefited 
and improved the learners’ social skills and confidence. 
The lessons were set up to showcase learners’ abilities and 
strengths through story making and role playing techniques 
portraying real life social interactions and challenges.  Thus, 
proposing an alternative approach to learning and teaching 
in South African schools. Therefore, this paper provides 
a broad understanding of the possibilities of a drama 
based pedagogy within a South Africa context of learning 
disability. The findings contribute to the academic literature 
on drama education in South Africa and the advocating of 
the inclusion of learners with learning disability within the 
performing arts education.
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progressive education.  For the past 3 years Kate has been 
a teaching-artist working with the Children’s Development 
Centre: Lagos, Nigeria and together they have accommo-
dated a cross-cultural drama exchange between Lagos and 
the USA, as well as grassroots workshops advocating for 
disability around Nigeria.   Prior to moving to the African 
continent, Kate has  worked with Inclusive theatres in Los 
Angeles, New York, the Dominican Republic, and around 
West Africa. 

Abstract:
In the world we live in today; the average American high 
school student faces a range of factors that may increase a 
student’s risk of dropping out: gang affiliation, low levels of 
school engagement, low parental education, work or family 
responsibilities, problematic or deviant behaviour, pover-
ty, drug or alcohol abuse, teen pregnancy and/or lack of 
available childcare resources. Adding a disability, whether 
social, physical, cognitive, emotional or mental, compounds 
the oppression faced in public schooling.

     The Westside Inclusive Theatre Company, or WIT, was 
created with students and by students as a way to build 
community and tackle these oppressions together through 
drama. WIT’s creation was heavily based on the Boalian 
idea of the dual meaning of the word ‘act,’ to perform and 
to take action, as the vital task of theatre: to empower and 
teach, but allow the process to derive from the people, 
resulting in community-owned art.  WIT was initially created 
in 2010 when a group of advanced theatre students at a 
public high school wanted to partner with the excluded 
special education classes to create and interpret theatre, art 
and dance in an inclusive environment. As the curriculum 
developed with input and inspiration from the abilities 
of each student, as well as teachers and therapists, WIT 
developed into a company dedicated to teaching life 
skills through theatre, and stratifying works to government 
mandated educational standards. WIT has currently spread 
to numerous public high schools, and two universities in 
the Houston area and is now partnering with the special 
needs institutions and professional theatres throughout the 
area. The current WIT model capitalizes on development 
of cognitive abilities such as literacy through naturalization 
of classic texts, reinforcement of life and vocational skills 
training, and creative alternative communication methods.  
WIT continues to advance ways to work inclusively through 
theatre in education with a 6-year study of the effects on all 
students involved. 

This presentation will highlight the works created by WIT 
companies over the past 6 years, as well as the methods 
used to facilitate, assess and stratify learning outcomes. The 
focus will be on cognitive skill building through inclusive 

theatre within American public high schools, and the lasting 
effects on all students (mainstream, special & regular edu-
cation). Descriptions of adaptable lesson plans and activities 
as well as anecdotes from participants will be included in 
order to investigate the research and theory involved in 
creating inclusive theatre curriculum within high school 
settings.
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Day Two 
17 May 2017

Session 6

City Hall

Keynote Address: Matthew Reason

Children, Spectatorship 
and Diversity

Biography
Matthew Reason is Professor of Theatre and Performance 
at York St John University (UK). His research engages with 
a number of areas including: audiences to theatre and 
dance, theatre for young audiences, applied theatre, per-
formance documentation, reflective practice and cultural 
policy. He co-founded the International Centre for Arts 
and Narrative in collaboration with York Theatre Royal and 
is a Research Associate with Imaginate (Scotland) and the 
AprilFestival (Denmark). 

Publications include Documentation, Disappearance and 
the Representation of Live Performance (Palgrave 2006), 
The Young Audience: Exploring and Enhancing Children’s 
Experiences of Theatre (Trentham/IOE Press 2010), Kines-
thetic Empathy in Creative and Cultural Contexts (co-edited 
with Dee Reynolds, Intellect 2012), Experiencing Liveness 
in Contemporary Performance (co-edited with Anja Mølle 
Lindelof, Routledge 2017) and Applied Practice: Evidence 
and Impact Across Theatre, Music and Dance (co-edited 
with Nick Rowe, Bloomsbury 2017).  

www.matthewreason.com

Matthew Reason

Abstract
That diversity should be present on our stages is a vital 
ambition, for reasons that include the ethical, the social and 
the aesthetic. Amongst those who would consider them-
selves ‘progressive’, the cultural celebration of diversity is a 
self-evident and often unquestioned good. Yet at the same 
time, within much of so-called western world, there have 
been various forms of backlash against the diversity agen-
da, as manifested by the Brexit vote in the UK, the election 
of Trump in the US, the growth of nativist policies and 
political parties in Europe and Australia alike. This backlash 
is far from uniform or singular, but it does raise questions 
about the limits of a cultural diversity agenda that has been 
variously misheard, rejected or misconstrued. 

This paper proposes that one of the difficulties is that 
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cultural diversity agendas have often focused on ques-
tions of production, comparatively neglecting issues of 
reception. Too frequently spectatorship is reduced to an 
act of consumption, an end point rather than a beginning, 
a potentially objectifying gaze rather than an interpersonal 
encounter. In the context of theatre the role of spectator-
ship in relation to diversity is both untheorized and under 
researched – how do we watch, interpret and respond to 
diversity? 

The case for diversity is at once hyper-articulate, but our ex-
perience of it is in some ways mute. The language through 
which difference is talked about is halting, fearful, com-
promised. Theatre should offer opportunities to see and 
talk about diversity without either reinforcing difference or 
eliding its existence. This paper explores the need to ac-
tively seek ways for spectatorship to be a dialogic, creative 
process that doesn’t simply consume theatrical images but 
continues the conversations begun on the stage. 
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Day Two 
17 May 2017

Session 7

City Hall

Session 7A: Early Years 
Theatre

Lise Hovik: Conference paper
Assitej Norway, 7014 Trondheim, Norway

lise@dramaturgi�no

Affects of Toddler Theatre
artistic research in 

interdisciplinary immersive 
theatre for the very young

Biography: 
Lise Hovik is associate professor in drama/theatre at Queen 
Maud University College of Early Childhood Education, 
Trondheim, Norway. She holds a PhD on theatre for early 
years, and has written several articles on the topic. She is 
artistic director of Teater Fot, a theatre company which has 
produced performances for children since 2004. In her ar-
tistic and academic works she is concerned with the relation 
between artists and children, and between artistic process, 
methodological reflection and theory. She has developed 
the artistic research project SceSam - Interactive dramaturg-
es in performing arts for children together with Lisa Nagel, 
leading the artistic research programme. She is currently 
working on a new artistic research project about affects and 
and musical communication in theatre for the very young.

Abstract
The sensuous pleasure of music beams, colours and 
shapes, intensified by the joy and desire to act and par-
ticipate, is qualities in theatre for the youngest audiences. 
On the other hand; sorrow, sadness for not being allowed 
to, or maybe fury of being there at all. Strong and basic 
emotions are effective communicative strategies for babies 
and toddlers. Affects are in play, and this paper will give a 
glimpse of the comedy and tragedy of participatory theatre 
for the very young.

Based on artistic research and my PhD project The Red 
Shoes Project (Hovik 2014) I will move on following the 
ideas and philosophy of art as affective intensities. In the 
roles of researcher, director and dramaturge, I have been 
investigating the event of interaction between actors and 
small children as musical communication (Trevarthen and 
Malloch 2009, Bjørkvold 2007). During the research process 
I found the multitude of perspectives, focuses and shifting 
movements of the theatre event so challenging that I had 
to look for new theoretical perspectives. With Deleuze and 
Guattari’s view on subjectivity as multiple creative force and 
art as affective becoming (1994), it became possible for me 
as artist and researcher, to move between a chosen per-
spective with a sharp focus and a de-centred affective and 
listening attitude. In this moving in between, the researcher 
could attempt to leave the subjective position, and be able 
to open a wider space of reflection in the artistic research 
process. At the same time it became evident that this atti-
tude reflects young children´s relation to the artistic event 
in a better way.

This paper will present my artistic research project “Neither 
Fish nor Fowl” (2017), which investigates the affective and 
material qualities of communication, especially regarding 
young children´s bodily affective responses in life and 
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Pace School Of Performing Arts, Pace University, 
New York, United States
akapstein@pace�edu

The Art or The Science? 
The Intersection of Early 

Years Theatre and Cognitive 
Science and the Impact on 

the Creative Process

Biography: 
Adrienne is a theatre practitioner, educator and scholar. 
She specializes in the creation of innovative, interdisciplin-
ary physical theatre for children and families. Her work has 
been presented in the U.S., Scotland, Canada, Ireland and 
Romania. Highlights: Light, A Dark Comedy (New Victory 
LabWorks 2014-2015); Washeteria, Soho Rep’s first piece 
for family audiences and winner of CTFA’s Art of the Matter 
grant; Wanda’s Monster, a new musical with lyrics and 
music by Laurie Berkner (New York City Children’s Theatre 
Company); Beast (Trusty Sidekick); Every Day Above Ground 
(PS 122), and Fathom (Ice Factory Festival; Winner Best 
Production, Dublin Fringe Festival 2004). Adrienne was the 
Associate Director of Movement and Horse Choreography 
on War Horse (Broadway, National Tour). Areas of scholarly 
research include creativity, collaboration, pedagogy of 
devising, and theatre for the very young. Publications: A 
Portrait of Immersive Theatre Companies and their Practic-
es in TYA in book, Immersive Performance: Engaging the 
Audience (Fall 2016); Lights On: Sleep No More in Sig-
nals: Contemporary Performance Journal.  Adrienne is an 
Associate Professor of Acting/Movement at Pace School of 
Performing Arts in the International Performance Ensem-
ble programme teaching collective creation and physical 
theatre. University of Edinburgh, Ecole Jacques Lecoq and 
Brooklyn College (MFA Directing).

Adrienne Kapstein: Conference paper

art. How can the artist researcher work with affects and 
intensities of artworks to conduct new insight into the signif-
icance and benefits of small children´s interdisciplinary art 
experiences?

What Comes First: 

Abstract:
We were all once babies and toddlers and yet we no lon-
ger remember the way we experienced the world. Artists 
making Theatre for the Early Years serve a population that 
cannot verbally articulate its own interests or concerns. How 
can these theatre-makers best connect and capture that 
audience’s attention? What is the responsibility of the artist 
making work for those under 3 to fully “understand” this 
audience? 

Scientific insight into how the very young child experienc-
es and encounters the world can be empowering and 
inspiring for an artist making work for this range of ages. 
And an understanding of cognitive development can be 
used to inform dramaturgy and creative praxis; guiding 
artists in how to tailor style, design, content and structure. 
But can scientific knowledge also dilute, or even pollute, 
the intuitive dialogue that occurs between creator and 
audience? Can it interrupt the process of creation and 
interfere with the delicate liminal space that exists between 
artist and audience; rehearsal room and performance? Is 
it a thin line between the interjection of scientific theory 
and the reduction of art to a singular purpose - a means to 
foster cognitive growth or social development? Does the 
presence of Science shift the intention behind this work 
towards an educational or therapeutic agenda instead of a 
purely Artistic one? 

This paper will explore the parallel discourse, and conver-
gence, between cognitive science and Early Years theatre. 
I will examine how companies making work for the very 
young child engage with - or resist - utilizing scientific 
knowledge and research in the creative process. Using 
select companies from across the globe as case studies, I 
will investigate how scientific thought and theory can both 
serve and potentially distort art-making.
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Sara Matchett, Jason Jacobs: 
Conference paper

University Of Cape Town, Cape Town, South 
Africa (Matchett)

The Mothertongue Project, McGregor, South 
Africa (Matchett, Jacobs)
Sara�Matchett@uct�ac�za

In2Out:
An Early Years Theatre 

Project In The Langeberg 
Region 

Biography: 
Sara Matchett (PhD) is a Senior Lecturer in the Department 
of Drama at the University of Cape Town. She is also an 
Associate Teacher of Fitzmaurice Voicework®.

Her teaching profile centres around practical and academ-
ic courses which include, voice, acting, theatre-making, 
applied drama/theatre, and performance analysis. She is 
especially interested in interdisciplinary modes of creating. 

Her research aims to investigate the soma as a site for 
generating images for the purpose of performance making 
and specifically focuses on investigating the relationship 
between breath and emotion, and breath and image, in an 
attempt to make performance that is inspired by a biog-
raphy of the body. As co-founder and Artistic Director of 
The Mothertongue Project women’s arts collective, Sara has 
experience in the field of theatre in South Africa, Singapore, 
India, Kenya and Indonesia as a theatre-maker, performer, 
director and facilitator. Research with The Mothertongue 
Project focuses on women’s theatre with particular refer-
ence to cross-community professional theatre as a means of 
facilitating conversations across differences. 

Abstract:
In September 2016 The Mothertongue Project, in collabo-
ration with UCT Drama Department, implemented an Early 
Years Theatre (EYT) project in the Langeberg region. The 
project, led by Jason Jacobs and Sara Matchett, formed 
part of an annual collaboration that sees six UCT 2nd year 
students of theatre and performance participating in a 
service learning experience that helps them to decide 
on their education’s worth to others. The service-learning 
brief draws on the idea that theatre and performance is 
constantly mediating the society we live in, and that theatre 

and performance actively foster critical civic engagement 
through re-presenting aspects of the world we live in. The 
2016 project involved the students working alongside 6 
community-based performers from The Mothertongue 
Project’s Langeberg Youth Arts Project. The project took 
place over 7 days and involved the 12 participants being 
trained in EYT.  The week culminated in performances for 
children from McGregor between the ages of 2 – 7. This 
paper seeks to document the process and additionally ad-
dresses the potential for the work to be further established 
by The Mothertongue Project in the Langeberg region.  

There are many challenges in the Langeberg region includ-
ing high levels of poverty and unemployment. Violence 
against women and children is rife resulting in an increase 
in HIV/AIDS infections, especially in the teenage girl age 
group.  Concomitant to this is a prevalence of foetal alcohol 
syndrome, high dropout rates amongst school goers, 
teenage pregnancy, gangsterism, substance abuse and a 
rise in crime. 

The Mothertongue Project has been successful in establish-
ing a youth theatre company comprised of young people 
whose capacities were developed during the first 2 years 
of the project. This provides the young people with the 
opportunity to practically implement their performances, 
participatory theatre facilitation, leadership, and entrepre-
neurial skills. The development of the work has been and 
is informed by the participants themselves, by their lived 
experiences and that of their communities.  The youth com-
pany participants are the drivers of the work and the Project 
is inspired by their motivation, insights and innovations. 
They devise and roll out awareness raising performances 
around issues such as tuberculosis, gender violence, HIV/
AIDS, substance abuse and unemployment, in the region 
to various schools, clinics, community based groups/organ-
isations, and wherever else the need arises. The EYT form 
provides a workable model for The Mothertongue Project. 
They are running their own youth drama groups in their re-
spective areas. The demand for the youth drama groups is 
ever-increasing, especially for younger children. The youth 
drama groups in their areas were started by the participants 
themselves responding to the obvious need of children 
and their peers.
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Katherine Morley: Conference paper
University Of Manchester, Manchester, United 

Kingdom , 
The Egg, Theatre Royal Bath, Bath, United 

Kingdom
kittymorley@icloud�com

Unfolding cognition and 
the infant’s sensorium: 

Biography:
Katherine Morley is an associate artist at ‘the egg’ Theatre 
Royal, Bath and an AHRC and President’s doctoral scholar 
at the University of Manchester. She is currently researching 
the notion of spectatorship in Early Years Theatre, partic-
ularly the significance of music and sound on the audi-
ence-performer relationship.

In 2013 Katherine was appointed creative learning art-
ist-in-residence at both Dundee Rep and the University of 
Aberdeen, (School of Education). In 2014 she received a 
Leverhulme scholarship to develop work for infant audienc-
es at the egg, and created 16 Singers / The Bees (co-pro-
duced by the egg Theatre Royal Bath and Dance Umbrella), 
which was nominated for a 2015 Family Arts Award.

Katherine began undergraduate teaching at the University 
of Manchester in 2016 and in the past few months has pre-
sented research papers at the UK conferences of LEYMN 
(London), TYA-ASSITEJ (Birmingham) and the UK based, 
Theatre and Performance Research Association (Bristol).

Abstract:
Where ‘cognition unfolds as continuous co-evolution 
of acting, perceiving, imagining, feeling and thinking’ 
(Thompson 2007: 60), this paper investigates what kind of 
affect the embodied perception-action dyad can have on 
infants aged 0-18 months, seated in-the-round in an audi-
ence primarily consisting of infant-parent dyads. 

When specific performance conditions enable or elicit 
an audience’s stillness, watchfulness or silence rather than 

Grown-up Engagement:

Rebecca Drew Ramsey
Rebecca Drew Ramsey, Austin, United States

beccadrew@utexas�edu

Examining the Adult 
Experience in Theatre for 

the Very Young

Biography:
Rebecca Drew Ramsey is a designer, performer, storytell-
er, and teaching artist. Her artistry is heavily influenced by 
young people.  Their curiosity, honesty, light, and innate 
sense of innovation is carried into each of her artistic en-
deavors.  Her professional credits include: Lexington Chil-
dren’s Theatre (KY), ZACH Theatre (TX), Filament Theatre (IL), 
among others. She is currently pursuing her MFA in Drama 
and Theatre for Youth & Communities at The University of 
Texas at Austin.  Becca Drew is currently researching how 
physical and visual storytelling can engage the uniquely 
intergenerational audiences in Theatre for the Very Young.

Analysing Sensorial Affect 
On The Spectatorial 

Capacities Of The Infant-
Parent Dyad.

haptic, corporeal or self-possessed exploration, the notion 
that ‘babies regularly attend to what is novel’ (Gibson 2000: 
29), draws the attention of this research to the ever-moving 
reflexive computation of the familiar amongst the unfamil-
iar, particularly in relation to the sensorium. 

With precise focus on the transaction between infant, 
parent and performer, (e.g. Desfosses, Dubatti, Pavis), this 
paper will examine how pre-verbal infants engage with the 
performative experience; in this instance in an interdisci-
plinary environment led by music and the musician’s own 
‘perceiving-acting’ body.

Based on two European case studies and using close analy-
sis of contrasting clips of video evidence, this paper exam-
ines how the sensations of sound, rhythm and movement 
create a particular kind of engagement where the auditory, 
motoric, temporal and spatial elements of a performance 
can attract pre-verbal infants to spectate in such a way that 
elicits surprised parents to report “I’ve never seen my baby 
sit so still or watch for so long!”.
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Abstract:
Theatre for the Very Young (TVY) or Theatre for Early Years 
(TEY) is designed for 0 - 5 year olds, yet audiences also 
include adult caregivers-- parents, teachers, grandparents, 
aunts, uncles, guardians, and friends.  It is an intergenera-
tional experience. Adults in Theatre for Young Audiences 
(TYA) are often positioned as adversaries, gatekeepers 
blocking access to young people.  This presentation 
springs from the artist/researcher’s curiosity about shifting 
the adult audience role from gatekeeper to partner. What 
happens when TVY/TEY artists intentionally consider adult 
audience members in theatre made for the very young?  
Using reflective practitioner research, the artist/researcher 
examines what adult audience members expect and value 
in a theatre experience designed for very young people 
and consider the tensions and possibilities that arise when 
creating work for very young audiences and adults simulta-
neously.

The artist/researcher draws upon the successful intergener-
ational appeal of Pixar’s animated films for young people, 
asking what TVY and TEY artists might learn from Pixar’s de-
velopment process and storytelling techniques.  This pre-
sentation documents the development of Raise the Moon, 
a new play for the very young designed to intentionally en-
gage adult and young audience members and encourage 
intergenerational interactions between audience members.   
Responses from adult and young audience members 
following the performances offer insights into how TVY/TEY 
artists might open dialogue with adult audience members, 
turning gatekeepers into partners.

Biography:
Norifumi Hida, MFA (East 15, Essex), PhD (Warwick) teaches 
class struggle, gender, ethnicity and multiculturalism in 
theatre at Toho Gakuen College of Drama and Music, and 
English language and stories through theatre and drama at 
Seisen University in Tokyo. He also directs theatrical perfor-
mances for young audiences. In 2016, he devised ‘Hospital 
Theatre Project 2015: Fairy Land’, a site-specific, multi-sen-
sory and interactive theatrical performance for children with 
disabilities. He is Editorial Board of ‘ArtsPraxis’ at New York 
University; International Advisor of Theatre for Young Audi-
ences Centre at Rose Bruford College; and Board Member 
of the Next Generation, ASSITEJ.

Abstract:
In 2014, Japan’s Agency for Cultural Affairs announced the 
‘Intermediary Plan towards Creating a ‘Nation based on 
Culture and the Arts’, partly because of the 2020 Summer 
Olympics in Tokyo. It attempts to challenge contemporary 
issues – such as (1) Falling birth-rate and depopulation, (2) 
Becoming an aging society, (3) Increasing the number of 
empty houses, closed schools and hotels and ghost towns, 
(4) Removing illegal shops and restaurants and cleaning up 
the environment of a town, (5) Constantly suffering from 
natural (and man-made) disasters, and (6) Inner internal-
ization – through culture and arts and in doing so seeks to 
revitalise Japanese people and society.

Central to this are ‘art projects’: ‘Art projects are a co-cre-
ative form of artistic activity centred around contemporary 
art, that developed in various locations around Japan 
beginning in the 1990s. Not limited to the exhibition of 
artworks, art projects engage deeply with contemporary 
society, evolving in relation to the social conditions of a par-

Session 7B: Socially 
conscious Theatre

Norifumi Hida: Conference paper
Toho Gakuen College of Drama and Music, 

Tokyo, Japan
yfa25902@nifty�com

Theatre for Young 
Audiences and Art Projects 

in Japan
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Adam Ledger: Conference paper
The Bone Ensemble/University of Birmingham, 

Birmingham, United Kingdom 
a�j�ledger@bham�ac�uk

Where’s My Igloo Gone?:
 Climate Change And The 
Making Of Participatory 

Performance.

Biography: 
Adam Ledger is co-artistic director of The Bone Ensemble 
and a Senior Lecturer in Drama and Theatre Arts at the Uni-
versity of Birmingham, UK. He undertook a practice-based 
PhD at the University of Exeter and taught previously at 
University College Cork and the University of Hull. Adam 
has led performance projects internationally. Recent pro-
ductions for The Bone Ensemble include Again, Caravania! 
(both national tours), and Where’s My Igloo Gone?, a par-
ticipatory performance about climate change, which tours 
from 2016 and previously visited ArtCOP, Paris, in 2015. His 
research centres on contemporary performance practice: 
books include Odin Teatret: Theatre in a New Century 
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2012) and he is preparing The Director 
and Directing: Craft, Process and Aesthetic in Contempo-
rary Theatre (Palgrave Macmillan); he has produced several 
shorter studies of theatre practice and practitioners.

ticular time and place. They are activities that generate new 
artistic and social contexts by seeding new contact points 
and social connections outside of pre-existing ones’ (Arts 
Council Tokyo). Since then, more, and various, art projects, 
such as the Toride Art Project, have been taking place 
across Japan.

This has led to a new movement in the Japanese TYA field: 
in parallel with conventional children’s theatre companies, a 
new generation of (young) artists from various fields – not 
only theatre but also visual art, music, dance, architecture, 
cooking and others – create theatrical or multidisciplinary 
art performances for children and young audiences in such 
art projects.

In this paper, I will unpack the influences of art projects on 
TYA in Japan: we will look at some TYA productions in art 
projects and examine how art projects expand the Japa-
nese TYA field.

Abstract:
‘…apocalyptic imaginaries infuse the whole climate change 

debate. What are the alternative stories?’  

Where’s My Igloo Gone? is a participatory theatre perfor-
mance for children and families, which explores themes of 
climate change, home, community and agency. Artistically, 
we are challenging eco-centric work which offers only 
‘doom and gloom scenarios’ (what has been called ‘cata-
strophism’) or information-led content, and instead explore 
dynamic, creative engagement with the theatrical event. 
This paper critical reflects upon some of the performative 
choices, challenges and outcomes of, as Moore puts it 
above, such ‘alternative’ story-making. 

Actively enlisting the audience of only forty, the perfor-
mance concerns Oolik and her melting igloo home, staged 
in the round so everyone can see and take part in this Arctic 
world of soaring snow geese, pet husky dogs and starry 
nights… An invented language - Iglooish - and original 
music enhance a rich approach to working together on 
real-life issues, which is also made accessible for Deaf and 
EAL audiences.

As artist Anthony Gormley put is, our performance pur-
posefully seeks an ‘open space, a place of transformation 
and the exchange of ideas’. Through examples of our 
practice, I consider the (politico)aesthetics of hope and 
change. I share, too, some of our mechanisms for gathering 
feedback and assess some of the impacts of the work.

Aracelia Guerrero, Ana Patricia, 
Nayibe Castelo: Pecha Kucha

UNACM/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, Tixtla, Guerrero�, 
Mexico (Guerrero)

IPN/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, Tixtla, Guerrero�, 
Mexico (Yáñez)

UACM/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, Mexico (Castelo)

 Apapacha Theater. A 
theater that embraces with 

the soul

Biography: 
She studied at the National Autonomous University of 
Mexico UNAM Aracelia initiated her theatrical career as 
an actress, and as a director later in life. She attended the 
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Tamara Schulz: Conference Paper
Flying House, Johannesburg, South Africa

tamara�guhrs@gmail�com

Rehearsing for change 
or staying with the 

brokenness? Ethical 
considerations for 

participatory playmaking 
with young audiences in 

South Africa

Biography: 

Tamara Guhrs is a teaching artist and playwright, deeply 
committed to using theatre as an activism tool to under-
stand issues of poverty and environment in southern Africa. 
Based in Johannesburg, Tamara works as a freelance the-
atre-maker, teaching artist and independent writer, working 
inter-alia at Wits University Dramatic Arts and the Drama 
for Life programme. She has taught high school drama at 
Sacred Heart College, facilitating young theatre-makers 
through their own playwriting processes. An active practi-
tioner in the dramatic arts, Tamara has written, directed, de-
vised and performed in a variety of productions. She brings 
a broad range of skills to her teaching work, including 
writing, theatre design, research and a first-hand experi-
ence of theatre-for-development work in southern Africa. 
She co-authored the Nasou via Afrika series of dramatic arts 
textbooks for grades 10, 11 and 12.

Raised in the wilds of Zambia and graduating with a Masters 
degree in drama from Rhodes University in 1999, Guhrs 
has a strong interest in indigenous knowledge systems and 
theatre as a tool for community consultation. She is author 
of Ceremony! Celebrating Zambia’s Traditional Heritage, 

(2007) and United Action, the United Nations in Mala-
wi, 2008-2011. In 2000 she was part of the Report-back 
Africa team, a regional SADC initiative that used theatre to 
consult and report on environmental concerns affecting 
the sub-continent. She maintains strong links with Zambian 
based environmental theatre company Seka, which uses a 
combination of action research and theatre to address rural 
development in the Luangwa valley, Zambia. Seka’s play Ku-
sanga has travelled to Copenhagen, Cape Town (2010, Out 
the Box festival) and South Korea (2012, ASSITEJ). 

Abstract:
This paper interrogates ethical principles in participatory 
playmaking methods for Applied Theatre practitioners 
working with young people. Participatory playmaking, with 
its roots in Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed, has 
been widely used by Theatre for Development practi-
tioners in Southern Africa. Attempts have been made to 
create a charter of ethical principles for Applied Drama and 
Theatre in a Southern African context, but there remains 
a gap in this endeavour: what are the particular consider-
ations when young people are being facilitated through a 
process to create theatre for social change, education or 
healing? This paper examines practices and principles to 
inform the practitioner undertaking such work, and does so 
in relation to two concepts: the traditional African concept 
of Ubuntu, and the Buddhist notion of metta, or compas-
sionate loving kindness.

The participatory playmaking method referred to here is 
eclectic. It draws on methodologies used in participato-
ry rural appraisal (PRA), Appreciative enquiry and Action 
Research, and is an approach rather than a step-by-step 
technique. Articulating its ethical implications is as much 
an account of a facilitator’s learning journey as a reflection 
on best practices and principles, infused with lessons from 
Buddhist psychology. 

Various sites and examples of practice will illustrate the pro-
cesses of a facilitator, who walks a precarious path - exca-
vating issues without prescribing content; negotiating con-
flict; teaching the craft of playmaking in conditions where 
trauma inflicted by a violent society may be undetected or 
unresolved. Is it possible that the healing or therapeutic na-
ture of theatre is overstated? Can a negative experience of 
group playmaking impede the creativity of a young artist? If 
agency is being encouraged, what are the implications for 
young people acting on that agency outside the rehearsal 
room and in the domestic or public sphere? What prom-
ises are made?  Who owns the work created? It is vital to 
interrogate these and other questions in a practice fraught 
with power dynamics, emotion and expectations of actual 
social change. 

ASSITEJ Germany Director´s Seminar, and was the Mexican 
representative for four years in ASSITEj International’s Next 
generation Project. 

Her theatre works show her interest to talk about human 
topics that allow to open fields of reflection, for example, 
Can you whistle? by Ulf Stark, which is about the relations 
between children and elders, and of death like intrinsic part 
of life. 

Since 2010 her principal interest is to develop artistic 
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Aracelia  Guerrero, Ana Patricia 
Yáñez2 Nayibe Castelo: Pecha Kucha
UNACM/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, Tixtla, Guerrero�, 

Mexico (Guerrero)
IPN/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, Tixtla, Guerrero�, 

Mexico (Yáñez)
UACM/ Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, , Mexico (Castelo)

Apapacha Theater:
A Theater That Embraces 

With The Soul

Biography: 
She studied at the National Autonomous University of 
Mexico UNAM Aracelia initiated her theatrical career as 
an actress, and as a director later in life. She attended the 
ASSITEJ Germany Director´s Seminar, and was the Mexican 
representative for four years in ASSITEj International’s Next 
generation Project. 

Her theatre works show her interest to talk about human 
topics that allow to open fields of reflection, for example, 
Can you whistle? by Ulf Stark, which is about the relations 
between children and elders, and of death like intrinsic part 
of life. 

Since 2010 her principal interest is to develop artistic 
models linked with education and community to help in 
circumstances of social emergency and violence.  She 
is a co-founder of the Ludoteca Ayotzinapa, a project of 
resistance and hope at the teacher´s school in the state of 
Guerrero, México where she realizes an intervention in or-
der to offset the effects provoked by the forced disappear-
ances and the violence that the Mexican state has exercised 
in opposition to pupils and relatives of the Normal Rural 
Raúl Isidro Burgos school. 

Abstract:
Thanks to the experience of working in the Ludoteca Ayo-
tzinapa (play center, toy library) located in Tixtla, Guerrero, 
amid a situation of social emergency caused by the forced 
disappearance of 43 student teachers, and the killing of 
three of them by the Mexican state, we began a new pro-
posal to use games and theater as the main axes to provide 
support to remote communities who live in extreme pover-
ty and help them cope with the complex situation.  

This work will share this communal experience where we 

Ms Megan Reid: Conference paper
Utrecht University , Utrecht, Netherlands

University of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland 

Keep Out of Reach of 
Children:

Sex Positivity in Theatre for 
Young Audiences

Biography: 
Megan Reid is recent graduate from the MA Theatre 
Studies programme at Utrecht University. Originally from 
Scotland, she has worked within the TYA field as a perform-
er, dramaturg, producer and researcher.. Since moving to 
The Netherlands, she has begun research within the TYA 
field and recently worked with children’s theatre festival 
Tweetakt in production, programming and dramaturgical 
contexts. 

She is currently working in collaboration with Lana Čorpo-
da in the context of a new creation surrounding children, 
sexuality and gender. 

Within the field of Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) sex 
positive performance remains on the fringes of pro-
grammed work. Dominant heteronormative culture is 
responsible for constituting human sexuality as essentially 
reproductive. I argue that this attitude negates a consider-
ation of pleasure as a vital human experience. I will develop 
a research which validates and expands the notion of body 
experience through cultural discourse. Through this valida-
tion, it is possible to develop a societal attitude toward sex 
and sexuality which promotes non shameful, safe and var-
ied sexual experiences. The development of sexual rhetoric 
relies upon arts and culture designed for young people 
to contribute to the development of a more progressive 
sexual landscape

 I ask whether TYA is a useful art form in the development 
of a complex vocabulary regarding sex positivity. Through-
out this exploration I will support my research through 
case studies of performances I believe contribute to this 
growing and fertile landscape. I will argue how sex positive 
TYA can work as a tool to expand socio-cultural notions of 
sexual identity. The expansion of this understanding works 
to develop space for young people to express themselves 
in safe and positive ways.  My central question asks how 
sex positive TYA can function to develop richer and more 
complex discourse regarding children’s sexuality.   
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will perform theater to embrace the soul of participants and 
let them feel accompanied; showing them that what we do 
is powerful and meaningful because we do it together. Be-
cause no one is going to steal the joy and we do not want a 
revolution without hope!

Session 7C: Creative 
case for diversity and 

interculturality

Erwin Maas: Long Table format
Erwinmaas�com / Theatre Maker & Teacher & 
International Arts Advocate, West New York, 

United States
International Society for Performing Arts (ISPA) - 

Artistic Director, New York, USA
International Performing Arts for Youth (IPAY) - 
Artistic Programming Associate, Philadelphia, 

USA
Off Broadway Origin Theatre Company - 
Director of Programming, New York, USA

MFA Performance & Interactive Media Arts 
(PIMA) CUNY Brooklyn College - Adjunct 

Professor, Brooklyn, USA
erwin@erwinmaas�com

Creative Case for Diversity 
& Intercultural Exchange 

- discussing diversity in all 
its forms and intercultural 

exchange in theatre for 
young audiences

Biography: 

Erwin Maas is a New York based theatre & opera director, 
teacher and international performing arts advocate from 
the Netherlands. He has worked extensively in Australia, 
Europe, South Africa and USA. In New York he directed 
numerous productions Off & Off-Off Broadway as well 
as site-specific. From 2010 to 2014, Maas was Director of 
Performing Arts for the Cultural Department of the Royal 
Netherlands Embassy & Consulates in the USA. He was a 

guest speaker, instructor and director at academies and 
universities including Yale School of Drama, NYU Dra-
ma Department, Columbia University / Barnard College, 
Carnegie Mellon University, Georgetown University, Brown 
University / Trinity Rep, as well as numerous international 
academies. Erwin currently teaches at the MFA Programme 
Performance & Interactive Media Arts (PIMA) at CUNY 
Brooklyn College. He is Artistic Director of the International 
Society for Performing Arts (ISPA) NYC Conference, Director 
of Programmeming for the Off-Broadway Origin Theatre 
Company, and Artistic Programmeming Associate of the 
International Performing Arts for Youth (IPAY). Erwin is a 
core-member of Theatre Without Borders, member of the 
Netherland-America Foundation Cultural Committee and is 
on the Artistic Advisory Board of the ISSUE Project Room in 
Brooklyn. – www.erwinmaas.com 

Abstract:
“Diversity is one of the most important issues of our age. 
We live in a remarkably diverse society, and how we evolve 
and face the challenges of the future will depend on how 
we can use the creative resources that diversity gifts us.”- 
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/diversity-and-equality/cre-
ative-case-diversity

The Creative Case is a re-imagining of the Arts Council En-
gland’s approach to diversity and equality, setting out how 
these areas can and should enrich the arts for artists, audi-
ences and our wider society. The strength of the Creative 
Case to me is that it looks at diversity in all its forms and as a 
creative value in and of itself. I have frequently stated that 
there is no creation without diversity. Though the case looks 
at, and discusses, racial, gender, sexuality, disability, eco-
nomical and moral reasons for diversity, it also explores a 
deeper (more overarching) question regarding the creative 
/ artistic necessity of diversity. To me this deeper connec-
tion to diversity is similar all over the world. 

This session/symposium serves as a wonderful gateway to 
present examples of other platforms that promote diversity 
and intercultural exchange in the arts, such as the Pan-Af-
rican Interdisciplinary Performing Arts Market (PAIPAM) 
Initiative. This meeting place for leaders of the Global 
Arts Community to connect with Cultural Leaders and Arts 
Professionals in Africa, and vice versa, can be of particular 
interest to this year’s Assitej Congress participants. The aim 
of the PAIPAM Initiative (to be launched in July 2018 in 
Bloemfontein, South Africa) is: Increase the global reach of 
the interdisciplinary performing arts industries from Africa, 
by contributing to the development and presentation of 
work from the continent; Improve connectivity & mobility 
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between the African Arts Community and the Global Arts 
Community (and within Africa itself); and create a space for 
innovative intercultural partnerships and artistic collabora-
tions. 
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Day Two 
17 May 2017

Session 8

City Hall

Session 8A: National 
Approaches to 
Interculturality

Irina Antonova: Conference paper

Puppet theatre of 
Kazakhstan:

History And Practice

Independent theatre critic, member of IATC, 
UNIMA, Eurodram, Almaty, Kazakhstan

irene�sophistiquee@hotmail�com

Biography: 
Independent theatre critic and researcher from Kazakhstan, 
PhD, member of International Association of Theatre Critics, 
UNIMA, Eurodram. She studied at Pedagogical University of 
Kazakhstan, Saint-Petersburg University of Humanities and 
Social Sciences, and Kazakh National Academy of Arts. She is 
co-organizer of International Puppets Carnivals in Kazakh-
stan; member of Jury of Youth theatre festival “Otkrovenie”. 
She collaborates with the French puppet theatre company 
«Les Tarabates» and is the author 70 articles on the history 
of Kazakhstani theatre for children and puppet theatre, as 
well as French puppet and street theatre, and also different 
forms of modern performances.

Abstract:
This article delivers a brief review of the Kazakhstan puppet 
theatre history, from the ancient Turkic age and to the 
modern puppetry arts.  A special consideration is devoted 
to the study of the existence of the indigenous arts of the 
Kazakh nation – the Orteke [OR-Teh-Keh] (the art of “danc-
ing goats”). Kazakhstani musicologists consider that its origin 
should be looked for in the ancient Turkic age. Numerous 
archeological and ethnographic evidence (in particular, im-
ages of dancing and riding goats, horses and argali on the 
rocks) conserved a visual appearance of a goat - its grace, 
fragility, some brittleness of a silhouette - which was re-
flected in wooden figurines. October socialist revolution of 
1917 brought new cultural patterns that were standardized 
ideologically and formally in many ways. Kazakh traditional 
puppet Orteke was taken over by a so-called professional 
art.

Soviet Union era puppet theatre required inclusion of plays 
by Soviet writers’ works to a repertoire that were consid-
ered to be useful for children and admitted to be necessary 
to bring up young fighters for happy communist future. 
The repertoire, subject, technical features of the puppet 
theatre created under the direct influence of the Soviet 
Russian theatre are analyzed as well.

The last part of the article is devoted to description of one 
of the most famous and favorite characters of the Kazakh 
legends – Aldar-Kosse. The author provides a detailed 
description of the Aldar-Kosse puppet design, his suit, 
and ways of manipulation. Aldar-Kosse represents Kazakh 
national character – cheerful, kind, witty personality, who at 
the same time fits in socially heterogenous modern Kazakh-
stani society. He integrates Kazakh art of different periods 
– from ancient dancing goats-Orteke to a professional art 
of acting puppets.
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Niccole Carner: Conference paper

Ceilidh, Panto and 
Puppets: 

Complex Visions of National 
Identity in the National 
Theatre of Scotland’s 

Theatre for Young 
Audiences

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, 
United States

niccole�carner@gmail�com

Biography: 
Niccole Carner earned her PhD in Theatre and Drama 
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison with a primary 
research area in modern Scottish nationalist theatre. Her 
dissertation, entitled “The National Theatre of Scotland’s 
Imagination of Contemporary Scottish Identities,” focused 
on new plays and performances produced by the National 
Theatre of Scotland and their link to national identity and 
the “theatre without walls.” Niccole is also an ardent direc-
tor, producer and actor.

Abstract:
Over the past ten years The National Theatre of Scotland 
(NTS) has sought to re-shape and re-imagine the role of 
theatre within Scotland. John Tiffany, director and NTS 
champion, describes the “new Scottish theatre,” and 
emphasizes that this new theatre merges classical and 
cultural performance styles to create a fresh and multi-
faceted theatrical experience. The new Scottish theatre 
“features narration, song, movement, stand-up comedy, 
film, politics and, above all, an urgent need to connect with 
its audience” (Tiffany). Theatre for young audiences within 
Scotland also employs many performance styles simulta-
neously. Throughout this presentation I will examine three 
NTS theatre for youth productions: Dragon, The Emperor’s 
New Kilt and A Sheep Called Skye to explore the effect 
of interweaving puppetry, music hall, Ceilidh traditions 
(including both live music and dancing), and pantomime. 
In Oliver Emmanual’s Dragon (2013, 2015) puppets and 
dance-like sequences help young audiences understand 
the complexities of grief. The show features no dialogue, 
and these non-verbal forms work to connect with those 
audience members of various ages, languages and devel-
opmental abilities. The Emperor’s New Kilt (2008, by Andy 

Grigorios Ioanndis
National and Kapodisrian University of Athens, 

Athens, Greece
grioann@theatre�uoa�gr

“New young theatre for a 
new generation” Young 
Theatre in Greece at the 
beginnings of the new 

century.

Biography: 
Diploma in Electrical Engineering (NTUA), BSc in Theatrical 
Studies, (University of Athens). MA in History and Philosophy 
of Science and Mathematics, (King’s College, London) and 
in Theatrology. Theatre reviewer in the Journalists’ Journal 
(Efimerida ton Sintakton). Main interests: Post-War Greek 
and European dramatology, the foreign repertory of Greek 
Theatres, New technologies in modern stage.

Abstract:
Following the new concept of national identity and 
heritage aroused out of the contemporary political and 
cultural crisis in Greece, Greek production for adolescence 
and young audience recently tried to bring forward new 
repertoire together with modern aesthetics and newly 
formed questions on political and social behavior. The 
essay examines some of the best and prestigious examples 

Cannon and Iain Johnstone) adapts a well-known fairytale 
and re-imagines it as a uniquely Scottish tale by focusing 
on the importance of tartans and kilts, and by combining 
the straightforward storytelling with music hall, pantomime 
and Ceilidh traditions. Finally, Nicola McCartney’s A Sheep 
Called Skye focuses on a young sheep who is trying to 
discover her true identity by selling tea-towels and scarves 
to tourists. Her journey of self-discovery is told through 
Scottish musical traditions and puppetry. This presentation 
explores how the interweaving of classic theatrical forms 
with Scottish traditions helps to create and shape complex 
visions of national identity for a young audience.

Tiffany, John. Director’s Note. Black Watch. By Gregory 
Burke. London: Faber & Faber, 2010. ix-xii. Print.
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A brief analysis on 
children’s theatre in India:

A practical involvement.

Sathya Bhama Madathil
The Director, Ananta Performing Arts & Research 

Centre, Bahawalpur House, India
smkrishnainfinite28@gmail�com

Biography: 
Sathya Bhama graduated from National School of Drama 
with a Master Degree in Theatre Design&Techniques, 
New Delhi. She is a trained practitioner of Bharathanatyam, 
Indian classical dance. She has worked in theatre for the last 
17 years as a director, designer and specialist on children’s 
theatre, including a research fellowship under National 
School of Drama. She has worked as Technical Coordinator 
for International Theatre Festivals at the National School of 
Drama, New Delhi. She has directed more than 17 plays, 
including most recently a play performed for international 
theatre festival at New Delhi, 2013.  She has been working 
with the Educational Multimedia Research Centre (EM-
MRC), University of Calicut, as a subject expert on Children’s 
theatre, Direction and Design. Currently she is working as a 
drama specialist in a school based on Children’s theatre. 

Abstract:
This presentation is about the practical implementation of 
children’s theatre practice in India, developing arguments 
around Theatre in private schools in India, and the educa-
tion of the marginalized children through children’s theatre. 
Currently theatre is only offered in private schools in India, 
and not in government schools, the latter because there is 
a lack of basic infrastructure to promote or practice the arts. 
Therefore, in general poor children do not have access to 
theatre. However in 2013, CBSC (Central Board of Second-
ary Education) introduced theatre studies in schools. Most 
of the schools had been using theatre for their advertise-
ment purpose by making their annual function. Theatre 

of this important turn in Greek young theatre the last years 
through its artistic goals and stage-techniques. It also tries 
to figure out the main topics of discussion in which the 
young theatre is involved to in relation with the Greek The-
atre change in general. Case studies of specific productions 
and short video cuts are used during the presentation.

had never been taken as serious subject which is primary 
for the holistic development of the child. My experience of 
practice in both government and private schools in India, 
deeply depressed me into discomfort. I had a minute 
observation about the children who really required an 
expressive space. 

Most of the private schools are taking theatre for making 
unhealthy competitions and annual functions as part of their 
money making business. I strongly believe that the theatre 
education is, in all instance, to get the individual to become 
more aware of his/ her identity, his /her social responsibili-
ties, where he /she will have the expressive space to man-
ifest their own life. Children also will explore their imagina-
tion, confidence, and concentration through various theatre 
games, roles and exercises, which will help them to face the 
world and make them a better human being. 

I was compelled to ask myself what kind of personality 
development happens in marginalized children. I have 
had the opportunity of knowing the marginalized children 
through my theatre practice. I had a practice of working 
with prisoners, juvenile home, tribes, children of sex work-
ers, Non-profit organizations in India. 

My theatre practice motivated me to rethink the purpose 
of being an artist. I firmly believe that I have my social 
commitment and responsibilities. What are the possibilities 
to encourage children through children’s theatre? What all 
lesson to children’s theatre, can we draw from this discus-
sion? How theatre performance or the process helped 
these children to heal themselves and settled them for a 
moment. Was I so selfish, when I approach them for the 
certain period of time? I need to rethink.

I would like to share my thoughts and ideas with all of you. 
I may get a new door open in front of me to re-examine 
the theatre practice that I did till the moment. At times, I 
will come to know what is happening in other part of the 
continent by listening to other speakers.  Much more to 
share, I hope I will have a chance to hear others and will get 
an opportunity to share my experience as well.
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performance?

4.  4. How might these identified plays and interviews 
with leaders in the TYA field be digitally archived and 
shared with a broad academic and non-academic 
audience? 

5.  5. How might podcasts of key plays and video inter-
views be housed online?

A Mirror of Our Lives will provide Canadian and inter-
national theatre scholars and practitioners an invaluable 
historic survey of the post-1980 developments of TYA in this 
country. The shift from “dreams” to “lives” in the title of the 
study mirrors a shift in TYA over these intervening decades 
toward issue-based plays tackling topics of relevance to 
young people: negotiating the immigrant experience (New 
Canadian Kid by Dennis Foon); teenage pregnancy (Tough! 
and Moss Park by George F. Walker); sexual relationships in 
the AIDS era (Co$t of Living by Morris Panych); responding 
to a young girl’s bully-driven death (The Shape of a Girl 
by Joan MacLeod); loss of freedom and imagination in the 
journey from childhood to adulthood (Alphonse by Wajdi 
Mouawad); the lived experience of poverty (Danny, King of 
the Basement by David S. Craig); school violence (Rage by 
Michele Riml); and homophobia/gay bullying (rhiannaboi95 
by Jordan Tannahill), among many others. These are all 
original scripts offering the highest level of accomplishment 
and receiving Dora, Jessie and Chalmers awards, and even 
the occasional Governor General’s nomination or award for 
playwriting. And yet, besides their successful productions 
and publications, they remain largely neglected cultural 
treasures.

The completed long-term project intends to produce a 
number of original contributions, both scholarly and ped-
agogical:

 1. A Scalar (a digital, open source, media-rich publishing 
platform) publication that includes 1) video interviews, 
2) podcasts, and 3) scholarly papers and presenta-
tions.

 2. An edited scholarly anthology of both reprinted jour-
nal articles and commissioned chapters by leading 
Canadian and international theatre studies scholars on 
selected TYA plays, playwrights and companies.

 3. An edited critical anthology of Modern Canadian 
Plays for Young Audiences including scholarly intro-
ductions to each selected play.

Mirror of Our Lives: 
Canadian Professional 

Theatre for Young 
Audiences: A Critical Survey, 

1980 to the Present

Monica Prendergast
University Of Victoria, Po Box 1700 Stn Csc 

Victoria Bc , Canada
mprender@uvic�ca

Biography: 
Dr. Monica Prendergast, Associate Professor of Drama/
Theatre Education, Department of Curriculum & Instruction, 
University of Victoria. Her research interests are varied and 
include drama-based curriculum and pedagogy, drama/
theatre in community contexts, and arts-based qualitative 
research methods. Dr. Prendergast’s books include Applied 
Theatre and Applied Drama (both with Juliana Saxton), 
Teaching Spectatorship, Poetic Inquiry, Staging the Not-yet, 
Drama, Theatre and Performance Education in Canada and 
Poetic Inquiry II. Her CV includes over 50 peer reviewed 
journal contributions, numerous chapters, book reviews 
and professional contributions. Monica also reviews theatre 
for CBC Radio Canada and writes a column on theatre for 
Focus Magazine. 

Abstract:
Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) is arguably the most 
neglected and marginalized area of theatre studies, both 
in Canada and elsewhere. Since the 1979 publication of 
Mirror of Our Dreams by Joyce Doolittle and Zina Barnieh 
there has been very little scholarly attention paid to the 
growth, development and artistic achievements of many 
vital companies, plays and productions throughout Canada. 
This study begins to address this gap in Canadian theatre 
studies by posing the following questions:

1.  1. What are the key TYA plays and productions in 
Canada post-1980 that are worthy of analysis and 
documentation?

2.  2. Who are the central and indispensable playwrights, 
directors, designers, actors and producers who have 
contributed to the growth and development of TYA in 
Canada? 

3.  3. What are their stories? And the stories of those who 
have seen these most essential post-1980 TYA plays in 
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Session 8B: Intercultural 
exchange/Diversity

Cultural digestion is 
buffering:

Investigating Experimental 
Performance Forms For 

Young People In The 
Intercultural Collaboration 

Of Flat(Form)

Tristan Jacobs
Afda, Johannesburg, South Africa

tristanvjacobs@gmail�com

Biography: 
Tristan holds an M.A. in Contemporary Performance, also 
specialising in Acting, Writing and Dramatic Literature. 
His research has been published in a handful of local and 
international journals and online magazines. He has also 
presented at conferences across South Africa, in Sweden, 
France, Portugal and 

Finland. His plays have appeared in collections and internet 
publications annually since 2010, and performed on festival 
stages more so. He currently works as a researcher/lecturer 
at the AFDA School in Johannesburg.

Abstract:
There have been myriad practitioners and researchers who 
have contributed to the discussion of human play in society 
throughout the ages (beginning from Johan Huizinga’s 
Homo Ludens). I would like to unpack the loss and/or 
transformation of this enterprise, of the role of “play” in a 
future society where children are increasingly attached to 
technology. I am interested in how digital natives are affect-
ed by the collective desire to dive deeper into virtual reality 
worlds, as opposed to exercising mimetic imagination, as 
happens with physical play. I draw here mostly from Louise 
Peacock’s book Serious Play. How do we, as and with 
young people, resolve universal issues with the multiplicity 
of perspectives at our fingertips in the 21st century?

Zapato seeks sapato:
Journeys Into And Out Of 

Stage

Paulo Merisio
UNIRIO, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Trupe de Truões, Uberlândia, Brazil
CBTIJ - ASSITEJ Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

merisio1965@yahoo�com�br

Biography: 
Paulo Merisio has a PhD in Theatre (UNIRIO) and had 
realized a post-doctoral stage at Paris Ouest – Nanterre 
La Défense. He is a professor at the Universidade Federal 
do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO) since 2009, where 
develops the research Senses of Melodrama (Capes, CNPq, 
FAPERJ). Has been a member of the Executive Commit-
tee at CBTIJ (ASSITEJ/ Brazil) since 2011. He works with the 
following themes: theatre for young audiences, melo-
drama, circus-theatre and popular theatre. Has directed, 
since 2002, the Trupe de Truões group (Uberlândia/ MG / 
Brazil) and since 2011, the Cia. Melodramática do RJ (Rio de 
Janeiro/ RJ/ Brazil).

My professional work creating theatre for audiences in 
South Africa since 2009 has strengthened my belief in 
the need for play, for adults as well as children. Hence, 
the practice-led research project of FLAT(form) seeks to 
continue unravelling my interests in intercultural creative 
practice - from the continued practice of pitting actors from 
diverse backgrounds/training together. As well as offering 
an alternative to the types of ‘performance’ young people 
consume and engage in today. My seminal source text here 
is Stephen Wangh’s An Acrobat of the Heart. FLAT(form) 
includes three ‘platform performances’ (6 actors in a 1x1.5m 
space) with content that ranges from the South African his-
tory syllabus (Dutch settlers) to our engagement with video 
games, and also the recent youth protests on university fees 
across the country.

This paper breaks down the alternative performance 
technique of FLAT(form) to demonstrate a space in which 
to articulate multiple (and conflicting) perspectives. So too, 
the discussion aims to highlight the project’s potential effect 
on young South African audiences. My investigation here 
is tied to further research on the clown-actor as an intercul-
tural ambassador, specifically between South African and 
Japanese theatre.
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Intercultural exchange 
between Cia. Paidéia de 
Teatro (Brazil) and GRIPS 

Theatre (Germany)

Aglaia Pusch
Paideia Cultural Association, São Paulo, Brazil

ciapaideia@gmail�com

Biography: 
Graduated as an educator in Berlin, Germany, she studied 
scenography at the Centro de Pesquisa Teatral (CPT - The-
atre Research Centre), with J. C. Serroni. In Florianópolis, 
Santa Catarina, she graduated as dramatherapist, under the 

Abstract:
The present proposal is linked to the research project 
named Sentidos do melodrama (Sense of melodrama), 
which embraces research through scenic and theoretical 
practices. The project’s object of research lies in the melo-
dramatic universe and its connection to the universe of the 
Children and Youth Theatre: the féerie.

In this piece, we will outline an analysis over the several en-
counters that have resulted in the play Zapato seeks Sapato 
(Zapato busca Sapato PT-Br), in a co-production of the com-
panies La Maquina de Teatro (Mexico) and Trupe de Truões 
(Brazil), directed by Clarissa Malheiros with a dramaturgical 
collaboration by Rogerio Manjate (Mozambique).    

The origin of the play has sprouted from my encounter with 
the director of the group La Maquina, and Brazilian, Clarissa 
Malheiros, living in Mexico  We met up in the Internation-
al Seminar of Directors of Theatre for Children and Youth 
(2015), which brought as its theme “Progress” and it also 
had been promoted by ASSITEJ Germany and by the The-
atre für junges Publikum am Nationaltheatre Manheim.

When describing the saga of a shoe in the searching for 
its pair, the leading actor outlines some of the trips that 
we – artists – made for the accomplishment of this produc-
tion: we left Mexico, passed through Brazil and arrived at 
Mozambique. In the production, I sign the set design and 
the director’s assistance. That makes me feel stimulated to 
produce an analysis on the various intersections that these 
intercultural encounters could ever have been created.

coordination of the Dutch, Jessica Westerkamp.

Since 1979, she dedicates her work with theatre children 
and young people as an actress, set designer, educator, 
dramatherapist, and giving acting classes. Since 1994, she 
started to work also as curator and producer of international 
theatre festivals for young people and children, including 
the Paideia International Theatre Festival for Children and 
Youth: A Window to Utopia.

From 1979 to 1998 she worked in Associação Comunitária 
Monte Azul, where she founded and directed the Cultural 
Centre Monte Azul. Working as an actress, she was also the 
founder of Theatre Monte Azul. In 1998, she founded the 
Paideia Cultural Association, with Amauri Falseti and Rogério 
Modesto.

She participated in the direction of the project Vocational 
Theatre from the Culture Municipality of São Paulo and in 
the Mutation Project at the Fundação Casa (the prison for 
young people) of Porto Alegre.

She was a guest in many theatre festivals in several countries 
(Argentina, Germany, Chile, Denmark, Ecuador, France, 
Italy, Japan, Paraguay, Switzerland and Turkey), such as the 
“Little Festival Ladies and Little Gentlemen” in Ankara, Turkia 
(2014, 2013, 2010), “Raisingwalls, building bridges” in Lecce, 
Italy (2011), “Junge Bühne” in Hagen, Germany, “West-
wind - comedy Theatre International Festival” in Cologne, 
Germany and “AugenBlickmal!” in Berlin, Germany (2015, 
2011, 2009, 2007, 2005).

Abstract:

This study aims to reflect on the seven years exchange ex-
perience between Cia. Paidéia de Teatro (Brazil) and GRIPS 
Theatre (Germany) from 2009 to 2015. The partnership had 
four stages:

1- A two year preparation coordinated by Aglaia Pusch and 
Stefan Fischer-Fels;

2- Each group performed the play “Baltus - The Little Hero” 
by Lutz Hübner, which talks about the insecurities and fears 
of children;

3- Each group created plays about the water issue around 
the world;

4- Each group staged the play “Chalk Circle” by Armin 
Petras, which tells an ancient Chinese tale from the point of 
view of a sick child. The German performance in Brazil fea-
tured some young actors of Paideia´s course Experience in 
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“Culture”:
A creator of distance or 
a vehicle for productive 
relations in intercultural 

exchange?

Assitej Denmark, Copenhagen, Denmark
lv@assitej�dk

Louis Valente

Biography: 
Louis Valente MA (philosophy and cultural encounters) and 
is working in the office of ASSITEJ Denmark as executive 
director.

The master’s thesis was a conversation analysis of an inter-
national platform at the Danish April Festival for theatre for 
young audiences. The analysis investigated which influence 
it has on a conversation when membership categories 
related to culture are made relevant by the participants of 
the conversation. 

Theatre.

The authors Lutz Hübner and Armin Petras have written 
their first plays for children at the request of this project. 
All Paideia´s plays have been directed by Amauri Falseti. 
GRIPS have had different directors for each performance.

During those years both Paideia and GRIPS did not want 
to teach the other how to do theatre. The main goal was to 
show how each group thinks theatre and to show how they 
work - the objectives and commitments each group has 
with their society. Together, they have sought new forms 
of expression to their questions. Altogether six plays were 
created, debates were held about art and society, theatre at 
the child´s eye level, and children protagonism. It has been 
an enlightening experience to discover the differences and 
similarities of both groups.

This exchange has been possible through the support 
of the Goethe Institute and the great effort of the two 
companies to continue this challenging project. The world 
is experiencing a major economic, social, ecological and 
cultural crisis. An intercultural exchange like this is essential 
to understand and discuss what issues are experienced in 
each country and how art interacts with them.

Abstract:
This paper will focus on the influence of the concept of 
“interculture” or more precisely on “culture” as an identity 
category. In ASSITEJ we often use the concept of culture, 
and it almost seems a premise for the existence of the asso-
ciation. But what does it do to our relations in international 
projects, workshops and co-productions? How can we use 
it carefully and in a productive way?

When we make the idea of culture relevant it can some-
times create a distance between us. “I am Danish and you 
are South African”. And we could continue to think “can we 
at all understand each other?” People who are identified as 
from other (national) cultures sometimes becomes stranger 
to us than the birds in our garden, as Maribel Blasco from 
Copenhagen Business School expresses it. ”(…) strange by 
virtue of their very familiarity, creatures that add life and 
movement and colour to our daily lives, whom we can 
observe and name and classify, but with whom we would 
never dream of trying to communicate.”. 

Why does culture sometimes have this effect? Because the 
use of culture tends to make relevant a whole set of differ-
ences. It is not only that we have a different concept of e.g. 
what a child is and how theatre should approach children. 
When we mention or implicate “culture” in what we say we 
are sometimes also separated by the way we think and act 
in general; by the way we live our family lives, by the way 
we act towards the authorities in the society; by the dreams 
and hopes we have for our lives, by the way we eat and by 
the way we work etc. 

In that way cultural and national identities can overshadow 
other affiliations and identities and create a cultural gab, 
which can be problematic and stereotypical if we wish to 
understand each other or cooperate on a common project. 
Another problem can be that it makes relevant some na-
tional identities that activate old but still very active colonial 
relations which are characterized by asymmetries in power 
and can take the form of e.g. a teacher/student relation.  

Fortunately it is not that simple. The use of cultural identities 
can have these unfavorable consequences but not always. 
The way they work and the kind of relations that they create 
vary a lot. 

Cultural identities and categories can be productive. They 
can create the frame, purpose and reason for artistic ex-
change and creative processes. They can be an argument 
for financial support. They can initiate creativity, adventure, 
openness and excitement about meeting new people from 
the world of theatre. Or be the starting point for an inter-
national delegate on a festival to tell about the situation or 
development of theatre for young audiences in his or her 
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Session 8C: Latino/a TYA in 
the USA

Roxanne Schroeder-Arce, Lorenzo 
Garcia, Gillian McNally, Brant Pope, 

Robyn Flatt and Ms Samantha 
Provesano: Panel Discussion

The University Of Texas At Austin, Austin, United 
States (Schroeder-Arce)

The University of North Texas, Denton, United 
States (Garcia)

The University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, 
USA (McNally)

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, USA 
(Pope)

roxanne@austin�utexas�edu
www�roxannearce�com

Latino/a TYA in the USA

Biography: 
Roxanne Schroeder-Arce is a scholar, artist and pedagogue. 
She is assistant professor in the Department of Theatre & 
Dance at the University of Texas at Austin and an affiliate 
in the Lozano Long Institute of Latin American Studies, the 
Department of Mexican American & Latina/o Studies and 
the Centre for Women’s and Gender Studies. She is a Public 
Voices Fellow with the OpEd Project. Roxanne’s research 
interests include culturally responsive theatre education 
and Latino/a theatre for and with youth. She has published 
articles in journals such as Youth Theatre Journal, Interna-
tional Journal for Education and the Arts, Theatre Topics and 

country and in that way create an interesting conversation 
about theatre. 

In ASSITEJ we collaborate in international workshops, 
conferences or co-production, using our different nation-
alities as a point of departure. However, we don’t need to 
form the rest of the content in the same way. Sometimes 
it is more interesting to focus on elements that cross the 
national borders, for example our common profession. And 
if we are in an international relationship that can activate 
unequal postcolonial power relations it can be good to 
create workshops that doesn’t include a teacher but focus 
on artistic exchange on the floor.

Gestos. Roxanne’s bilingual plays Señora Tortuga, Legend 
of the Poinsettia, Sangre de un Ángel and Mariachi Girl are 
published by Dramatic Publishing and have been pro-
duced by various theatres and schools throughout the U.S. 
Roxanne served as Artistic Director of Teatro Humanidad 
in Austin, and taught high school, and at California State 
University at Fresno and Emerson College. She received her 
MFA in Drama and Theatre for Youth from the University of 
Texas at Austin. 

Abstracts:
USA Theatre scholar Lorenzo Garcia speaks to a national 
need for “cultural citizenship” which “attends to the impor-
tance of human aspirations for recognition and belonging.” 
(135). Amidst the debate on immigration in the USA, Lati-
no/a youth need to be and feel included and represented 
in the theatre and other cultural spaces. Garcia continues, 
“In the rapid interplay of belonging and prejudice, the 
necessity of an inclusive cultural citizenship must assert its 
presence in spite of the xenophobia still evident beyond 
the walls of the theatre or classroom” (135). In other words, 
US Latino/a theatre for young people is critical. 

Latino/a TYA is not new in the USA; in fact, throughout the 
country, theatre companies and universities offer increas-
ingly more (though still disproportionate numbers of) plays 
with Latino/a themes and characters. Research on this work 
points to positive identify formation among Latino/a youth 
who experience such representation onstage.  In this panel, 
artists and scholars from regions of the country with large 
Latino populations offer a state of the field analysis of USA 
Latino/a TYA. Then, panelists each discuss Latino/a TYA plays 
and productions they have worked on and studied, includ-
ing the objectives and challenges of presenting bilingual 
theatre in a country filled with unrest over issues of race, 
ethnicity and immigration. Panelist will reflect on their expe-
riences with plays such as El Viaje de Beatiz, Luna, Mariachi 
Girl and Alicia in Wonder Tierra. Panelists will then facilitate 
questions and responses from the audience and conclude 
the session with ideas around audience development and 
intercultural experiences within national boundaries.

Works Cited
Garcia, Lorenzo. “Spectacles of Border Enforcement and 
Latino Youth” Youth Theatre Journal. Vol. 22, Iss. 1, 2008. 
(134-136).
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Guiding Questions:
• Why should we advocate for Latino/a TYA?

• What are the national spaces where people are do-
ing this work?

• What are the challenges we have faced in produc-
ing Latino/a theatre in the USA?

• Where is the evidence to demonstrate the impor-
tance of Latino audiences and others experiencing 
Latino plays?
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Day Two 
17 May 2017

Session 9

City Hall

Biographies:
Octavian Saiu has taught theatre and dramatic literature as 
Associate Professor at the National University of Theatre and 
Film (NUTF) in Romania and as Guest Lecturer at the Uni-
versity of Otago in New Zealand. A former Visiting Fellow at 
the University of London, he is currently Visiting Professor 
at several universities in Europe and Asia. He holds a PhD 
in Theatre Studies from NUTF, for a thesis about theatri-
cal space, and a PhD in Comparative Literature from the 
University of Otago, for a thesis about Samuel Beckett and 
Eugene Ionesco. His Postdoctoral Fellowship in the field 
of European Modernism was funded by the Royal Society 
of New Zealand. He has been actively involved in various 
international conferences and theatre festivals, including 
the Edinburgh International Festival, where he was Chair of 
the Samuel Beckett Series in 2013. He is currently Adjunct 
Secretary General of the International Association of The-
atre Critics (IATC) and President of the Romanian Section 
(Theatre Studies) of the IATC. He has published academic 
articles in national and international journals, as well as eight 

Keynote Panel Discussion: with Dr 
Octavian Saiu, Prof Emmanuel 

Dandaura, and Tracey Saunders

International Association 
of Theatre Critics (IATC):

Mature Criticism in 
Children’s Theatre: 

Aesthetic Values and Ethical 
Responsibility

books on theatre. He received the Critics' Award in 2010 
and the Award of the Association of Theatre Artists (UNITER) 
in 2013.

Emmanuel Dandaura

Professor Dandaura (Nasarawa State University, Keffi, 
Nigeria) is the first African member of the executive of the 
International Association of Theatre & Film Critics, Journalists 
and Theoreticians (IATC), while Professor Dandaura is known 
to belong to many professional bodies, such as, IATC (Ni-
gerian Section, as President); International Theatre Institute 
(ITI-Nigerian Centre, as President); Nigerian Institute of 
Public Relations (NIPR, as a Member and an Appointed 
Member of the Governing Council); and  Society of Nigeria 
Theatre Artists (SONTA, as Fellow and Trustee), among 
others

Tracey Saunders

 is a reader and theatre lover who writes and balances 
books to support her reading and theatre habits. She is a 
social activist with a specific interest in gender violence. 
She believes that words on pages and stages have the 
power to heal lives and change the world. She is a highly 
respected theatre critic, who writes and has written for sev-
eral publications about theatre, including the Cape Times 
newspaper and Weekend Special. She has served on the 
National Arts Festival Board and the Fleur de Cap theatre 
awards adjudicator’s panel.
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Abstract:
The cultural richness of the theatre for children and young 
audiences is beyond any doubt. Far from being a simplistic 
or even simple art form, this kind of theatre is wide-ranging 
in it aesthetic scope and intellectual content, often rivaling 
performances meant for a mature spectatorship. Therefore, 
one legitimate question arises: how should this field be 
analyzed and discussed by professional critics? The two 
approaches that have become customary in many theatri-
cal cultures could be placed under two broad categories: 
elegant neglect and mild condescension. At the beginning 
of the twenty-first century, the complexity of the theatre for 
children and young audiences calls for a radical reassess-
ment of such insufficient practices cultivated by some 
critics. Considering the evident importance of this sort of 
theatricality for the emotional and intellectual development 
of children and teenagers in a world inundated by tech-
nology, the cultural meaning of each show is charged with 
unprecedented cultural and anthropological responsibility.

Organized by critics from different cultural, geographic and 
generational backgrounds, the IATC Panel at the ASITEJ 
International Conference will address the key notion of the 
relationship between aesthetic and ethical values in theatre 
for children and young audiences.

It will highlight the new formative dimensions of this genre, 
accentuated by the importance of the act of presence and 
the long-lasting consequences of theatrical encounters in 
a social context mediated by screens and virtual networks. 
The examples used will come from four continents, where 
shows and festivals for young and very young audiences 
are shaped by different social and educational mentalities. 
What they all share, however, is the constant emphasis on 
presence and engagement, which impose a new critical 
approach to this type of performance. Equally significant 
in defining a new critical vocabulary are the various ways in 
which children's theatre incorporate themes from the con-
temporary world, from subtle allusions to direct references. 
How could criticism encourage such creative strategies, 
when they feel justified and legitimate? Should children's 
theatre be closer to a fairytale experience or to a form of 
social education? The role of theatre critics in finding the 
answer is more important than it may seem, and the IATC 
panel will seek to define it.
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Day Two 
17 May 2017

Session 10

City Hall

Group 10A: Supportive 
system or repressing 

conditions

Katharina Schröck, Annika  Hampel, Aron  
Weigl, Wolfgang Schneider: Symposium

Supportive system or 
repressing conditions? 

UNESCO Chair in Cultural Policy for the Arts in 
Development at the University of Hildesheim , 

Hildesheim, Germany (Schneider)
Department of Cultural Policy, University of 
Hildesheim, Hildesheim, Germany(Hampel, 

Schröck)
EDUCULT – Institute for Cultural Policy and 

Cultural Management, Vienna, Austria (Weigl)
k�schroeck@web�de

Biography: 
Dipl.-Kult. Katharina M. Schröck is head of the division 
“Performing Arts and Cultural Education” at the City of 
Frankfurt Department for Culture with a focus on theatre 
for young audiences. Since 2014 she has been a PhD 
student at the Department of Cultural Policy at the Univer-

A critical questioning of 
concepts and structures for 

intercultural TYA

sity of Hildesheim, analysing the German theatre structure, 
focusing on the German publicly funded regional touring 
theatres. 

Professor Dr. Wolfgang Schneider is Director of the Depart-
ment of Cultural Policy at the University of Hildesheim and 
he holds the UNESCO-Chair in Cultural Policy for the Arts in 
Development. Among other positions he is member of the 
International Theatre Institute, the German UNESCO Com-
mission and Chair of the International Association of Theatre 
for Children and Young People (ASSITEJ) in Germany. 

Dr. Annika Hampel  has published an award-winning book, 
entitled Fair Cooperation - Partnership-based cooperation 
in Foreign Cultural Policy using the example of Indo-Ger-
man cultural exchanges (Springer). Twice, Annika Hampel 
received a scholarship from the German Academic Ex-
change Service (DAAD) for her education and professional 
experiences in Ghana and India. Since July 2015 she has 
been the Head of the International Office at the Schmal-
kalden University of Applied Sciences (South Thuringia).

Dr. Aron Weigl is research associate at EDCULT – Institute 
for Cultural Policy and Cultural Management in Vienna/
Austria and in charge of research, evaluation and consulting 
projects in the field of cultural policy and arts education. His 
doctoral thesis was pulished in 2016, Foreign Cultural Policy 
for Children. Arts education programmemes as challenge 
of transcultural relations. 

Abstract:
Society has become more and more heterogeneous. Thus, 
intercultural education seems to be one important point 
of public programmes and concepts in cultural policy, 
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Group 10B: TYA out of the 
closet

Panel Discussion with Jessica Robblee, 
Wendy Bable, Rives Collins, Roxanne 

Schroeder-Arce, Deirdre Lavrakas, 
Samantha Provenzano, Sara Simons 

and Jackie Honold� 
Chaired by Gillian McNally

TYA Out of the Closet: 
Courageous Producers of 
LGBTQ Themed TYA in the 

USA

University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, United 
States (McNally)

gillian�mcnally@unco�edu

Biography: 
Gillian McNally serves as Associate Professor of Theatre 
Education and Head of Community Engagement and Pro-
grammes for Youth at the University of Northern Colorado. 

especially due to the current situation of migration. Young 
audiences have become a focus and participative projects 
and programmes have been established in all genres of the 
performing arts. Currently, almost every publicly funded 
theatre seems to offer a repertoire of cultural mediation 
methods and the majority of German theatres start projects 
with the purpose of integrating refugees, immigrants or 
international partners. This panel discussions will question 
this new development critically: Do the theatres offer par-
ticipative projects for the sake of art or do they use them for 
educational reasons? 

In the symposium titled ‘Supportive system or repressing 
conditions? – A critical questioning of concepts and struc-
tures for intercultural TYA’ findings of current researches 
in the field of cultural policy will be presented to give an 
argumentative basis. The papers want to give an impulse 
for the discussion about what structure TYA needs, focus-
sing on participative work and international collaborations. 
Furthermore, the papers aim to invite debating how insti-
tutions and structures provide or prevent participation for 
audiences from a diverse society:

Gillian is the recipient of the Alliance for Colorado Theatre’s 
2011 Higher Education Theatre Educator of the Year Award. 
Her writing has been published in Stage of the Art, Incite/
Insight, Youth Theatre Journal, and Theatre for Young Audi-
ences Today. She has essays published in the books Signs 
of Change: New Directions in Theatre Education and The 
Reflexive Teaching Artist: Collected Wisdom from the Dra-
ma/Theatre Field. She currently serves as the Vice President 
for Membership on the board for TYA (Theatre for Young 
Audiences) USA. 

Others on the panel include: 

Jessica Robblee: Production coordinator The Transition of 
Doodle Pequeño at UNC. Director of Buntport Theater for 
All Ages

Wendy Bable: Director of “The Transition of Doodle 
Pequeño” at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
and reading at People’s Light and Theatre. Producer for Arts 
Discovery Programs People’s Light and Theatre.

Rives Collins: Head of Theatre for Young Audiences, North-
western University.

Roxanne Schroeder-Arce: Director of “And Then Came 
Tango.” Assistant Professor, University of Texas at Austin.

Deirdre Lavrakas: Co-Founding Director of New Visions/
New Voices at the Kennedy Center, where “The Transition 
of Doodle Pequeño” was workshopped.

Samantha Provenzano: Assistant Director, “Get Sexy, Get 
Consent.” MFA Candidate, University of Texas at Austin.

Sara Simons: Facilitator of High School Workshop on 
Contextualizing “The Laramie Project.” Lecturer, University of 
Texas at Austin.

Jackie Honold: Director, “The Transition of Doodle 
Pequeño.” Theatre Education student, University of North-
ern Colorado.

Abstract:
The closet is still a very dark place for most American kids…
So, isn’t it up to us, the adults, to begin the conversation 
with our children? To unpack the complex and colourful 
world we live in from every angle? To deeply examine 
language and its ability to free or destroy another human 
being? Or do we shortsightedly think that kids are incapa-
ble of handling the truth? -Gabriel Jason Dean, Playwright
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Group 10C: Indigenous 
People/Fragility/Healing

Heather Fitzsimmons Frey: Conference 
paper

University of Toronto, Centre For Drama, Theatre, 
And Performance Studies, Toronto, Canada

heatherff@gmail�com

Difficult Knowledge and a 
Sustainable Future:

Making Treaty 7 and Young 
Audiences

Biography: 
Heather Fitzsimmons Frey is a theatre scholar conducting 
postdoctoral research at the University of Toronto.  Her 
research interests include performance for, by and with 
young people in contemporary Canadian and historical 
contexts, particularly performances of girlhood, non-dom-
inant cultural identities, and work including dance. She is a 
member of the Administrative Committee at the Centre for 
Dance Studies, University of Toronto. She has presented her 
research at a range of international conferences including 
ITYARN (Hildesheim), One Theatre World Chicago, the 
International Girlhood Studies Conference, and the Society 
for the History of Children and Youth.  Her research appears 
in Canadian Theatre Review, Youth Theatre Journal, Nation-
alism and Youth in Theatre and Performance (Routledge 
2014), in her co-edited (with Art Babayants) Theatre and 
Learning (Cambridge Scholars Press 2015), and her critically 
contextualized theatre anthology called Ignite: Illuminating 
Theatre for Young People (Playwrights Canada Press 2016).

Abstract:
“We are all Treaty People” assert the creators of Making 
Treaty 7 (http://www.makingtreaty7.com/), a massive, inter-
disciplinary theatrical exploration of the events of 1877 at 

The Transition of Doodle Pequeño

In Lindsay Medeiros Amer’s 2014 Northwestern Univer-
sity thesis, she proclaims, “scholarly literature on LGBTQ 
narratives in theatre for young audiences (TYA) is nearly 
non-existent. Despite current shifts in the visibility of LGBTQ 
narratives, plays around themes of gender and sexual 
identity are still rarely produced. Many professional theatres 
are hesitant to produce this work because of the charged 
subject and risk to their budget. University theatre pro-
grammes are uniquely situated to be the producers of such 
courageous work and inspire conversations and controver-
sies in their communities surrounding the intersection of 
youth, gender, and sexual identity. 

Two specific TYA plays will be highlighted as case studies. 
The Transition of Doodle Pequeño, a bilingual (Spanish/
English) play that deals with “gender-identity immigration, 
homophobic bullying, and immigration” (HowlRound) 
received great praise by the TYA community at New Vi-
sions/New Voices, a biannual celebration of new TYA plays 
hosted by the Kennedy Centre for the Performing Arts. And 
Then Came Tango garnered national media attention when 
a tour to several Austin public schools was cancelled due to 
the subject matter. This play tells the true story of two male 
penguins raising a lost penguin egg as their own.

In this panel, directors and producers of the TYA produc-
tions of And Then Came Tango and The Transition of Doo-
dle Pequeño, and various applied theatre projects come 
together to explore the following guiding questions:

• How do artists, teachers, and administrators curate 
content for youth?

• Why are arts organizations afraid to deal with sex 
and young people?

• What is the right time to deal with sex and youth?

• How do you stay consistent with your social justice 
values and choose plays that live out these values?  
Does this mean compromising selections of plays? 
What processes do theatres and artists go through 
to make these choices?

• How do you talk about gender and sexual identity 
in a world where these topics are taboo?

• How much do you warn audiences about the con-
tent of your production? 

• How do you market LGBTQ-themed TYA plays to 
schools and the community? 

• What is a theatre company’s responsibility to warn 
teachers and administrators about the content?

•  What are the ethical considerations of collaborat-
ing with young people as allies and curators for 
LGBTQ-Centred conversations?
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Kristina Johnstone, Jill  Pribyl: 
Conference paper

Wits University, Cape Town, South Africa
kristina�helenajohnstone@gmail�com

Dimensions of difference:
An intercultural dance 

teaching programme in 
Kampala, Uganda

Biography: 
Kristina Johnstone has worked as a performer, choreog-
rapher and teacher in Cape Town and Kampala, Uganda. 
She holds a Master’s in Dance Studies from the Universi-
ty of Cape Town (2010). Kristina has lectured at the UCT 
School of Dance and Makerere University (Uganda). She is 
a founding member and director of the Cape Town based 
award-winning dance company Underground Dance The-
atre. She is currently working towards a PhD in Theatre and 
Performance at Wits University. As a researcher, Kristina has 
published several articles about dance and performance. 
She is a contributing author in the book Post-Apartheid 
Dance: Many bodies, many voices, many stories (2012) and 
a co-author of the Platinum Creative Arts textbooks (Grades 
7-9) that are currently used in South African schools.  

Abstract:
Since 2007, students from New York University (NYU) have 
travelled annually to Kampala, Uganda as part of a two-
week study abroad to participate in a dance exchange pro-
gramme with Ugandan music, dance and drama educators. 
During the first week, the participants are invited to share 
their dance experiences through workshops in traditional 
Ugandan dances as well as some western theatre danc-
es. They then form teaching partnerships consisting of a 
mixture of NYU students and Ugandan teachers to develop 
lesson plans that are taught to a group of about thirty Ugan-
dan children during week two. The whole programme 
culminates in a joint performance by teachers and children 
at Kampala’s National Theatre. 

As an NYU study abroad, the programme fits into the con-
text of the internationalisation of education which is based 
on the idea that because of globalisation ‘students need 
to be culturally and educationally prepared differently in 
order to become competent citizens in this world’ (Kagolo-
bya, 2014: 90).  However, critics of globalisation have linked 
globalisation to cultural imperialism. And, intercultural 
theatre critics like Rustom Bharucha (2000) have questioned 

Blackfoot Crossing, the treaty signed there, and its implica-
tions for indigenous and non-indigenous peoples today. 
The Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission made 
its initial recommendations known in 2015, and educators 
throughout Canada are working to better acknowledge the 
contributions of indigenous people to Canadian life, the 
horrific implications of the arrival of settlers and associated 
Canadian government policies towards indigenous people, 
and to find ways to foster an “enlightened, sustainable 
future for everyone – together” as the Making Treaty 7 
Society puts it. Now Quest Theatre Calgary is working with 
Making Treaty 7 to adapt the project for school tours (a 15 
minute piece for Grades 1 to 3 called “As Long as the Sun 
Shines,” a 50 minute piece for grades 4 to 6 called “We are 
all Treaty People,” and future plans for a song for kindergar-
ten children and an adaptation for grades 7 through 9) to 
continue the ways the performance promotes intercultural 
exchange, thinking about difficult knowledge, healing, and 
ways we are all treaty people, with responsibilities to one 
another. The adaptation project is underway now, and this 
paper will discuss ways 1300 children from Treaty 7 First 
Nations Schools, the Calgary Board of Education and the 
Calgary Public Board, who attended the original 4 hour 
epic performance responded to the piece, and ways Quest 
Theatre and the Making Treaty 7 Cultural Society are making 
decisions about how to adapt the piece for young audienc-
es, including, what “difficult” knowledge to present, and 
what kinds of support materials to provide educators for 
pre-and post-show discussions and workshops. The analysis 
includes details from interviews with Making Treaty 7 Artistic 
Director Troy Emery Twig, Executive Director Michèle 
Stanners, Quest Theatre Artistic Director Nikki Loach, and 
performers (Alanna Onespot, Jennica Grienke, Anders 
Hunter, Kris Demeanor and Justin Many Fingers. The paper 
will place the project in context alongside other recent pro-
ductions for young people that deal with issues concerning 
indigenous people in Canada, including Mistatim (Red Sky 
Performance, Toronto) and Raven Meets the Monkey King 
(Axis Theatre, Vancouver), and the analysis is supported by 
Belarie Zatzman’s work on children’s plays, the Holocaust, 
memory, witnessing, and “performing difficult knowledge.”
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Fierce Fragility:
How to build antifragile 
ecosystems of learning, 

which nurture vulnerability, 
in fragile environments.  

Penelope Youngleson
Self Employed Theatre Maker , Cape Town, 

South Africa
penny�youngleson@gmail�com

Biography: 
Penelope Youngleson is a theatre maker, designer, writer, 
composer, stylist and educator working in Cape Town. She 
is currently a Bertha Fellow at the UCT Graduate School of 
Business, pursuing an MPhil in Social Innovation. Her spec-
ificity is in financial inclusion and sustainable practices of 
mentorship amongst at-risk girls and womxn in the public 
schooling system in the Western Cape. She runs an af-
ter-school programme working with vulnerable learners in 

whether exchanges between parties coming from the 
North (the US) and the South (Uganda) can ever take place 
on equal terms. 

This particular dance exchange programme is the longest 
running programme of its kind in Uganda, and over the 
course of its ten years of existence, an interesting balance 
of power can be identified between the NYU team who 
are the main funders of the project, and the Ugandan team 
who hold much of the organisational control.  Thus, while 
remaining aware of the complex cultural politics within this 
exchange programme, this paper investigates how this pro-
gramme could become a valuable format towards mediat-
ing intercultural concerns in dance education. 

References
Bharucha, R. 2000. The politics of cultural practice: thinking 
through theatre in an age of globalization. London: Athlone. 

Kagolobya, R. 2014. Symbolic Interactions and Intercultural 
Theatre Performance Dynamics in Uganda: The case of 
Makerere University’s Intercultural Theatre Collaborations. 
(Unpublished doctoral thesis). 

Grassy Park and Lavender Hill called Drama Queens and is 
a guest facilitator at the Makukhanye Arts Centre in Khayelit-
sha. She was also named one of the Mail and Guardian Top 
200 Young People of 2016.

She has won several awards with Philip Rademeyer and 
their company, Rust Co-Operative, and in her own capacity, 
including: the Best International Production at the Dublin 
Festival, Runner Up for Best International production at Am-
sterdam Fringe, panel selection at Afrovibes Festival in the 
Netherlands, two Standard Bank Ovation awards, 3 Silver 
Standard Bank Ovation awards – and a Fleur du Cap award. 
Rademeyer and Youngleson were also nominated for a Best 
New South African Script Fleur du Cap in 2016.

Her latest work, Sillage (a two-hander about whiteness and 
womanhood in South Africa), won a Gold Ovation Award 
at NAF 2016. It was only the fifth theatre production to be 
acknowledged with this honour since the inception of the 
Ovation Awards at the National Arts Festival; and she is the 
second woman to achieve this. Her particular interest is 
South Africa-specific stories and has written 7 scripts in the 
last 4 years (Expectant, Nat, Full Stops on Your Face, Siem-
bamba, Sillage, A Man and a Dog, An(T)oniem)  – all original 
works, all about and for and in praise of people from this 
country. 

Abstract:
Occupying post-structuralist, transnational, postcolonial 
feminist organization studies; this research employs inter-
sectional organizational knowledge production to exhume 
and explore antifragility, learning ecosystems, vulnerabil-
ity, fragile environments, performance, mentorship, and 
the influence of gender identity on immersive learning. 
A reflexive, feminist, ethnographic study of precarity, 
notions of resilience and the performance of vulnerability in 
low-resource school settings as experienced by at-risk girls 
and non-binary identity youths. Sub-areas include models 
of deschooling, performance theory, infrapolitics and an-
archopedagogy. Noted conversants include: Taleb, Butler, 
Brown, Conrad, Illich, Todd, Prentki and Browne. 

Findings from semi-structured interviews, co-ethnographic 
focus groups and character sketches corral the research and 
provide a lens through which to examine the advantages 
of vulnerability in performance amongst at-risk youth; and 
distill possible causes of fragility amongst participants. The 
purpose of the study is to attempt to elucidate a method-
ology to inspire antifragility in learners whilst encouraging 
the dismantling of fragile spaces through conscious acts of 
(facilitated) vulnerability in and through live performance 
and observed play. 
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SIDE PROGRAMME

Biography: 
David Grant is a Senior Lecturer in Drama in the School 
of Creative Arts at Queen’s University, Belfast, where has 
worked since 2000. A former Managing Editor of The-
atre Ireland magazine, Programme Director of the Dublin 
Theatre Festival, and Artistic Director of the Lyric Theatre, 
Belfast, he continues work as a theatre director alongside 
his academic work. 

Dr Aja Marneweck is puppetry practitioner, specializing 
in animism and ritual in transformative social and cultural 
practices.   She was a founding co-director of the ground 
breaking Out the Box International Festival of Puppetry 
2005-2009,  created the original puppetry for award win-
ning international Theatre Companies including Theatre of 

Objects with Objectives

6 day Closed Symposium/Workshop, 
with defined Open Sessions for General 

audiences�

Objects With Objectives:
An international networking 

symposium for the study 
of Puppetry and Applied 

Drama.  

Aja Marneweck, David Grant, Sara 
Matchett, Teya Sepinuck

The University of Cape Town, South Africa , Cape 
Town, South Africa (Marneweck, Matchett)

Queen’s University Belfast, Northern Ireland , 
Belfast, Northern Ireland (Grant)

Theatre of Witness, Philadelphia, Philadelphia, 
USA (Sepinuck)

aja@telkomsa�net

Witness (Derry), and Opera Company Isango Portobello.  
Aja directs the annual Handspring Puppet Trust Giant Pup-
petry Community Arts Event in Barrydale in the Klein Karoo, 
South Africa.  

Abstract:
The overall goal of this project is to explore the exciting 
potential of sharing international expertise in puppetry with 
expertise in applied drama: to see how the use of pup-
petry in community-based educational drama might be 
enhanced through the use of applied drama techniques 
and how those practices themselves might be enhanced 
through the use of puppets. This project therefore seeks:

• To bring together international academics and 
practitioners in both Applied Drama and Puppetry 

• To facilitate international cross-fertilisation of under-
standing, knowledge and skills between Applied 
Drama and Applied Puppetry and its application 

• To facilitate the sharing of new interdisciplinary ap-
proaches to practitioners and academics in both 
fields through conference presentations (TaPRA, 
ICAF etc.)

• To contribute to the development of a forum for 
continuing international dialogue between aca-
demics and practitioners in Applied Drama and 
Puppetry 

The research project will use puppetry and some aspect 
of applied drama practice in pursuit of one or more of the 
research questions: 
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• In what ways can the use of puppets alongside 
live performers complement and enhance conventional 
applied drama approaches such as Image Theatre, The 
Theatre of the Oppressed and Playback Theatre?

• In what ways can these applied drama techniques 
enhance the capacity of performances using puppets to 
address social issues and the problems of individuals?

• Can the use of puppets enhance the Brechtian 
distance between actor and character on which applied 
drama often depends, and if so, to what effect? 

• How is the relationship between puppets and live 
performers in these performances to be understood? Do 
the concepts of the V-Effekt, metaxis, ‘double-vision’ and 
kinaesthetic empathy apply?

• How might the use of puppets influence or 
change the role of the ‘spectactor’ in Theatre of the Op-
pressed practice? Would it encourage or inhibit participa-
tion?

A series of online meetings will allow for the regular ex-
change of work-in-progress.
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Focus Day 
18 May 2017

Storytelling

City Hall

10h00 – 11h00

Iintsomi Yabantu/
Storytelling In The 21St 

Century: 
Why The World Needs What 

You Already Know

Keynote Speaker: Rives Collins
Northwestern University, Evanston, United States, 

Adventure Stage Chicago, Chicago, United 
States; 

r-collins@northwestern�edu

Biography: 
Rives Collins has taught at Northwestern University for over 
25 years. In 2016, he was invited by the New Visions/New 
Voices program of the Kennedy Center to direct a staged 
reading of Ever in the Glades by playwright Laura Schell-
hardt. In the same year, he delivered the plenary keynote 
address at the National Storytelling Conference.  In 2014, 
he was the recipient of the Galbut Outstanding Faculty 
Award. In addition, he also directed the world premiere of 
SPARK at Adventure Stage Chicago, where he subsequently 
became an Associate Artist. A lover of stories since he could 
talk, he is featured regularly as a professional storyteller and 
keynote speaker at festivals, schools, libraries, businesses 
and museums, proclaiming that: “Storytelling is at the heart 
of everything I do.”  He is a co-author with Pamela Cooper 
of The Power of Story: Teaching Through Storytelling.  As an 
active member and past president of the American Alliance 

for Theatre and Education, and as a current board member 
of the Children’s Theatre Foundation of America, he works 
with an international community of artists, educators, and 
scholars to champion the cause of drama and theatre in the 
lives of young people.

Abstract:
In a futuristic world of self-driving automobiles, big data, 
and faceless, high-tech communication, will there be any 
place at all for something as old-fashioned as storytell-
ing? This multi-media presentation will share perspectives 
from such diverse disciplines as cognitive neuroscience, 
business, psychology, and medicine, as it asserts that 

Rives Collins
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Biography:
Gcina Mhlophe is an internationally famous storyteller, and 
has been writing and performing on stage and screen for 
the past 21 years. She has written many children’s books as 
well as adult audience poetry and short stories and plays. 
Her writings are published all over the world and translated 
into German, French, Italian, Swahili and Japanese. Her 
work is used extensively in many schools and universities. 
Gcina Mhlophe has received Honorary Doctorates from the 
London Open University as well as the University of Natal. 
She has written and composed music with many interna-
tional figures, including Ladysmith Black Mambazo. Mhlo-
phe currently serves as the patron of the ASSITEJ South 
Africa, the International Association for Theatre for Children 
and Young People.

Keynote Speaker: Gcina Mhlope

storytelling is a life skill, needed perhaps now more than 
ever.  Storytelling may be ancient, of course, but it is 
hardly old-fashioned.  This spotlight on storytelling offers a 
multi-perspective look at its significance in the 21st century, 
and invites us to ask questions about the ever-evolving 
nature of storytelling as we look to its future. 

Please Note: A version of this talk was delivered as the 
plenary keynote at the National Storytelling Festival in the 
United States in July of 2016.  A version of the presentation 
is scheduled for publication in the National Storytelling 
Network journal, “Storytelling Magazine.”.

Biography: 
Orek is a versatile Drama/Theater Practitioner,storyteller,ed-
ucator and the current President of Safari Productions a 
multi-disciplinary performance organization working with 
disadvantaged communities within Nairobi and all over 
Kenya, community-theatre director, cultural theorist and 
arts-educator, presently living and working in Kenya.

Abstract:
Storytelling takes you on a journey that inspires you to learn 
about yourself and the world around you. It reflects social 
values in a culture that motivate people in their pursuit of 
a meaningful life. The oral tradition of storytelling makes it 
possible for a culture to pass knowledge, history, and ex-
periences from one generation to the next. Many cultures 
in Africa have rituals of oral storytelling. Traditional storytell-
ing in Africa reveals ideas, themes, beliefs, and facts that are 
widely spread. It discloses conceptions that are unique to a 
tribe, village, or region.  Tribes may be united with a main-
stream of African traditions and yet have stories of their own 
heroes, mythological idols, and unique ancient origins. 
Storytelling in Africa has been manifested in many ways and 
was used to serve many purposes. It was used to interpret 
the universe, resolve natural and physical phenomena, 
teach morals, maintain cultural values, pass on methods of 
survival, and to praise God.

11h30 – 13h00

The Power Of The 
Theatrical Space

Storytelling As A Rite Of 
Passage Within East –Africa.

Mr� Orek Omondi: Paper
Safari Productions, Nairobi, Kenya

Gcina Mhlope
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Biography: 
Githanda Githae is a professional storyteller, teacher of 
communication and performance, an independent re-
searcher, performer and writer. Mr Githae is a member of 
the Society of Teachers of Speech and Drama in the United 
Kingdom (STSD). In his Kenyan storytelling, Mr Githae uses 
interactive oral folklore and delivers diverse African per-
formance elements like dramatic narration, banter, chant, 
recitation, song, riddling, music, dance and movement by 
seamlessly weaving them to form a highly interactive con-
temporary storytelling theater performance. 

Having worked with different groups of clientele, he has 
an acute appreciation for hands-on, action oriented, and 
participatory approaches to programming and execution, 
believing that results are garnered when students, partici-
pants, staff and stakeholders are highly engaged and have 
a sense of ownership in their progress.   

Abstract:
Communities are the repositories of the vast rich knowl-
edge resource of traditional stories. They will provide the 
sole sources of the story materials to be used in various 
capacities. It is envisaged that the sustainability of this in-
structional approach will rest upon the continued willing-
ness of community members to revive and strengthen the 
practice of storytelling to children both in schools and back 
at home The paper therefore hopes to clearly serve as a fo-
rum through which clear roles expected of the community 
members in the project are explained and understood.

The paper aims to showcase to the community members 

11h30 – 13h00

Githanda Githae: Paper
Surrey, United Kingdom; githandagithae@

hotmail�co�uk

Importance of traditional 
stories in life skills and 
development and the 
role of community in 

raising children through 
traditional storytelling.

Biography: 
Mohammad Aghebati is a graduate of Theater Directing at 
Tehran Art University and was a Special Research Fellow at 
Yale School of Drama. He received his MFA in Performance 
and Interactive Media Arts from City University of New 
York. His focus on young audiences is inspired by his deep 
belief in the power of art as an educational tool. Aghebati 
has decades of experience in directing plays for adults and 
young audiences in his native Iran.  He has received various 
awards for his plays including the Young Artist Medal of 
Honor from Iran’s former President Mohammad Khatami. 
Aghebati was a member of the Leev Theater Group, which 
is known as one of Iran’s most successful and critically ac-
claimed theater groups. In 2007, Aghebati was selected and 
commissioned by the Japan Foundation to direct a new 
interpretation of Oedipus Rex, which played in Tokyo.  Sev-
eral of his works have toured various international festivals. 

Abstract:
Naghali, Pardeh-dari, Pardeh-khaani, Ghavali (minstrelsy) 
and Shahnameh-khaani, are Iranian story-telling tradi-
tions, practiced usually in the streets and in coffee houses. 
Story-teller titles vary according to their style of story-telling 
and the subject matter of the stories told. Pardeh-dari and 
Pardeh-khaani are visual forms of story-telling done before 
a big painted cloth or canvas (pardeh) hung in a square, or 
the walls of a tea or coffee house. The painted images are 
the events of the story being told, which the story-teller 
would refer to during their recounting. Coffee house paint-
ings are Iranian-style paintings in the tradition of miniatures, 
but with European techniques and material like oil on 
canvas or cloth. People on the streets and bazaars started 
to develop these paintings about 80 years ago. This was 
an attempt to distance art from the royal courts and bring 
it into the hands of the people. Unknown artists who had 
gained experience in tile paintings, created simple images 
on coffee house walls, inspired by the work of story-tellers 
and Shahnameh-khaans (those reciting the Book of Kings 
by Ferdowsi, which is in 50,000 couplets, and contains the 
history and epics of the Persian people from the Creation 
up to roughly the 7th Century before the Arab/Islamic inva-
sion). In the first part of my paper, I will talk about “Naghali”. 
In the second part, I will discuss how it can be reinterpreted 
and utilized in a contemporary context

Mohammad Aghebati: Paper
Naghali (Iranian Oral Storytelling) Maaa Theater, 

Tehran, Iran
aghebati@gmail�com
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Traver Mudzonga: Paper
Karen Libman, Subodh Patnaik, 
Daniel Kelin: Panel Discussion

Drama For Life, Johannesburg, South Africa
travermdz@gmail�com

Grand Valley State University, Allendale, United 
States (Libman)

Natya Chetana, Bhubaneswar, India (Patnaik)
Honolulu Theatre for Youth, Honolulu, United 

States (Kelin)
libmank@gvsu�edu

Influence for social 
change: 

Acting Out: 

Biography: 
Mr Mudzonga is a designer-art director and photographer 
whose happy place is helping clients develop their brand 
culture, He developed an interest in applied drama as 
another arrow in his quiver. Having graduated with a major 
in Theatre Design (2009) and working in the performance 
art and advertising agency sectors, Traver has taken a keen 
interest in sustainable employment for creative practitioners 
along with social change, leading him to further his studies. 
He is currently doing post-graduate studies in Applied Dra-
ma at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. 
Traver is all about making it mean something; whether it be 
brand logo design, production design, photography or 
writing for the millennials.

Abstract:
The paper draws parallels between indigenous folktale 
forms of storytelling, and social media; specifically twit-
ter, Instagram and whatsapp groups as contemporary 

Drawing parallels between 
indigenous folktale and 

social media to encourage 
creative practitioners to 
maximise on available 
platforms to create for 

youth.
The Challenges of 

Childhood Collaboration in 
Creation of Drama for Life

forms of storytelling for youth, focusing on influence 
and social change. The parallels highlight how “the more 
things change, the more they stay the same”, but in order 
to engage the youth, the twenty-first century storyteller 
with a classical training background need to hold firm on 
principles and loosely on methodology. Here we look at 
how some of the indigenous romanticise the spiritual to 
self-development and how the millennials romanticise 
influence; which may refer to celebrity culture and/or 
trending. The mediums may be different but both indig-
enous and contemporary forms of storytelling are equally 
about influence for social change. The paper is a summary 
of current research on how an African creative practitioner’s 
work looks into history in order to find its place in the cur-
rent contemporary sphere.

Biography: 
Karen Libman - Professor and 2016 Fulbright Senior Scholar 
in India.   Director, teacher, writer, storyteller. Secretary, 
International Drama/Theatre Education Association (IDEA), 
2010-13.  2008 American Alliance for Theatre and Education 
(AATE) Special Recognition Award for touring youth theatre. 
2010- Michigan Distinguished Professor of the Year. Recent 
creative/scholarly work focuses on theatre for social justice, 
feminism in youth theatre, Shakespeare, classical drama, 
and storytelling. MFA Child Drama Arizona State University

Subodh Patnaik - Founder and Director of Natya Chetana, 
a Non-Profit Making Theatre Organisation, in 1986.  He 
writes, directs theatre productions internationally, trains 
theatre artists, including children.  Indian representative for 

14h00 – 15h30

the vast rich reservoir of traditional wealth of knowledge 
they have in form of stories essential for the education of 
their children, to engage the community about contempo-
rary challenges of early childhood development and how 
these could be addressed through this initiative, to explain 
to community members their expected partnership role in 
making this initiative a success and to explain the processes 
through which this can be conducted as well as the desired 
outputs.
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IDEA since 1995.  2001-Secretary.  Founder and General 
Secretary -ARTEN – Asia Regional Theatre and Education 
Network- 2009. Drama grad, Utkal University.

Dan Kelin - Consultant and Trainer for many arts and social 
service organizations nationally and internationally.  Ho-
nolulu Theatre for Youth Director of Drama Education 
since 1987. President of the AATE (2011-2013).  A  National 
Teaching Artist fellow, John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts.  MFA, Child Drama, University of Hawaii. 
2009 Fulbright-Nehru Senior Research Scholar in Education, 
where he designed and conducted culture/history/drama 
integrated program with schools and children. 

Abstract:
Our Symposium examines indigenous and contemporary 
forms of theatre, storytelling, and imaginative story play 
with children in Indian schools and villages by teaching 
artists from both India and the United States.  While we 
co-presenters come from different cultures and work envi-
ronments, we are all keenly fascinated by international and 
cross cultural explorations, and have made efforts to explic-
itly work with people from outside of our cultural milieu in 
order to bring this perspective to our work.  What happens 
when the work we do focuses on questions that emerge 
when we break down cultural boundaries? How and why 
can drama and theatre be used as cultural communicator 
and even “harbingers of world peace and artistic collabora-
tion”? How do the changes in childhood experiences in the 
21st century interact with this work in the creation of new 
stories? And why use theatre as a means for these explora-
tions?  In our papers we discuss how and why our projects 
with young people and drama/theatre have been success-
ful (or not) in developing creative potential and how have 
these been measured, repeated, and presented.

Biography: 
John Mukeni Namai acted with National Theater of Kenya 
moving into Participatory Storytelling 11 years ago. His au-
diences are diverse and his work addresses a wide variety 
of issues. John performs with children in hospitals, youth in 
rehabilitation centers and entire communities. 

‘I believe the shortest distance to reach people is through 
story’, and in the Samosa Festival we relive and inspire 
positive encounters between communities through sharing 
our stories. John has lead exchange programs with interna-
tional organizations of arts and culture, primarily between 
Kenya and Denmark since 2013.

Abstract:
SIGANA STORYTELLING THEATRE is a Syncretic perfor-
mance art form developed over the years through relent-
less work by contemporary Kenyan performers of African 
Oral traditions heritage. The spoken word comes to life in 
dramatic presentations that blur the performer/ audience 
dichotomy (Interactive/Participatory). The effect is often 
open dialogic exchanges made as creatively inclusive as 
possible with diverse social settings

We would like to show case this Art form by sharing a rep-
ertoire of presentations that consist of largely of re-devised 
pieces collected from within different communities in the 
world. 

The participants shall experience how to seamlessly weave 
diverse performance elements like dramatic narrations, 
banter, chant, recitation, song, music, wit, wisdom, prov-
erbs, riddles, sayings tongue twisters, dilemma impasses, 
dance and movement to form highly interactive contem-
porary storytelling theater performances. 

14h00 – 15h30

Sigana Storytelling Theater

John Namai: Workshop
Zamaleo Act, Nairobi, Kenya

mukeni28@gmail�com
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16h00 – 18h00

16h00 – 18h00

What gifts of stories 
did we gather today?  
- Activity with Drama 
For Life (University of 

Witwatersrand)

Githanda Githae: Workshop
Surrey, United Kingdom

githandagithae@hotmail�co�uk

Participatory storytelling 
skills workshop

Biography: 
Githanda Githae is a professional storyteller, teacher of 
communication and performance, an independent re-
searcher, performer and writer. Mr Githae is a member of 
the Society of Teachers of Speech and Drama in the United 
Kingdom (STSD). In his Kenyan storytelling, Mr Githae uses 
interactive oral folklore and delivers diverse African per-
formance elements like dramatic narration, banter, chant, 
recitation, song, riddling, music, dance and movement by 
seamlessly weaving them to form a highly interactive con-
temporary storytelling theater performance. 

Having worked with different groups of clientele, he has 
an acute appreciation for hands-on, action oriented, and 
participatory approaches to programming and execution, 
believing that results are garnered when students, partici-
pants, staff and stakeholders are highly engaged and have 
a sense of ownership in their progress.   

Abstract:
This workshop is designed to expose and arm the par-
ticipants with basic skills of interactive participatory oral 

storytelling. The participants are expected to undergo a 
hands-on experiential learning process that enhances their 
practical pedagogical understanding of traditional tales as 
a rich communal knowledge resource for life-skills devel-
opment. 

Additionally, the workshop will empower the participants to 
share the skills with all sets of age groups for example early 
childhood, children and youth.
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Focus Day 
19 May 2017

Theatre as Education

City Hall

09h00  
Welcome

Revitalizing ‘African’ 
traditional dances for 

young audiences through 
watching music videos

Keynote Speaker: Dr Vicensia Shule

Biography:
Vicensia Shule is a thespian, filmmaker and a senior scholar 
at the Department of Creative Arts, University of Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania. She received her PhD from Johannes 
Gutenberg University in Mainz. She has researched and 
written extensively on matters related to arts, media, 
cultures, and gender in Tanzania.  She also works as an 
independent producer/director for theatre, film, radio and 
television productions.

Abstract
My point of departure is on the fact that ‘traditional’ dances 
are recognized as one of the theatre forms in Africa. The 
presentation is on how popular music among youths is 
using some traditional dances in music videos to com-
municate with various generations particularly youth who 
have not seen these dances being performed live. Using 
Diamond Platnumz, a bongo flava/hip hop musician from 

Tanzania, I want to show how the spread of music videos 
on social media and television, incorporate aspects of 
traditional dances. 

The hybrid music produced influences youth not only in 
Tanzania but also across the continent and beyond who can 
access them through internet and television. The repre-
sentation of such traditional dances replaces their quest for 
western music as it used to be in the past two decades. This 
means, youth of today are exposed to theatre in various 
ways. In the areas where there are no traditional physical 
theatre structures to watch theatrical performances or in 
places where theatre is seen as inactive, music videos fills 
the gap. Hence youth have an opportunity to watch some 
of the recorded traditional dances in popular version 
through music videos.

Dr Vicensia Shule
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10h00 – 11h00

Andrea Leenen, Robert Blumenschine: 
Performance/Demonstration

Palaeontological Scientific Trust (PAST), 
Johannesburg, South Africa
andrea@pastafrica�co�za

Humankind’s Shared Origins 
as a Tool for Social Cohesion 

and Nature Conservation

All from One:

Biographies: 
Robert Blumenschine is an emeritus professor at Rutgers 
University, having served on the faculty of the Department 
of Anthropology for 27 years. He holds a Ph.D. in Anthro-
pology from the University of California, Berkeley. Prof. 
Blumenschine has published over 80 scientific papers, 
monographs and edited volumes on the behaviour and 
ecology of human ancestors, and has conducted extensive 
archaeological, paleontological and wildlife research in Af-
rica, principally as co-leader of the longest-running human 
origins research project at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania since 
1987. 

Abstract:
PAST will present basic information about the science 
underlying humankind's shared origins in Africa. Follow-
ing the introduction to PAST will be a performance by the 
Walking Tall Educational Theatre Project, the foundation 
of PAST’s schools education programme. Walking Tall is a 
mobile, cost-effective and proven educational interven-
tion that inspires learners, educators and members of the 
general public to understand and value their ancient fossil 
heritage in Africa. 

Following the Walking Tall show, PAST will discuss and an-
swer questions from the audience about the basic science 
underlying the three main themes depicted by the Walking 
Tall show. These include 1) Africa as humankind’s birthplace, 
2) the unity of humankind and the lack of biological validity 
for the concept of race, and 3) humankind as just one of 
millions of species on the “great tree of life.”  These three 
themes are conclusively demonstrated by a wealth of fossil 
and genetic evidence. 

10h00 – 11h00

Arts education in Africa:

with Prof Mzobz Mboya

 NEPAD and Arts Education 
in Africa in the 21st century

11h30 – 13h00

Terri Elliott
University Of Cape Town, Cape Town, South 

Africa
terri�elliott@uct�ac�za

Educational inequalities 
and the role of drama in 

South African schools

Biography: 
Terri holds an MA degree in Directing and Applied Theatre 
from Rhodes University.  She has worked as a high school 
teacher, author, facilitator, materials developer, community 
arts trainer, and theatre company manager.  She currently 
lectures in the Drama Department and the School of Educa-
tion at the University of Cape Town.  She is also involved in 
the Humanities Extended Degree Unit at the university.  

Terri has a fierce belief in the power of drama and theatre, 
finding solutions to the issues of educational inequality, and 
further understanding how drama and theatre can benefit 
various different communities.  She has recently become 
interested in working with older people in reminiscence 
and intergenerational projects. Her perspective piece, “An 
overview of education and Drama in South Africa”, was 
published in RiDE (Volume 21, 2016 - Issue 1).

Abstract:
South Africa currently labours under a bimodal educa-
tion system in which approximately 83% of schools in the 
country are regarded as being ‘dysfunctional’.  Educational 
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inequalities have increased since 1994 and social mobility 
continues to be a myth for the vast majority of South Afri-
cans (Spaull in Gottfried, 2015).  The seeds of this inequality 
were planted during the Bantu education system which was 
introduced under the Christian National Education (CNE) 
system during apartheid.  CNE introduced two separate 
curricula – one for white students and the other, ‘Bantu 
education’, for students of colour.  The education system 
during apartheid was one that was “painful, divisive, de-
structive and self-defeating” (Mda & Mothata, 2000:vi).  

There is much evidence to support the value of the arts in 
education, however, for many of the so-called dysfunction-
al schools, basic infrastructure such as toilets or even ade-
quate roofing is lacking.  Teachers may be under-qualified, 
schools are mismanaged, there is little external support, 
and materials for learning such as textbooks or writing 
implements are frequently lacking.  Against this backdrop, 
it is easy to understand why the arts are often not a priority 
in schools.  This paper will seek to answer the question 
of whether or not the arts (with a focus on drama) are still 
a vital part of the South African school curriculum when 
education is in crisis.

The paper will serve as a development of the perspective 
piece, “An overview of education and Drama in South 
Africa” that was written for RiDE (Volume 21, 2016 – Issue 1).  
The paper will aim to use theoretical findings to underpin a 
short practical case study which will be used to inform the 
writing.

Tamara Goldbogen
Weber State University , Ogden, United States

tgoldbogen@gmail�com

The Professionalism of 
Creative Learning: 

Biography: 
Tamara Goldbogen is currently the Beverley Taylor So-
renson Endowed Chair for Arts Learning at Weber State 
University (Ogden, Utah) where she oversees a state-wide 
arts integration program and teaches in the College of Arts 
& Humanities and the College of Education. Prior to her 
work at Weber State University, Tamara taught theatre for 

Interdisciplinary Work at 
the Intersection of Drama-
Based Pedagogy and Arts 

Integration

youth and creative drama at the University of Pittsburgh and 
served as director of the departmental outreach program, 
Shakespeare-in-the-Schools. Tamara’s other work includes 
the Children’s Theatre Company, Spoleto Festival USA, 
University of Hawaii, College of Charleston, and founding 
director of South Carolina Young Playwrights. Tamara holds 
an MFA in Drama and Theatre for Youth from the University 
of Texas at Austin.

 Aligned with the over-arching theme of the ITYARN con-
ference and theme 6: interdisciplinary and integrated arts 
for children and youth, my paper will examine the growing 
field of creative learning and the ways in which practi-
tioners and scholars are seeking to develop, strengthen, 
and codify this interdisciplinary work that blends dra-
ma-based pedagogy and arts integration. I will also explore 
why theatre for young audience practitioners are uniquely 
qualified to lead efforts in this interdisciplinary field and 
how we can continue to push the field forward.

Guiding questions for my paper are: 

• How creative learning, arts integration, and dra-
ma-based pedagogy are defined and in what ways 
are these areas inclusive of arts and education? 

• What skill set is necessary to facilitate creative learn-
ing?

• Where does dialogic meaning making come into 
play in interdisciplinary work?

• What are emerging trends of arts in educational 
settings? How does the field of theatre for young 
audiences connect to and inform the work hap-
pening at the intersection of these fields?

Alison Green
Assitej SA, Johannesburg, South Africa
warhorse_jhb@theatre4youth�co�za

Kickstarter Creative Arts 
project

Biography: 
Alison has great passion for people and human develop-
ment and has worked across a range of industries. Coming 
from an education background she has taught at the Oprah 
Winfrey Leadership Academy, Rodean, The National School 
of the Arts and Creative Voices - an integrated Arts Initiative 
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associated with the Royal London Opera House, to name 
a few.  In 2013 Alison was invited to attend the UNESCO 
World Arts Alliance Conference in Munich Germany, as 
the South African Arts Educator Representative. Currently 
she is the project manager for the Kickstarter Creative Arts 
programme, which is the first ever case study for the impact 
of the Arts in South Africa. She also managed the Gauteng 
component of the WARHORSE Education Experience and 
was recently invited to present on the project at ‘The Asso-
ciation for the Study of Play’s’ annual conference at Rutgers 
University in New York.

Abstract:
The Kickstarter Creative Arts project is an Educational 
teacher empowerment and artist in residency programme, 
designed as a case study to assess the impact of the 
Creative Arts at the Intermediate level (Grades 4, 5 and 6)  
South African in schools. The project is sponsored by RMB 
and is the first ever of its kind in South Africa. It is currently 
being implemented as a case study to assess programme 
outcomes for both target and beneficiary groups; that is, 
creative arts teachers and their pupils, across 20 different 
schools.

The overall outcome is to equip teachers to deliver high 
quality and impactful interventions in Visual Arts, Dance, 
Dramatic Arts and Music. The training is delivered by a Core 
Team of dedicated individuals who have extensive history 
and experience in Arts education implementation. The 
Core Team has developed a manual with very clear steps 
to guide the teachers through the curriculum specifications 
for the school term. 

The teachers are led through all the different Arts disci-
plines experientially: they take part in the lessons as if they 
were participants in a classroom, in order to further grasp 
the material and embody the knowledge practically. All 
teachers are encouraged to become competent creative 
arts practitioners themselves and to be able to lead artistic 
activity with confidence.

The Kickstarter Creative Arts project improves the skills of 
Intermediate phase Life Orientation educators in their de-
livery of the compulsory curriculum subject, “Creative Arts” 
and includes, Dramatic Arts, Dance, Music and Visual Arts.

Margot Wood
Cape Peninsula University of Technology, 

Wellington, South Africa
margotmariewood@gmail�com

The use of the techniques 
of Theatre for the Early 

Years in student teacher 
training to promote 

creative play and 
interaction in the pre-

school classroom.

Biography: 
Lecturer in Educational Drama and Theatre in the Education 
Department of the Cape Peninsula University of Technolo-
gy. Obtained a Master`s degree in Children`s Theatre at 
the University of Stellenbosch and a Licentiate Teacher`s 
Diploma in Speech and Drama through Trinity College of 
London. Has been involved in Children`s Theatre, ed-
ucational drama and the training of prospective drama 
teachers for over 20 years.

Abstract:
The academic teaching programme is being started at an 
ever younger age. Teachers have to focus on the acqui-
sition of academic skills with little attention given to their 
ability to lead vital creative play activities. This research 
project uses the techniques of Theatre for the early years to 
provide preschool teachers with the necessary skills to do 
so.

There is growing tendency to start the academic pro-
gramme of learning at an earlier preschool age. Student 
teacher training, as a result, prepares students for this with 
little emphasis on how to interact creatively in vital play 
activities with learners. 

This study describes the use of Theatre for the early years 
in student teacher training as a means of equipping future 
teachers with the means of engaging creatively with learn-
ers. Through a practical theatre project using found objects, 
student teachers come to experience creative play with 
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preschool learners.

The findings of this study will serve as a reminder to future 
teachers of the importance of incorporating creative play 
in their lesson planning. It will additionally demonstrate 
that limited resources are necessary for undertaking such a 
project.

11h30 – 13h00 
2 Day Workshop (continued at 20 
May 11h30-13h00)

Jonas Feller: Workshop
Secret Dramaturgical Society, Hildesheim, 

Germany
jonas�feller@web�de

How we speak about 
Theatre for Young 

Audiences?

Workshop with Jonas Feller (Germany), after which dele-
gates see Karoo Moose 

Biography: 
Jonas Feller (*1989) studies applied theatre, performing 
arts and philosophy in his MA degree at the University of 
Hildesheim, Germany. Beneath his theoretical research 
(with focus on forms of participation and hierarchical 
structures in performances) and scenic projects he works 
in various constellations on own plays, art installations 
and methods for discussing audience experiences after 
shows or other theatre-related events. He is founder of the 
art-collective “Mennerdy” and a philosophy-art-project 
“Giving Life a Name” with students from 6 to 12 years at 
the First-Steps-School in Siem Riep, Cambodia, organiser 
and team member of theatre festivals - “State of the Art” 
and “transeuropa2012”. These experiences raise his interest 
in the ways to discuss art and theatre without borders. In 
2014 he became founder of the “Geheime Dramaturgische 
Gesellschaft“, a collective working group of people related 
to theatre and media who build spaces at festivals to docu-
ment and share views.

Abstract:
Talking about theatre is a continuous engagement with 
performances and especially important for young audi-
ences and their reflection of art. But often talking about 
performances is a moderated q&a with the artists talking 
about their work and only little space for exchange to speak 
about the experiences of the audience made during and 
after the show. Discussions about and post-processing of 
performances can be more than talking about intentions, 
purposes and ideas of the artists: they can be a space to 
issue the audiences experiences and collective reflexion; 
they got potential for an exchange at eye level - between 
artists and audience, between children, youngsters and 
adults. Instead of speaking about staging and production 
concepts and dramaturgies one can ask: What did you ex-
perience? What do you remember? How do you feel now 
compared to how you felt before the performance? When 
talking about individual experience, everybody is an expert 
(not only the artist, professionals and adults) - an expert 
for the own experience. This kind of talk is focused on the 
exchange of experiences made.

The workshop deals with methods, strategies and formats 
for creating and moderating non-hierarchical discussions. It 
is about taking the audiences experiences seriously and to 
value the judgements and opinions of the others. Especially 
for talking with children and youngsters such non-hierar-
chical space and being seen as equal dialogue partners is 
essential.

The workshop will focus on methods which can be used 
for talks and post-processing with children and youngsters. 
The formats have different functions but all of them enable 
a low based entry in discussions which includes everybody 
and gives an opportunity for participation to everybody.
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14h00 – 16h00

Jefferson Dirks-Korkee
University Of The Free-state, Bloemfontein, South 

Africa
jjdirkskorkee@gmail�com

Conceptualising socio-
dramatic play as a 

pedagogy for learning.

Biography: 
Jefferson J. Dirks-Korkee obtained a Hons in B.A Drama 
and Theatre Arts at the University of the Free-State and is 
currently busy with his Master degree in Arts Education 
concerning the school of Higher Education Studies. His 
focus is on the understanding of the pre-service educators 
of socio-dramatic play as a pedagogy for learning for early 
childhood education.

His background includes serving as a Theatre-Maker asso-
ciate Theatre and Arts Education. Most recently, he worked 
on at the University of the Free-State as an Ad-hoc lecturer, 
at AssitejSA as an Arts facilitator and he is currently busy 
producing, performing, directing and writing productions 
vary from different genres and styles including children’s 
theatre.

Jefferson is responsible for the writing of the creative arts 
module-guides for phases; Foundation, Intermediate and 
Further education and Training at the University of the Free-
State. 

Abstract:
One of the essential principles in early childhood education 
is the significance of socio-dramatic play to children’s learn-
ing and development.  For young children, socio-dramatic 
play is considered particularly valuable as it is said to ad-
vance cognitive skills, social skills, creativity and emotional 
intelligence.  The purpose of this paper is to conceptualise 
socio-dramatic play as a pedagogy for learning in South Af-
rican early childhood classrooms. Consequently, this paper 
focuses on three themes: the validation of socio-dramatic 
play as a pedagogy for learning in various early childhood 
contexts (policy, home, early childhood learning spaces); 
critical issues of socio-dramatic play in theory and practice 
and future directions in research and scholarship for a 

conceptualisation of socio-dramatic play as a pedagogy for 
learning. It is envisaged that through a focus on these three 
themes, new understandings would emerge that focus on 
the purpose and nature of socio-dramatic play in educa-
tional settings and the role of the early childhood teacher in 
planning for socio-dramatic playful learning and develop-
ment experiences for the young child. 

The study of the effect of 
exposure to Action Theater 

and verb processing in 
pre-school children

Fahimeh Masoomzadeh
The National Center Of Assitej Iran, Tehran, Iran 

assitej�intl@gmail�com

Biography: 
- M.A. in Linguistics

- TV and radio presenter

Abstract:
It is believed that processing action verbs by preschool 
children is affected by different environmental factors 
including exposure to visual media. In this study we aim to 
test the hypothesis that using motion verbs are effected 
after watching animations which contain motion activities 
like running.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional analytic comparison study 
using a Farsi questionnaire: “Iranian students based verbs“. 
Data were gathered for 60 preschool children (boy and 
girl) after simple random by pre-test/ post-test method 
and analyses using spas 90. Results: using action verbs by 
children rose from 30% to 50% witch verbs relating to body 
reached to 35% from 25% conclusion: actin verbs process-
ing by pre-school children shows 20% increase but there 
is only a 10% rise in applying body related verbs this study 
shows significant relation between action verbs and body 
organs after exposure to action theater in both girl and bot 
pre-school children. The most noticeable increase was in 
action verbs which showed no relation sexuality of child key 
words: action verb children theater body movement verbs 
verb processing child speech. 
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Negotiating BODMAS 
between English and 

Mathematics.

Selloane Mokuku
Shakexperience, Newtown, South Africa

Lalu@shakexperience�com

Biography: 
Mokuku is an experienced theatre maker, writer and facilita-
tor. She is ShakeXperience’s Programmes Manager currently 
overseeing an arts education programme implementation 
in selected schools in South Africa. She has worked with 
and for young people with local and international organi-
sations. 

Abstract:
Peter Senge (2012) argues that ‘schools that learn are 
everywhere, at least in people’s imaginations.’ Thus offers 
an interesting springboard toward recreating varied facets 
of education. With this approach both the ARTIST and the 
TEACHER become central to engaging learners in inquiry, 
based on research of abstract concepts they may learn in 
the classroom, in order to compare and construct personal 
meaning that relates to their own socio, cultural and eco-
nomic background, thus guiding them to an understanding 
of the complexity of English and Mathematics concepts 
that are rooted in human experience. This poster shares an 
experience that emerged in negotiating a shared meaning 
between English and Mathematics teachers at identified 
‘underperforming’ schools at intermediate and senior 
phase.

Bridgette Van Leuven
Sydney Opera House, Sydney, Australia; 

bvanleuven@sydneyoperahouse�com

An Intercultural Digital 
Project Led by Sydney 

Opera House

Global Conversations: 

Biography: 

Bridgette Van Leuven began her arts career at the Aus-
tralian Theatre for Young People where she discovered 
the important role arts education and creativity plays in a 
young person’s development.  A graduate of Wollongong 
University, with post graduate studies from City Universi-
ty, (London) she has also worked for Sydney Festival and 
the Sydney Theatre Company.  Her time at Arts NSW, saw 
Bridgette working in roles such as the Program Manager for 
Theatre & Dance responsible for cultural funding, strategy 
and policy.  In 2010 she accepted the position of Head of 
Children, Families & Creative Learning at Sydney Opera 
House where she and her team are passionate about 
making the ‘House’ accessible onsite, offsite and online.  
Since this time Bridgette has established a number of new 
initiatives including a live digital interactive education pro-
gram delivered across Australia and into Korea, the Creative 
Leadership in Learning Program and the development of a 
Creative Learning Centre to be opened in 2018.  Bridgette 
is currently a Board Member of Illawarra Performing Arts 
Centre and is participating in the Established Leaders Pro-
gram led by the Australia Council for the Arts in 2016/17.

Abstract:

This paper will explore how Sydney Opera House is 
delivering an intercultural digital program, placing cultur-
al experiences as the driver for learning.  Sydney Opera 
House a world heritage iconic building has embraced 
digital technologies to support 21st Century Learning and 
intercultural connections for young people to access, 
explore and respond to art and artists.  This is demonstrated 
through the piloted program titled Global Conversations: 
Korea delivered in partnership with the Asia Education 
Foundation and the Australian Korean Foundation.  Global 
Conversations offers Korean and Australian students inter-
cultural and interactive digital experiences which supports 
curriculum outcomes, placing art as the stimuli for global 
understanding.

Interactive and participatory tours, Q&A ‘s with artists, live 
streamed performances, drama workshops and teacher 
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Biography: 
Dr Mignon van Vreden is lecturer in undergraduate and 
postgraduate music education at the School of Music at 
North-West University, Potchefstroom. She is passionate 
about early childhood music education, musical play, 
music integration, children’s choirs, jazz, musical theatre for 
children, music and movement, piano playing and the role 
of music in early childhood development. She co-authored 
“Creative CAPS/Kreatiewe KABV”, an educational series 
for Grade R; “Teaching Life Skills in the Foundation Phase” 
(Van Schaik Publishers) and is the author of “Kreatiewe 
Klanke vir Graad R” and “peuterpraatjies”, her own songs 
for pre-schoolers and toddlers respectively. She regularly 
presents workshops on music integration for educators 
with little or no musical training and composes children’s 
songs for various publications. She has presented papers at 
national and international conferences and writes academic 
articles for local and international journals about a variety of 
topics related to music and children.

Abstract:
Annually, as part of their second year music education 
module, BMus students at a South African university are 
responsible for the interdisciplinary production of a musical 
for pre-schoolers. This integrated arts project involves a 
creative intermingling of different musical, cultural and 
ethnic backgrounds as well as different levels of expertise 

in the other performing art forms including drama and 
dance.  During the course of one semester, the students 
accumulate adequate knowledge on early childhood de-
velopment, do sufficient research on child audiences, ac-
quire ample musical performance and acting skills and are 
creatively inspired to be able to stage a musical production 
for pre-schoolers. This production, directed by the music 
education lecturer, is a project-based learning project and 
attended by approximately one thousand concertgoers 
consisting of local pre-schoolers, their parents and teachers. 

Current research trends in higher music education focus on 
the perspectives of lecturers and students on the nature 
of project-based learning and the meaning they ascribe to 
project-based learning at tertiary level. These trends give 
rise to finding ways on the development of strategies to 
better facilitate project-based learning through creativi-
ty. Little research has taken the point of departure from a 
South African perspective, resulting in this study that ex-
plored how creative music education is defined at tertiary 
level in South Africa and how it relates to project-based 
learning in music. The strategy of inquiry was an instrumen-
tal case study across five years documenting the experi-
ences of second year music education students during the 
creative process of producing a musical for preschoolers 
as part of their BMus degree. The questions that guided 
this study, were: 1) How do second year music education 
students in a BMus programme describe their experiences 
of creating and staging a musical production for preschool-
ers? 2) How do these students understand project-based 
music education by reflecting on their experiences?

Mignon Van Vreden
North-West University, Potchefstroom, South 

Africa
mignon�vanvreden@nwu�ac�za

Child’s play: 
A musical production for 
preschoolers as project-
based learning in higher 

music education

development programs are delivered into classrooms pro-
viding rich and authentic connections for digital intercultur-
al learning.

A short documentary about the project would be featured 
http://youtu.be/ofI1K_cbIJ
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Selloane Mokuku is an experienced theatre maker, facilita-
tor and academic She is a Drama For Life Alumni, ShakeX-
perience Programmes’ Manager and co-producer of award 
winning theatre production; Animal Farm. She coordinates 
use of arts to teach Science, English and Mathematics in a 
community project. She is a D.Tech student at Tshwane Uni-
versity of Technology; South Africa. Her research interests 
are in arts education and community development.

Abstract:
Traditional approaches to the teaching and learning of 
mathematics appear to have had less impact on student 
learning because of a lack of a critical analysis of entry 
avenues in general and absence of creative activity in par-
ticular. To improve students understanding of mathematics, 
an arts integrated learning model has emerged which 
provides multiple ways of experiencing and expressing 
knowledge. As Mason, et al have argued, “the more maths 
teachers integrate arts into mathematics lessons, the more 
students gain on their maths tests” (2005:4). Students who 
are taught through arts integrated approaches tend to be 
more actively involved in the process of learning and tend 
to score higher at various levels of assessment, achievement 
and engagement (Kosky & Curits (2008); Gullat (2008); 
Werner, 2001). 

Using a series of arts based activities that were integrat-
ed into mathematics lessons with rural secondary school 
learners involved in a multidisciplinary community engage-
ment project, this paper seeks to reveal two contrasting 
approaches to mathematics teaching and learning. The first 
approach is based on ‘bringing mathematics to learners’, 
while the second one focuses on ‘bringing learners to 
mathematics’. We argue that the former approach is esoter-
ically centred, inherently problematic and limited in scope 
since it assumes that the starting point for building math-
ematical understanding is the field of mathematics itself. 
The paper seeks to argue for the adoption of an integrated 
approach that has artistic creativity as an entry point towards 
the learning of mathematics.  

During the community engagement project in question, 
learners were made to participate in episodes based on a 
story entitled, ‘Crossing the River’. Although the story itself 
appeared as if it was distanced from the discipline of math-
ematics, the integration of arts and maths enabled learners 
to come to a better understanding of the ‘art of mathemat-
ics’ as a creative learning activity.

16h30 – 18h00

Selloane Mokuku, Kennedy Chinyowa, 
Willy Mwakapenda, Tsholofelo 

Maforah

Shakexperience, Newtown, South Africa 
(Mokuku)

Tshwane Uni versity of Technology, Pretoria, 
South Africa (Chinyowa, Mwakapenda, Maforah)

Lalu@shakexperience�com

Towards an emerging 
pedagogy for integrating 
arts and maths education

Crossing the river: 

Biography: 
Kennedy Chinyowa (Tshwane University of Technology) 
is an acting Director for Centre for Creative industry; at 
Tshwane University of Technology, South Africa. The centre 
incorporates research and capacity building within the 
industry. He has taught at several universities including the 
University of Zimbabwe, Griffith University (Australia) and 
Wits University where he was Head of the Division of Dra-
matic Arts. He has published widely in books and referred 
journals.

Willy Mwakapenda (Tshwane University of Technology) is 
OR Tambo Chair – Maths, Science & Technology Education; 
Tshwane University of Technology, South Africa. His main 
work involves community engagement – establishing part-
nerships between the university and high schools.  

Tsholofelo Maforah (Tshwane University of Technology )
is a student Counsellor and Post Graduate coordinator. 
She is a published autho,r the Managing Director of Tsoso 
Skills and Management Consultant. She is collaborating in 
the Community Engagement project involving the Faculty 
Humanities, of the Arts as well as ShakeXperience to bring 
her organizational management and motivation skills to 
improve teaching and learning in schools.

Selloane Mokuku (ShakeXperience)
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16h30 – 18h00

Worre Hallberg
Sisters Hope, Copenhagen , Denmark

University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, 
Denmark

Sisters Hope, Copenhagen , Denmark
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, 

Denmark

Sensuous learning

Biography: 
Gry is a performance artist and the artistic director of the 
performance-group Sisters Hope (ongoing large-scale 
project Sisters Academy). Artistic director and head curator 
of the Dome of Visions – A 1:1 sustainability experiment and 
a site-specific contemporary cultural center. PhD fellow at 
University of Copenhagen (Arts and Cultural Studies) and 
External lecturer at Performance Design, Roskilde Universi-
ty, (Performance Design). Her practice unfolds in the inter-
section of performance art, research, curation, education 
and activism. 

She is working from a vision that she terms ‘Sensuous soci-
ety’ - A potential future world emerging from the post-ece-
onomic and post-ecological crisis. 

Get an overview of all her activities at www.sensuous.dk 

Sisters Academy is a performance experiment in search of 
a society and educational system that values the sensuous 
and the poetic. Initiated by the Sisters Hope – consisting 
of ‘the twin sisters’ Anna Lawaetz and Gry Worre Hallberg 
– Sisters Academy consists of performers, set- sound- and 
light-designers and a documentary and graphic team from 
various backgrounds. Together we work from a perfor-
mance-methodology of developing a ‘poetic self’.  

We propose that the poetic self is something that we con-
struct in between our everyday-self and the otherworldly, 
sensuous universes that we create in our imagination. We 
are interested in how the gap between the imagined and 
the embodied can be narrowed and brought almost to 
zero. The poetic self is not a character, it is not a fiction, it is 
our inner inherent poetic potential that we might not unfold 
in our everyday life but that we discover, give an image 
and donate our flesh to. By doing so we experience an ex-
panding spectrum of possibilities, new spaces in which we 
can be. We don’t change; we liberate new potential; we 

Biography: 

Lucia Rackova

Studied Aesthetics and drama in Education, working as 
coordinator of project Dance for schools, production of 
children performances in PONEC - the dance venue and 
international festival TANEC PRAHA FOR CHILDREN. 

Barbora Latalova, freelance dancer, actor, teacher and 
choreographer. As a dancer and performer she is involved 
in projects in the Czech Republic and abroad and is a 
member and collaborator of the civic association SE.S.TA. 
(Centre for Choreographic Development). She creates her 
own projects in cooperation with various artist and coaches 
(D. Boivin, B. Massin, G. Witmann, T. Verges). In recent 
years, she has collaborated especially with the dance artist 
and teacher Zdenka Brungot Svitekova with whom she is 
involved in the “dance for schools” project as a teacher of 
dance and movement in primary schools in the Czech Re-
public. Since 2012 she also has been working as an artistic 
advisor for DANCE FOR CHILDREN as part of the dramatur-
gy for the TANEC PRAHA festival. 

Brief history of integrating Dance and movement classes 
into National curriculum for Primary education in the Czech 
Republic. Experience and practice from 8 years of teaching 
Dance and Movement classes at a primary school in Prague 
with majority of Gypsy children. Dance and movement 
classes as a way of integration a minority with decades 
of struggles towards the majority. Outcome of a special 
project held in academic year 2016/2017 that is engaging 
not only pupils, but also their regular teachers, parents and 
variety of international artists.  

Concept of Dance and movement classes as a regular 
subject on a same level as physical education, arts educa-
tion or math. Principles, reasons and advantages of dance 
– movement education which are not build on learning 
particular dance styles, but on working with natural center 
of gravity and evolving individual and natural movement 
of children. Classes expand artistic creativity of pupils and 
students through „the body in motion”, as a means of learn-
ing and education.  Aside of learning about art through art 

expand. My own poetic self is ‘The Sister’, often stepping 
into ‘The Headmistress’ when we manifest Sisters Academy 
as a radical intervention into the education system.

Ms� Lucia Rackova, Ms� Barbora 
Latalova

Tanec Praha, Prague, Czech Republic (Rackova)
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She has conducted several workshops with teachers and 
teacher educators in Delhi, Haryana and Rajasthan. Smriti 
was a guest faculty for Child Development course at Na-
tional School of Drama, Tripura for the Diploma in ‘Theatre 
in Education’ in October 2012. 

Biography: 
Smriti Sharma is an Assistant Professor in Child Development 
at the Department of Elementary Education. During her 16 
years at the Department she has taught a variety of courses 
in Psychology and Education namely Child Development, 
Cognition and Learning, Basic Concepts in Education, 
School Planning and Management, Curriculum Studies. She 
has also been taking a variety of practicum courses in the 
Department and has been involved in the School Internship 
Program.

Smriti holds a Master degree in Child Development and 
Education and is currently pursuing her Ph.D. in Teacher Ed-
ucation from Department of Education, University of Delhi. 
Smriti is a Gold Medalist in B.Ed. and M.Ed. from University 
of Delhi. She was a Fulbright Nehru Doctoral and Profes-
sional Research Fellow at University of Washington, Seattle 
from September 2013 to June 2014. Recently she has been 
awarded Fulbright Alumni Award 2015 for her project on 
‘Empowering Teacher Educators: Using films as a Pedagog-
ic tool for addressing diversity in the classrooms’. She was 
a member of the Joint Review Mission on Teacher Educa-
tion, Jharkhand in 2013 set up by the Ministry of Human 
Resource Development. 

Smriti has presented papers in various national and interna-
tional conferences and has a few publications to her credit. 

itself, Dance and movement classes is the way of learning 
social and personal competencies, avoiding a violence and 
prejudices by giving a meaningful alternative of personal/
human approach. In addition to encouraging physical ex-
ercise, classes develops the imagination, initiative, abstract 
thinking, learning in other curriculum areas, individual and 
group work skills, self-esteem as well as mutual respect in 
children of all ages and races. 

As one of our dancers – lectors says: “When they experi-
ence a touch of another human being, it is not possible for 
them to be cruel to each other anymore”. 

Ms Smriti Sharma
1University of Delhi, New Delhi, India

 Preparing Elementary 
School Teachers

Theatre ‘in’ and ‘as’ 
Education:
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Focus Day 
20 May 2017

Theatre for Social Change

Guga S’thebe Cultural Hub

09h00 – 10h00

Social Change Plenary / 
Welcome Telling it like it is. 

10h00 – 11h00

Ada Mukhina: Screening
The Theatre Project "Vmeste", St�Petersburg, 

Russian Federation
ada�mukhina@gmail�com

Documentary “VMESTE. 
Teenage theatre against 

xenophobia” (Russia, 
2016) 

Biography: 
Founder and stage director of the social oriented Theatre 
project “Vmeste” (St.Petersburg, Russia). Before entering the 
Master program in the St. Petersburg Theatre Arts Academy 
she studied human rights, law and project management 
and was actively involved in civic education and work of 

NGO's. She wrote her Master thesis on the topic “Social 
theatre as an interdisciplinary art” and received the Ger-
man Chancellor Fellowship for prospective leaders from 
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation to conduct further 
research about contemporary theatre and art promoting 
human rights and solving social problems in Berlin. Worked 
as a curator of the New British Drama Festival on the stage 
of Tovstonogov Bolshoi Drama Theatre. At this moment she 
lives in Germany doing research about practices of social 
theatre and social-oriented art. Focus of the work: docu-
mentary theatre, participatory art, theatre for social change.

Abstract:
In this project 20 teenagers of different nationalities to-
gether with professional theatre-makers and civic educa-
tors created a documentary performance about identity, 
xenophobia, migrants, different cultures and living together 
in St.Petersburg. Teenagers filmed more than 100 inter-
views with each other, their classmates, and people on the 
street. Final performance was shown on the professional 
stage with teens and audience involved into a dialogue 
about xenophobia and tolerance. The documentary shows 
the whole process of creating performance based on the 
real oral stories and interviews. It includes both professional 
shots recorded by cameramen and shots made by teens 
with their perspective of the process.

Drama Life, WITS
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11h30 – 13h00

Ada Mukhina, Natasha Borenko, 
Maria Kolosova

The Theatre Project “vmeste”, St�Petersburg, 
Russian Federation

ada�mukhina@gmail�com

Documentary theatre 
as a tool for education 

(Model of the School of 
Documentary Theatre for 

Teenagers)

Abstract:
Documentary theatre is a genre that uses “verbatim” 
technique: texts that were written or said by real people 
are taken on the stage word for word. A playwright, stage 
director, actors go on the streets with cameras and record-
ers to explore real life. Another material for a play could be 
real documents, letters, and archival records – everything 
that gives us facts in the topic of research. The Playwright 
creates a play out of collected material. However, he does 
not edit anything but compiles true stories and documenta-
ry texts into dramatic structure.

Documentary theatre can be an excellent educational tool 
for teenagers. 

Biography:
Arundhati Nag, the founder of Ranga Shankara and its 
Artistic Advisor. She has portrayed major characters of many 

AHA! Theatre For Children:
A Case of Theatre For Social 

Change.

Ms Arundhati Nag, Mr Surendranath 
Subbanna

ASSITEJ - INDIA, Ranga Shankara - Member, 
Bengaluru, India

classics in more than six Indian languages. She has been 
received national awards in India and has been a delegate 
at many festivals across the world, presenting papers on 
theatre for children and young audience.

Surendranath Subanna, a National  School of Drama alum-
nus, has contributed to Indian theatre for over 4 decades. 
He is the Artistic Director of Ranga Shankara, curates festi-
vals and is one of few writers in India for theatre for children 
and young audience. He has adapted and directed plays 
for children and young audiences.

Abstract: Ranga Shankara is a 12 year old theatre space and 
institution in Bengaluru, India. It has showcased over 4400 
performances in 24 different languages and a variety of 
genres, to over 1 million people of Bengaluru city. Ranga 
Shankara sees the need to create a citizenry that has the 
ability to empathise and that engages with children from a 
young age to this end through the dedicated "AHA! THE-
ATRE FOR CHILDREN" programme,

Abstract:
The system of teaching practice in India is largely deter-
mined by 'what is taught' and 'how it is taught'. Moreover, 
the Indian education system is highly focused on academ-
ics, often rewarding learning by rote, and neglecting the 
celebration of concepts and truths. Theatre is a unique tool 
that allows the suspension of disbelief, and encourages the 
power of imagination. The content of our work is age and 
culture-specific and addresses issues that children across 
spectra in India are likely to encounter in their daily lives. 
We also make it a point to include teachers and parents 
in the theatre experiences, so that they can see the world 
from a child’s perspective. 

We engage a cross-section of schools and have specially 
designed teacher training workshops,  performances for 
schools and general public in 4 districts of Karnataka.  This 
programme is laying the foundation of networks for the fu-
ture of independent AHA!-like programmes in each district 
of the state, and hopefully, across India too.
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Biography: 
Julia Samuels is Co-Artistic Director of 20 Stories High. For 
20 Stories High, Julia created and directed verbatim theatre 
show ‘Tales from the Mp3’ and is currently creating and di-
recting another verbatim piece ‘I told my Mum I was going 
on an RE Trip...’. She has also directed ‘Headz’ and ‘Black’ 
by Keith Saha, ‘Whole’ by Philip Osment (winner of the 
Writers Guild Best Play for Young People Award 2013), and 
Laurence Wilson’s ‘Blackberry Trout Face’, (winner of the 
Brian Way Award 2010 for the UK’s best new play for young 
people). For 20SH Youth Theatre, she directed ‘RAIN’, 
created in collaboration with 84 Theater (Tehran), ‘A Private 
Viewing’ and co-directed ‘Dark Star Rising’ and ‘On Me 
Onez’ with Keith Saha. She was Associate Artist on national 
tours of ‘Melody Loses Her Mojo’, ‘Ghost Boy’ and ‘Babul 
and the Blue Bear’. She is currently co-directing new show 
‘HEADZ’ for 20SH Young Actors Company. Before 20 Stories 
High, Julia worked in the Education departments of the Na-
tional Theatre and Theatre Royal Stratford East. She has also 
worked as a freelancer for organisations including North 
West Playwrights, RSC, and Theatre Centre, and directing 
the Manchester Theatre Award-Nominated Production of 
‘Duck!’ for Z-Arts.

I told my Mum I was going 
on an RE Trip..... 

20 Stories High will 
present a short paper 

on the development of 
a new verbatim theatre 
piece about abortion – 

focusing on young people’s 
experiences. 

Julia Samuels
20 Stories High , Liverpool, United Kingdom 

leannejonesy2012@gmail�com

15h15 – 17h00

Kate Brown
IT Sligo, Sligo, Ireland
brown�kate@itsligo�ie

Verbatim Theatre: 
Staging Children’s Stories

Biography: 
Kate joined the Department of Social Sciences at IT Sligo, 
Ireland in 2014 and lectures in community drama practices 
on the Social Care Practice Degree and educational drama 
and story-making on the Early Childhood Care and Educa-
tion Degree.

She has been part of the EU funded project, HIP – a collab-
orative project between Denmark, Romania, Spain and the 
Netherlands for working with marginalized youth, where 
she designed and delivered the pilot module with young 
people from the Traveller Community.

She has presented her work of using drama as a meth-
odology for working with minority ethnic children at the 
European Social Education Training (FESET) International 
Conference, Strasbourg, April 2016; Reconceptualising 
Early Childhood Education (RECE) International Conference, 
Dublin, October 2015 and the Diversity in Early Childhood 
Education and Training (DECET) International Conference, 
Birmingham, June 2015. 

Prior to joining the Creative Practice team at IT Sligo, Kate 
worked as a freelance artist. She worked extensively for 3 
years with the Intercultural Resource Centre in Donegal de-
signing and facilitating arts programmes for minority ethnic 
families. Her work for Co-operation Ireland on the Northern 
Ireland Generations for Peace Project was awarded the 
European Map for Intergenerational Learning in 2013. 

Abstract:
“I see a bright and varied future for verbatim theatre.” 
(Soan, p.979) Verbatim theatre has risen in popularity from 
the 1990’s, with productions for young adult and adult 
audiences alike, enthralling audiences across theatre-in-ed-
ucation, mainstream and fringe stages. The 2015 production 
of The Verbatim Formula in the UK, was one such piece of 
verbatim theatre telling the story of young people’s expe-
rience of living in care. An applied performance research 

project, the aim of the work is to bring the experiences of 
the young people to parliament in order to effect change, 
to inform care professionals of their needs and to empower 
the young people. (Inchley, 2015)

This research paper asks the question: Within a framework 
for social justice, can the same be achieved in theatre for 
young audiences? 
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Abstract:
Through creative encounters between artists and young 
people, Liverpool-based 20 Stories High create authentic, 
inspiring theatre for young people. 20 Stories High creates 
work which explores the nuance, subtlety and complexity 
of issues explored. Our practice allows for a risk-taking ap-
proach to discussing and debating issues amongst young 
people - in a context of wanting to expose and challenge 
inequality, inspire radical change and crucially engage and 
give voice to young people. 

We will present a paper on (and performance extracts 
from) the development of a new verbatim theatre piece 
about abortion, “I told my Mum I was going on an RE Trip” 
that focuses on young people’s experiences and seeks 
to challenge prevalent narratives and assumptions. Our 
research has confirmed abortion stigma in relation to young 
people are particularly acute. The impetus for creating 
theatre which includes the telling of real abortion experi-
ence comes from desire to reduce this stigma, challenge 
assumptions, and develop a different model of creative 
practice in sex and relationship education. “I told my Mum 
I was going on an RE Trip” brings together diverse voices 
which are rarely heard in a single discourse. Verbatim con-
tributions include: those who are new to thinking about the 
issue; young women who have had abortions; sexual health 
clinicians and educators; campaigners; religious leaders 
and others. The young people involved have their ideas 
and perspectives framed within broader cultural, religious 
and political contexts. 

Priyanka Chatterjee
Assitej India, Kolkata, India

chatterjee�priya@gmail�com

I promise the unborn child 
a liveable place

(Overcoming the challenges 
of childhood posed by 
Technology and Media 
in the 21st Century and 
bringing Social change 

through theatre)

Biography: 
She is a 33 year old Kolkata-based lady, recently giving up 
her 11 yr long corporate job, for the love of Performing 
Arts. She has played lead role in “Munni o Saat Chowkidar” 
and “Kuhujamini”, directed by Sundaram-famed Dipak Das. 
She has taken part in pieces on Text, Rhythm and move-
ment, by Ranan. She is currently being trained in Theatre 
under Ramanjit Kaur, the Creative Arts.

She loves to work with children and specializes in theatre 
for children by children. She has directed two plays called 
“Suyoraanir Saadh” and “A day in the circus” with 13-15 kids 
of 4-12 years. 

She has attended workshops by national and International 
including, Italian Storyteller, Roberto Frabetti, Jean Jacques 
Lemetre, Corrine Jabar, and others. She regularly conducts 
story-telling session and theatre workshops with kids.

Abstract:
In humans, generations change after 25 years. It will take 
us 200 years to figure what we were doing wrong while 
educating our children. While putting far more emphasis 
on technology and the media than ever before, we don’t 
really know whether it will bring more bad than good in our 
children. Children are addicted to technological gadgets, 
which is posing an awful impact on social relationships. 

Rather than using Internet in productive manner, children 
use it as source of adult content at a very early age. They 
get exposed to sheer violence while killing animated ene-
mies in the video games. So why not use technology and 
media as an opportunity instead of a challenge? 
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Why not use theatre as a mode of peace, to calm down 
the fast pace injected into children by the fast moving 
movie/games characters? Why not use theatre as a mode 
of reconciliation, to let children think & introspect? Why not 
let children find their own resolve instead of spoon-feed-
ing the generic answers? Why not let them easily feel and 
connect with the characters in theatre instead of watching 
them in a faraway land in the TV? But to serve this purpose, 
theatre has to be in the cutting edge. 

17h45 – 18h30

Drama for Life leads 
discussion

Drama for Life
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Focus Day 
20 May 2017

Theatre for Social Change

iThemba Labantu Cultural Hub

09h00 – 09h30

Drama for Life leads 
Plenary

10h00 – 11h15

Olivia Harris
Theatr Iolo, Cardiff, United Kingdom

olivia@theatriolo�com

Twenty2016: 

Biography: 
Theatr Iolo is an award-winning theatre company based 
in Cardiff which specialises in creating work for children, 
young people and families.

Drama for Life

Exploring Politics, Social 
Justice And Transformation 
With Twenty Sixteen-Year-

Olds In Rural Wales

It was formed in 1987 by a group of theatre practitioners. 
Over the past 29 years Theatr Iolo has created over 80 pro-
ductions and played to over 350,000 children and young 
people throughout Wales, the UK and internationally. The 
company’s core work is producing work for young audi-
ences, defined as aged under 26. It is particularly known 
and respected for its work for early years (babies to under 
5s) but has recently received acclaim for its work for young 
adults.

There are three strands of activity throughout the year: to 
create, to cultivate and to curate.

Abstract:
This activity took place through Platfform, Theatr Iolo’s 
experimental three-year pilot residency programme which 
supports emerging writers, directors and theatre-makers to 
explore new ways of making theatre with and for children, 
young people and their grown-ups. 

During the residency, Tracy and Paul asked twenty 16-year-
olds to come up with twenty questions about the World 
and being 16.   This started with larger groups in schools 
and then re-located to The Welfare with a smaller group of 
12, with whom Tracy and Paul worked with on a regular ba-
sis. During a brainstorming session with these 12 it became 
clear that they felt misrepresented & misunderstood - they 
didn’t have adult responsibilities, yet were exiled from 
childhood because they’re now considered teenagers.

It is evident from the feedback that certain factors at this 
stage contributed to the overall success of Twenty16 – the 
process was fully collaborative and the room was run on 
values of trust, respect and honesty. During lunch breaks 
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political issues such as Brexit, the farming industry, Welsh 
independence were openly and honestly discussed as a 
group which fed into the devising process. 

We often hear that original, quality theatre must exist for 
young audiences as they are the audiences of tomorrow, 
the policy-makers of tomorrow, the parents of tomorrow, 
the teachers of tomorrow and so on. Whilst this is true, we 
cannot overlook the simple truth that young people have 
needs and lives that exist in real time. Twenty16 created 
a community and a space where young people can ask 
questions and are listened to, where they can impact and 
affect change. Working with the young company we have 
helped them express themselves, to better understand 
who they are as individuals, the world they live in and their 
place in it. 

For more information, please visit www.platfformcymru.org.

40 Year’s a  Growin’

Mr Tony Fegan
Director, Tallaght Community Arts, Tinahely 

Arklow , Ireland

Biography: 
Dublin born Tony Fegan is a theatre director and arts learn-
ing practitioner.

He was Head of Drama at Holland Park School,London  
1977 – 1985, and artistic director of BAC (Battersea Arts 
Centre) Battersea, London 1985-1988. Tony pioneered 
the establishment of a Performing Arts Faculty at Queens 
Park Community School London between 1989 and 1991 
including a regular professional artist in residence pro-
gramme. He was Director of Learning at LIFT (London 
International Festival of Theatre) between1992-2007.  At 
LIFT he developed a wide-ranging and highly influential 
arts learning programme with national and international 
artists working with youth, community groups, schools and 
universities on long-term artist collaboration including site 
-specific events. He is a founder member of Project Phaka-
ma, inter-cultural youth arts exchange programme be-
tween London, Southern Africa, India and South America. 

He has extensive experience in creating multilingual per-
formance through artist in residence projects in intercultural 
and international settings. In August 2007 Tony took up post 
as Director at Tallaght Community Arts in Dublin. 

Abstract:

40 Years a Growin’

My paper will explore how over the last 40 years as a partic-
ipatory arts practitioner I have evolved at theatre practice 
with, by and for young people that from the outset encour-
aged the young artists to see their involvement in theatre 
making as at form of civic engagement.

Influenced by the ‘progressive education’ movement, the 
theatrical experiments of the late sixties/early seventies par-
ticularly the Open Space Theatre. Inspired by the decon-
structed Shakespearean plays they produced my practice 
developed as a drama teacher at Holland Park School (HPS) 
in Notting Hill.  

The social and cultural spectrum of the school was chal-
lenged all my received notions of radical education 
practice.   

I went on to develop a wide-ranging and highly influential 
arts learning programme with national and international 
artists at Battersea Arts Centre, Queens Park Community 
School, and as Director of Learning at LIFT. I am a founder 
member of Project Phakama, an inter-cultural youth arts 
exchange programme between London, Southern Africa, 
India and South America. 

I will demonstrate how my earlier experiences of making 
devised theatre with young people that nurtures and 
fosters cultural leadership coalesces into a practice that 
articulates a distinct social function for theatre making.  This 
is more distinct with my experiences working with Project 
Phakama.  I will draw on a soon to be published book on 
Project Phakama. 

I will conclude with an anaylsis of AERIDHEACHT – Talking 
The Air performance The project explored the radical pro-
gressive education experiment at St Enda’s School founded 
by Patrick Pearse who as leader of the 1916 Rising was 
executed by the British.  

So 40 years on I return to a radical school where the young 
people were exemplars of a new kind of citizen in a dream 
for cultural and linguistic equality and national indepen-
dence.  
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Roots of Ubuntu:
Educating young 

audiences in citizenship 
and social justice through 
theatre - a collobarative 
project between Ghandi 

Development Trust and the 
DUT Drama Department 

both based in Durban

Pamela Tancsik, Kanya Padayachee
Durban University Of Technology Drama , 

Durban 4001, South Africa (Tancsik)
Assitej KZN Branch, Durban , South Africa 

(Tancsik)
The Ghandi Trust Fund (Padayachee)

pamela�tancsik@gmail�com

Biography: 
Dr Tancsik has been a professional puppeteer, stage di-
rector and theatre practitioner for more than 30 years. She 
started her theatre career at the Munich Marionette Theatre 
and worked for the Bayerische Staatsoper and the Theater 
am Gaertnerplatz as assistant director and dramaturge 
for several opera productions. She holds a PhD in theatre 
history and a diploma in art therapy. She has worked with 
the Market Theatre, and SABC educational TV (Rapid Phase). 
In Durban she founded 2000 her own puppet company, 
Tekweni Puppetplays which specializes in educational plays 
for children and in all puppet techniques such as Shadows, 
marionettes, rod- and hand puppets and currently is a 
Senior Lecturer at the DUT Drama Department and a spe-
cialist lecturer for Theatre in Education and trains students in 
puppetry, among other techniques. 

Abstract:
Violence in all its forms abounds in our society and our cur-
rent culture reflects a serious lack of social responsibility and 
an unhealthy compulsion to succeed at any cost. Against 
this background, children are not likely to develop, natural-
ly, into caring and socially responsible adults since a great 
deal of their learning and behaviour is a function of observ-
ing and imitating the behaviour of people around them. 
Furthermore, research indicates that the first thousand days 
in a child’s life is when the foundation for learning capacity, 
emotional wellbeing and social behaviour is established. 

Thus, the Gandhi Development Trust’s Early Childhood 
Development (ECD) Values Education Project (VEP) aims to 
instill in children a set of 12 universal values, underpinned 
by South Africa’s Constitution, to promote Ubuntu, so-
cial responsibility and civic mindedness. In a partnership 
programme with the DUT Department of Drama, a group 
of students specializing in Theatre in Education (TIE) drew 
on Piaget’s theory of fostering young children’s cognition 
through exploration and participation in play activities, 
especially imaginative play within their environments, 
centered their interactive theatre plays around selected 
values. The students’ productions involved the creation of 
5 different animal plays which were performed to about 
100 children aged 2 -4 in Kwa Makutha, a township south 
of Durban.

11h30 – 13h00

Elmina – Multicultural 
Culture Theater in Jaffa

Norman Issa, Gidona Raz
 Elmina Theater Jaffa, Tel Aviv Jaffa, Israel

norman�issa@gmail�com

Biography: 
Norman Issa graduated from the Beit Zvi School of the 
Performing Arts in 1992. He has performed and directed 
for stage and screen, and is the recipient of many awards 
for his contributions to the arts. He has worked extensively 
with young people’s theatre, and more recently, he also 
founded and directed the Jaffa International Children’s The-
ater Festival at Al-Saraya Theater, and co-established Elmina 
Theater – Multicultural theatre - in Jaffa Port. 

Part of Elmina’s formula for success it its leadership partner-
ships and relationships between Norman Issa ( of the most 
popular Arab-Israeli actors through his role on “Arab Labor”) 
and Gidona Raz ( a well-known Jewish-Israeli actress,  play-
wright and drama therapist) .

Abstract:
We will talk and discuss about “Elmina” –the only commu-
nity theatre in Israel , that brings together Jewish and Arab 
children to view and engage in bi-lingual and cross-cultural 
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theatre productions and workshops in the mixed Israeli city 
of Jaffa. Israel is a country where two segments of society 
live in constant separation, often harboring feelings of 
animosity and distrust towards the other, despite their close 
physical proximity. From their first day of kindergarten until 
they sign up for university, Arab and Jewish children almost 
always attend separate institutions. Additionally, they are 
often raised with contradictory narratives of history, as well 
as different cultural values and perceptions of nationality. 
This is true also for mixed Arab-Jewish towns such as Jaffa.   

The Cross culture Theater in Israel that engages kids and 
youth, gives the opportunity to families to sit together side 
by side equally and experience a cultural show made with 
high quality standards. Elmina is a model of an Arab-Jewish 
collaboration, partnership and even friendship.  Elmina for 
us is a mission, as we are able to inspire, bridge, medi-
ate, and take action for the awareness of our viewers and 
visitors of the importance of existing together and enjoying 
the variety of cultures, through theater, music and art. We 
want to spread the seeds of hope and a vision of a future 
without fear. Elmina – a vision of equality. 

The quality of difference:
Diversity in Children’s 

Theatre in the UK

Ms Liz O’Neill, Professor Rachel 
Holmes

Z-arts, Manchester, United Kingdom (O’Neill)
Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester, 

United Kingdom (Holmes)

Biography: 
Liz O’Neill is Chief Executive and Artistic Director of Z-arts, 
UK, Manchester’s venue for children and families.  She is 
also chair of the Big Imaginations network of children’s 
theatre programmers in the North West of England and 
a Steering Group member for TYA: England (Theatre for 
Young Audiences.) She is currently a recipient of the Paul 
Hamlyn Foundation Breakthrough Award, who are support-
ing her to pursue her vision for family theatre, working with 
artists and other co-producers to develop, commission and 
produce new work that reflects the diverse nature of family 
experience today.

Professor Rachel Holmes leads the Children, Young People 
and Community Research Group in the Education and 

Social Research Institute at Manchester Metropolitan Uni-
versity. My research activities appreciate the complexity of 
the contemporary worlds that young children, families and 
communities occupy. The work I engage with includes the 
development of theoretically-driven intellectual, as well as 
diverse empirical research and evaluation projects. 

The project has three strands of activity: 

• developing aspects of children’s theatre to reflect 
and celebrate the diverse society we live in; 

• using theatre for young audiences to generate 
more comprehensive understandings about how 
we proactively tackle prejudice, discrimination and 
intolerance;

• using creative reflection to inspire more young 
people to engage in creativity in later life.

Context:
This project builds on a study supported by TYA England 
that examines how theatre for children and families is re-
flective of the society we live in today in the UK. This study 
will establish the ‘groundwork’ for the proposed project in 
relation to: finding out what diversity means to organisa-
tions in the sector; mapping existing diverse work at TYA 
venues and organisations across the UK; identifying how 
different organisations are already, and continue to be di-
verse in their make-up; and recommending ways diversity 
in theatre for young audiences can be developed.

It seems critical and an imperative for the cultural sector to 
work with the youngest UK citizens to reflect and celebrate 
the breadth and depth of our diversity, whilst understand-
ing the workings of fear to proactively tackle prejudice, 
intolerance, divisive attitudes and hate crime. Children’s 
theatre is an extremely powerful vehicle to do this. 

• The project will enable an exploration of upholding 
rights, valuing diversity and challenging intolerance 
in relation to sexuality, disability, socioeconomic 
class, sex and gender, race and religion.
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Biography: 
Arts innovator and leader Sandra Laronde has conceived, 
developed, produced and toured programming that is 
Indigenous, multi-national, multi-and-interdisciplinary and 
intergenerational in scope.  She is the artistic director of Red 
Sky Performance, a leading-edge company based in To-
ronto that has significantly influenced the artistic evolution 
and innovation of contemporary Indigenous performance. 
Touring since 2003, Red Sky has delivered 1,523 perfor-
mances across Canada and 159 international performances. 

15h30 – 17h00

Mistatim

Sandra Laronde
Red Sky Performance, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

sandra@redskyperformance�com

Biography: 
Angela Merl studied drama therapy and educational 
theatre. Since 2000, she has worked as a drama educator 
(applied theatre). From 2005 to 2013 she worked at the 
theatre “Deutsches Schauspielhaus” in Hamburg. In her 
capacity, she organized annual theatre productions by 
youth, as well as several large-scale multidisciplinary arts 
projects at schools (TUSCH). She publishes practical guides 
for drama educators (Verlag für Kindertheater) and has 
worked as trainer, especially in qualifying teachers for the 
subject performing arts. Angela has conducted theatre 
projects with children affected by conflict in Northern 
Uganda (2008) and has developed performing arts-based 
methods for literacy work in Liberia (2015). She is the 
founder of “Crossroads”, artistic activities in a refugee camp 
in Hamburg (2008-2013). Since 2013, she is the art director 
of the division for youth and drama education (Sparte 4) 
at the theatre in Bonn. In this capacity, she has launched 
projects like “Young Planet” (artistic and scientific platform 
for youth dealing with future issues) and a mobile theatre 
stage placed in a container.Since August 2014, Angela Merl 
is one of the spokespersons for the working committee on 
theatre for children and youth in North Rhine-Westphalia 
and member of the ASSITEJ in Germany. 

Large-scale, multidisciplinary art projects create a unique 
dynamic of bringing people together. They facilitate 
exchange and inspiration that pave the way for transform-
ing social spaces like schools or communities, especially 

environments that are commonly not associated with art. 
They provide a platform for children and youth to be im-
mersed in creative activity, to experiment with artistic forms 
of expression and to make their talent and concerns visible 
for the wider community. 

These projects are based on the idea that every person is 
an artist. Aesthetic awareness and creativity need to be fos-
tered in children and youth to widen perspective and di-
versify the ways in which young people have their say and 
participate in transformation processes in their communities. 

In these projects, children and youth are involved as cre-
ators, implementers, promoters and performers as well as 
spectators. Successful implementation depends on various 
stakeholders in the community and thus reaches beyond 
the boundaries of institutions like schools or neighbour-
hoods. 

Essentially, the workshop seeks to nourish the creative ener-
gy of the participants, rather than proposing ready-made 
concepts. The approach embraces various forms of arts and 
seeks to encourage the creation of new formats of perfor-
mance. 

The creative capacity of teachers and social workers is 
enhanced. Professionals are encouraged to experiment 
with new forms and formats of art and creative expression 
that will transform individual children and youth as well as 
institutions and communities. 

14h00 – 17h00

Angela Merl: Workshop
1Theater Bonn, Bonn, Germany

angela�merl@bonn�de

ART INVASION - The 
power of art for the social 
transformation of schools 

and communities:
 Designing and 

implementing large-
scale (involving 30-300 
participants) school- or 

community-based theatre 
and art- projects.
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Red Sky’s scope reaches into the vast landscape of Canada, 
coupled with a growing international trajectory, and is one 
of the strongest touring companies of its size. 

During her nine-year tenure at the Banff Centre for Arts 
and Creativity, Sandra has realized exceptional program-
ming that is informed by Indigenous cultures and world-
views and has contributed to building vibrant Indigenous 
communities across Canada. Sandra is from the Teme-Au-
gama-Anishinaabe (Ojibway People of the Deep Water) in 
Temagami, northern Ontario. Sandra has garnered numer-
ous awards for Red Sky as well as for her own initiatives.

Abstract:
Sandra Laronde’s paper utilizes the story of Mistatim to 
probe and illuminate Indigenous ways of knowing, inter-
generational impacts, intercultural connections, and the 
potential to re-map the way that young people understand 
their world. Power relationships are examined by bound-
aries, and how children find ways to cross, navigate, and 
change them. Through Medicine Wheel Teachings, I will 
speak to how Indigenous peoples understand the term 
reconciliation and what that means to us.

I will address the relationship of Indigenous and non-Indig-
enous in Canada, intercultural connections without making 
them the “other”, the transformational power of nature, and 
potential connections between South Africa and Canada. 
The moving body of Mistatim speaks about Indigenous 
knowledge and connections to land and space, and, has 
the potential to re-map the way young people understand 
their world.  

Mistatim is a powerful story of reconciliation that addresses 
politically relevant issues that resonate with children aged 
6 – 12 years and their families. It probes and illuminates 
the effects and intergenerational impacts on Indigenous 
(Aboriginal) peoples, and addresses what reconciliation 
and residential schools mean to Canadian children - both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous. It also investigates the 
complexities of relationships through a myriad of other ‘rec-
onciliations’. Indigenous and non-Indigenous/ boy and girl 
(gender)/ adult and child/ human and animal/ reservation 
and ranch, and human/ nature. Mistatim offers an excep-
tional vehicle for understanding these relationships to spark 
new dialogue about reconciliation starting with the current 
generation of children.

This paper will highlight how power relationships can be 
defined by these boundaries, and how individuals are 
the ones who give the boundaries power. Individual can 
choose to find ways to cross, navigate, and even change 

them. 

We need a new 21st century framework for education on 
Aboriginal peoples, one that takes it out of the negative 
or “deficit paradigm”. I will supply a comprehensive study 
guide, interviews, and conversations that provide the 
history, context, and information about residential schools in 
multiple platforms. As the Truth and Reconciliation Commis-
sion is at the end of its mandate in Canada, we are deeply 
aware of the great responsibility we have to lead into the 
future and to ensure that education and reconciliation are at 
the forefront of Canada’s consciousness.
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Focus Day 
20 May 2017

Theatre for Social Change

Vrygrond Cultural Hub

09h00 – 09h30

Drama for Life leads 
Plenary

Drama for Life

11h30 – 13h00 
Presentations

Theatre For Healing And 
Social Change:

The Impact Of Murna 
Performances On Children 

In Internally Displaced 
Persons (Idp) Camps In 

Nigeria.

Michael Anyanwu
ITYARN, Lagos, Nigeria

WLPG
mikezoomsntn@yahoo�com

Biography: 
Michael Anyanwu is at present a Director in the National 
Troupe of Nigeria, National Theatre, Iganmu, Lagos, Nige-

ria. He holds a B.A. (Hons.) Second Class Upper Division 
Degree in Theatre Arts (University of Calabar), Master of 
Fine Art (MFA) Theatre Arts (University of Calabar); M.Sc. 
Mass Communication (University of Lagos); LL.B (Hons.) 
University of Lagos and BL (Nigeria Law School). Some of 
his works in the National Troupe of Nigeria include Song of 
the Gods (1992); New Frontiers (1993); Erinma (1994); The 
Contest (Thirsty Swamps) 2001/2010, The River Between 
(2013); Eriri (The String) 2014; lfenkili (2015); Shakara (2015); 
Akrifa (2015) and Murna (2016). 

Membership includes; National Association of Nigerian 
Theatre Arts Practitioners (NANTAP), Society of Nigerian 
Theatre Artistes (SONTA), Write Local Play Global (WLPG), 
International Theatre for Young Audiences Research Net-
work (ITYARN).

Abstract:
Since 2002, Boko Haram terrorists have been killing 
innocent men, women and children in Nigeria. The effect 
of this, is the emergence of several Internally Displaced 
Persons (IDPs) camps in several parts of Nigeria. These 
camps consist largely of traumatised children and women 
of different ethnic groups. Apart from the trauma of terror-
ism being inflicted on these ‘refugees’, children are known 
to be vulnerable to all forms of abuse and trafficking inside 
and outside these camps.

The National Troupe of Nigeria is involved in an inter-agen-
cy response with the commission of my play Murna for 
presentation at some designated (IDP) camps. The objec-
tives of the outreach project include the use of theatre as 
entertainment and therapy for healing; hygiene and health 
education and advocacy for reconciliation and peace in the 
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15h00 – 17h00

LAB led by Gerhard Verfaillie 
(Belgium)

1Imaginate Scotland, Krokusfestival Belgium, The 
Ark Ireland, Scenekunstbruket Norway, Aaben 
Dans Denmark, Krokusfestival: Hasselt / Aaben 
Dans: Roskilde (Denmark), Belgium / Denmark

gerhard�verfaillie@ccha�be

Biography: 
PUSH is three artistic labs, 5 festival visits, 8 networking 
events, a website and a film. PUSH is a collaboration 
between Imaginate Festival Scotland (Fiona Fergusson), 
The Ark Ireland (Maria Fleming), Scenekunstbruket Norway 
(Adne Sekkelsten and Anki Oveland), Aaben Dans Den-
mark (Pernille Moller Traasinge) and Krokusfestival (Gerhard 
Verfaillie). 

Abstract:
PUSH is a funded European project between 5 partners 
pushing the limits in migration, gender and (over)protection 
in TYA. We want would like to present the three themes, 
set up a panel discussion and present workshops on all 
themes.

Zanele Madiba
Wits University, Johannesburg, South Africa

madiba1932@gmail�com

The artistic strategies 
employed by the Inner-
City High Schools Drama 

Festival

Biography: 
Zanele Madiba is the Media, Communications and Events 
Officer at Drama for Life, a Theatre Performer and Social 
Media Enthusiast. With a Master’s in Arts and Culture Man-
agement, Zanele’s primary research interest is interrogating 
the role and value of community arts centres in inner-city 
spaces. 

Abstract:
This study looks into the artistic strategies employed by 
the Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival to promote an 
appreciation for arts and culture programmes in inner-city 
high schools and beyond, and, by extension, reflects on 
how the festival impacts on participants’ perceptions of 
Hillbrow as home.

Qualitative methods such as semi-structured interviews with 
the Hillbrow Theatre Project staff, facilitators and school 
teachers, focus group discussions with school-goers, letters 
and organisational documents have therefore been used 

Exploring gender, migration 
and over-protection in 

theatre and dance for young 
audiences

PUSH:

country.

Murna performances draw extensively from Nigeria’s cul-
tural diversity, albeit, very rich traditional theatrical elements 
of dance, music, drama, storytelling, myths, rituals or rites 
to evoke the right responses and effects. The performanc-
es are also in adhoc non-theatrical settings. We intend to 
examine this intercultural exchange.

The significance of this paper lies in measuring the impact 
of Murna as an outreach theatre project on young audienc-
es, with hope that it will contribute to the research works 
and materials on theatre for healing and social change in 
Nigeria and other war or conflict zones.

in order to get a deeper understanding of the workings 
of the Outreach Foundation as a centre and its artistic 
programme under the Hillbrow Theatre Project called the 
Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival.

The study reveals that the artistic strategies employed by 
the Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival are effective in 
promoting an appreciation for an arts and culture pro-
gramme, and it further shows that the festival can indeed 
effect some measure of change in participants’ attitudes 
about Hillbrow as home.
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(over)Protection: Risk used to be part of childhood. We 
want to explore themes such as unsupervised time, danger 
zones, safety zones, falls and cuts. We want to understand 
the risk radar: where is the danger, what is the danger, 
how can we artistically play with it? Transform it in artistic 
concepts? Look at different relations between artists, audi-
ence and accidental passers-by. And, above all, we want 
to examine intercultural differences in how societies from 
different parts of the world deal with this.

Gender and sexual identity: How can we use performance 
to explore gender and sexuality with children? And should 
we? How can we artists use our current skills and push 
ourselves and the sector to create bold and radical work for 
children?.

A Place We Call Home: How can we talk about migration 
and asylum with our audiences, including minority voices, 
in a sector that is not yet diverse and a context that is highly 
political?
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Focus Day 
21 May 2017
Theatre for Healing

Guga S’thebe Cultural Hub

09h00 – 09h30

Plenary Welcome

by Warren Nebe and Faith Busika

10h00 – 12h00

Stephani Woodson, Ji Sun Myung, 
Christopher Weise, Grant Wayman: 

Symposium
Arizona State University, Tempe, United States

swoodson@asu�edu

Youth, Well-being, and 
the Arts

Biography: 
Chris Weise (United States) just completed his second year 
at Arizona State University’s MFA Theatre for Youth program.  
He is focused on examining how young people express 
their agency through art, dramatic play, and civic practices.  
He hopes to explore these ideas further with collabora-
tive youth play directing and theatre for the very young 
projects.  

Jisun Myung is MFA student of Theatre for Youth at Arizona 
State University. Her research interests are cultural sensitivity 
of educational materials for children in protestant churches, 
identity of Asian women and girls, and ethnic studies/sto-
rytelling in TYA. She is also actor, musician, composer, and 
director. She has worked with National Theatre Company of 
Korea, National Theatre of Korea, and National Changgeuk 
Company of Korea (Traditional opera) as assistant director 
for multiple productions.  

Grant Wayman is teaching artist, community artist, and 
performer currently attending the MFA Theatre for Youth 
program at Arizona State University. He is currently the 
resident artist with Asphalt Arts as they partner with The 
Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture to develop a Youth Arts 
Council in Phoenix, Arizona. His interests include devising 
performances with and for youth, community engaged 
drama, and applied theatre and mental health. 

Dr. Stephani Etheridge Woodson is an associate professor 
in the School of Film, Dance and Theatre where she special-
izes in community based drama. Her research and creative 
interests focus on the social construction of childhood 
through performance, representational ethics, children’s 
media environments, and the group creation and perfor-
mance of original work. 

Abstract:
This symposium examines the impacts of arts-based prac-
tices on the health and well-being of young individuals, 
groups, and communities by focusing on three particular 
programs/projects: Digital Healing, Jose Rizal and the boy 
in Montalban: The Serendipitous Impact of a Musical Drama 
and finally, A Youth Arts Council, Agency, and Community 
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Well-being. The panel situates its philosophical frame with-
in a larger social ecological understanding of health and 
wellness. Socio-ecological models articulate the complex 
interactions between biological, psychosocial and envi-
ronmental systems, representing a kind of “systems theory” 
of human behavior and wellness practices. Chaired by Dr. 
Stephani Etheridge Woodson, this symposium introduces 
our social ecological frame, presents and reflects on the 
example programs/projects and then opens dialogue on 
structural linkages between individual health, the arts and 
ecologies of well-being. 

11h30 – 13h00

Erwinmaas�com / erwin@erwinmaas�com

[The Long Table originated as a performance installation, 
developed by artist Lois Weaver, which experiments with 
using the private form of a dinner party as a structure for 
public debate. It encourages informal conversation on 
serious subjects and experiments with formats that inspire 
public engagement. The Long Table has been installed 
and performed as a public dinner party between artists, 
activists, academics, advocates and general audiences on 
subjects such as performance, technology, social engage-
ment and human rights.]

Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela is the Research Chair in Trans-
formation and Historical Trauma at Stellenbosch University 
South Africa. She is an international leader in research 
around historical trauma, including her considerable experi-
ence in South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
Her research goes to the heart of the issues at the fore-
front of contemporary debates about historical trauma, 
its expression in memory and its repercussions across 
generations. Few topics stake a more compelling claim on 
humanities research than the legacies of historical trauma. 
Taking an interdisciplinary approach, her research brings a 

critical research perspective to bear on the traditional ap-
proaches to trauma and its transgenerational repercussions, 
while seeking to engage with the question of the various 
expressions of transformation in post-apartheid South 
Africa, and what transformation means in the aftermath of 
a violent and oppressive past. While focused on the South 
African context, the inquiry speaks to global questions of 
the transmission of traumatic memory in the aftermath of 
historical trauma, dealing with the past, and the possibility 
of breaking intergenerational cycles of historical trauma. 
This is a strategic research initiative, poised not only to con-
tribute significantly to public debates about the complex 
interplay of the historical, cultural and traumatic dimensions 
of memory, but also to create a vibrant research hub in the 
global south on these issues of historical trauma, memory 
and transformation.

Biography: 
Kamal is a trained Community Art Counsellor, volunteer 
coordinator and social media coordinator for Lefika La 
Phodiso. He is also an artist and part time after school art 
teacher. He has completed an Intermediate Counselling 
Skills course with JPCCC (Johannesburg Parent and Child 
Counselling Center at a High School in Johannesburg) 
and Basic Counselling Skills course with Intec College and 
is registered with the Council for Counsellors S.A. Kamal 
is a SETA accredited facilitator (“Facilitate Learning Using 
a Variety of Given Methodologies”) for Lefika and is able 
to train the Community Art Counselling Course. He is a 
co-author and featured artist of one of the Lefika ‘Body of 
Knowledge’ Book Series, “Holding Bodies – School Holiday 
Programme”. He facilitates a number of groups for Lefika 
La Phodiso with children, adolescents and adults as well as 
groups outside of Lefika for adults and children with Intel-
lectual impairments.

Lefika La Phodiso - The Art Therapy Centre, 
Johannesburg/Parktown, South Africa

kamal�lefika@gmail�com

Creating Communities of 
Care as a Tool for Mental 

Health Promotion: 
A Lefika Approach

Kamal Naran

Public debate led by Erwin Maas 
(USA) and Dr Pumla Gobodo-

Madikizela (SA), with Kamal Naran 
(SA), Timira Gupta (India) and Pamela 

Udoka (Nigeria)

Long Table:
Mental Health, Arts Therapy 

and Change
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Abstract:
We often talk about doing community work and the implicit 
meaning is that those of us who are more privileged help 
those of us who are less privileged. This work is perceived 
to be other than what is considered the true therapeutic 
frame and work. Lefika La Phodiso has re-imagined what it 
is to do community work, and have become a community 
in which work with children is done. Through expressive 
art, children have been given access to a safe space where 
thoughtful caring adults assist them to digest and process 
the sometimes chaotic experiences of growing up in a re-
source limited inner city context. This is an environment that 
is fraught with splits within those trying to raise children in 
the midst of often rampant social contact crime, substance 
abuse, bereavement and a general sense of disorder. 
Through expressive arts the organisation has provided a 
home in which everyday life events occur in the therapeu-
tic frames of the studio. Here children have access to the 
nurturance of the maternal function as well as the more 
penetrative paternal function in the open studio. All of 
the work is premised on the fact that to promote positive 
mental health, children need present caring adults who 
are surrogate parents. Through our work, we have found 
that change only happens in relation to others, therefore 
the greatest protective feature for children’s mental health 
and resultant positive behavioural outputs is parents and a 
family unit. 

Pamela Udoka
ASSITEJ Nigeria, Surulere, Nigeria

Dept of Psychology, Faculty of the Social 
Sciences, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

pamelaudoka@gmail�com

Theatre and Healing: 
The efficacy of Drama 

Therapy for Depression, 
Low self-esteem, and Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder 

among Internally Displaced 
Persons in Abuja and Benin 

in Nigeria. 

Biography: 
Pamela Udoka has multi-disciplinary competencies. She is 
the President/Artistic Director of Children’s Arts Develop-

ment Initiative (CHAIN), a Not-for-Profit children’s theatre 
organization; President and Country Rep of the Nigeria 
Centre of the International Association of Theatre for Chil-
dren and Young People (ASSITEJ); World Congress of AS-
SITEJ-appointed African Counsellor and the Deputy Direc-
tor (Drama) of the National Troupe of Nigeria.  The Pioneer 
Coordinator of the National Troupe of Nigeria Children’s 
Theatre Workshop from 1992 – 1997, she has been at the 
forefront of children’s theatre practice in Nigeria since 1991, 
has written and produced plays for children and youth in-
cluding Clash of the Ants, I Dream a Christmas and The Re-
jected Blessing (which made the NLNG Prize for Children’s 
Literature for long list in 2007). Pamela Udoka directed The 
Last Safari for 50 Years of Corona Schools produced by late 
music maestro, Steve Rhodes; coordinated the children’s 
carnival to celebrate 50 Years of Chinua Achebe’s Things 
Fall Apart in world literature and was Artistic Director, 2008 
Lagos Children’s Carnival. She also produces Children and 
Youth Theatre festivals to mark special children and youth 
dates in the Nigerian and ASSITEJ International calendar. 

Abstract:
Nigeria, the most populous nation in West Africa and a 
significant black nation of the world, started experiencing 
insurgency in 2009 when the jihadist rebel group, Boko 
Haram started armed rebellion against the government of 
Nigeria. This generated internally displaced persons who 
are being housed in special camps, populated by or-
phaned children, displaced youths and bereaved parents. 
Depression, low self-esteem and post-traumatic stress are 
usual fall outs from such displacements. To mediate in the 
healing process, a psychotherapy technique which is a 
synergy of drama, theatrical and clinical psychology, in the 
form of drama therapy will be deployed. 

This study will adopt a ‘before and after control group’ clas-
sical experimental design. Participants for this study will be 
randomly selected from two purposively selected camps; 
in Abuja and Benin cities, Nigeria. Psychological instruments 
(questionnaires) which measures depression, self-es-
teem and post-traumatic stress will be used to assess the 
participants before and after the drama therapy sessions. 
The stated hypotheses will be tested statistically and results 
presented for inference and conclusions. 
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14h00 – 16h00

Timira Gupta: Workshop
Teatro per Caso, arco, Italy

St Catherine of Sienna School and Orphanage, 
bandra west, mumbai, india

timira@gmail�com

Using Art, Music, and 
Drama to heal

Biography: 
Timira is a trained Arts-Based Therapy practitioner and 
works at a residential centre for children-at-risk in Mumbai. 
She is also a Primary Department Curriculum Developer 
at Akshara High School (ICSE) and trains teachers across 
schools on how to integrate arts and education. With 
Junoon, a theatre company, Timira is a partner in their Arts 
At Play School Programme, and is involved in designing, 
curating and conducting the programme. She recently 
directed her first play for children with Gillo Theatre Reper-
tory called A Silly Story of Bondapalli. 

Abstract:
Objective of the Workshop: To give participants the 
experience of how Art, Music and Drama can have deep 
therapeutic impact and give the participants an opportuni-
ty to understand the design and facilitation behind such a 
session. 

Content of the Workshop: Stories and metaphors make the 
world a more interesting place and that will be the starting 
point for the workshop. The metaphor will grow as we go 
along taking one or more art forms with us and developing 
ourselves and our ideas while we flow. From painting in 
single brush strokes while writing haikus to taking those into 
song-making activities, the participants should be ready to 
jump into all sorts of unknown areas!

Need for this workshop: The arts lends itself beautifully to 
work in the area of self-development as well as therapy. A 
slight understanding by an artist or an educator (interested 
in the arts) about the design of such a session and the facil-
itation of it will give them a much larger view of the impact 
the Arts can have on people.   

14h00 – 17h00

Hector Aristizabal
Director of ImaginAction, Sierra Madre, US

haristizabal60@gmail�com

Theater as a laboratory 
for reconciliation (social 

transformation and 
healing)

Biography: 
Hector Aristizabal was born in Colombia and lived in exile in 
the US since 1989. He has combined his training and more 
than 20 years of experience working as a psychotherapist 
with his work as a theater director, as a healer and as a 
human rights activist. As founder /director of ImaginAction 
he has traveled the world extensively offering workshops 
and working with communities in post conflict and conflict 
zones using theater as a laboratory for social transformation 
and for healing.  His most recent work has been developed 
in his native Colombia where he is now designing projects 
using theater to explore reconciliation with the different 
armed groups. He has done similar work in Syria, Northern 
Ireland, El Salvador, Guatemala, Ukraine, Croatia, Palestine, 
Afghanistan among other countries. For many years while 
in the US he worked with youth at risk facilitating dialogue 
among rival gangs both in an out of Juvenal facilities. He 
also facilitates training residencies in Colombia, Palestine, 
Senegal, China, India, Northern Ireland and several Europe-
an countries. He combines several methodologies includ-
ing: Theater of the Oppressed, Playback theater, Theater of 
Witnessed as well as therapeutic theater and rituals from 
different traditions. 

Abstract:
Hector will offer a workshop in the use of theater as a lab-
oratory for both social transformation and healing. He will 
combine a hands on experiential training with commentar-
ies from his vast experience working with diverse groups 
from different parts of the world affected by conflict. 
He has used this workshops to train psycho-social teams 
from diverse NGOs and governmental teams working in 
re-weaving of the social fabric in areas affected by violence 
and conflict. His emphasis will be in he use of theater, 
creativity and imagination to work with non-actors using 
theater games, improvisations and the creation of short 
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14h00 – 17h00

Thembile Tshuma: Workshop
Drama for Life, Johannesburg, South Africa

thembiletshuma@gmail�com

“A personal reflection 
of how ‘Safe Space’ can 

generates meaning 
in Playback Theatre 

performance for young 
audiences”

The Invisible Prison:

Biography: 
Thembile Tshuma is a former Drama for Life student. His 
field of work in the past 10 years has always been theatre 
with, for and by young children. His history begins when he 
was one of the creators of Zimbabwe’s 1st television pup-
pet show in 2003. This then followed in his working with 
various organisations in Zimbabwe which include UNICEF 
in 2003 where he was awarded with a Trainer of Train-
ers Certificate in the Reproductive Health field working 
with young facilitators, Zimbabwe National AIDS Council, 
Community Working Group on Health, Theatre Develop-
ment Initiative amongst others. Thembile then moved to 
South Africa in 2008 where he worked immensely with The 
Hillbrow Theatre, Themba Interactive, ASSITEJ Johannes-
burg, Drama for Life; where he did his Honors’ Degree in 
Applied Drama & Theatre. 

Abstract:
This is a follow-up on Thembile Tshuma’s research that 
explore the notion of safe space, find out what safe space 

is and how it is setup in a Playback performance. It will 
be looking at different aspects of playback theatre, its 
form and structure that make it safe for people to tell their 
personal stories without feeling being forced to do so and 
give ownership of their choices in telling these stories.

Playback theatre is a form of improvisational theatre in 
which audience members are able to tell stories from their 
lives and watch them enacted on the spot by the perform-
ers. This form encourages dialogue among the audience 
members. This essay acts as a personal reflection of how my 
journey as an applied theatre practitioner led me to under-
standing how space can be achieved by Playback Theatre 
performers and how it can then be negotiated with the 
audience members. It is an exploration of where the nego-
tiation lies between these two parties. The playback training 
has a contribution in how the performance space can be 
negotiated for safety for both the audience members and 
the performers.

scenes to explore the situations on our lives that we don’t 
know how to resolve.  The group becomes a laboratory to 
explore alternatives to violence. We also work with personal 
stories that are transform with the symbolic language of 
theater. Those stories will lead to the creation of healing rit-
uals as a form of communal healing. Art is the place where 
humanity heals.
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Focus Day 
21 May 2017
Theatre for Healing

iThemba Labantu Cultural Hub

10h00 – 11h15

Katherine Norman
University Of Wisconsin Madison, Madison, 

United States
kenorman6@gmail�com

The Kattaikkuttu 
Gurukulam:

A Model For Integrated Arts 
Education

Biography: 
Katherine is a graduate student in Interdisciplinary Theatre 
Studies at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and holds 
a BFA in Acting from the University of Illinois at Urba-
na-Champaign. Her work has included: 15 months touring 
the US and Canada as an Actor/Director with the Missoula 
Children’s Theatre; training and performing with Double 
Edge Theatre; conducting a Shakespeare and voice work-
shop through The Lioness Tale Prison Project for women 
serving long-term to life sentences; teaching drama and 
creating educational street plays for performance in local 
villages with the Maher Ashram for destitute women and 
children in India; serving as a resident teaching artist with 
the Kattaikkuttu Gurukulam in Tamil Nadu; seven summers 
at Interlochen Arts Camp, where she currently serves as the 
Associate Director of the Intermediate Acting Company 
Production, and various other performances and projects.

Abstract:
The Kattaikkuttu Sangam is a grass-roots union of profes-
sional Kuttu performers in Southeast India. The Kattaikkuttu 
Gurukulam, its educational branch, has proved effective at 
empowering its students, sustaining a unique theatre form, 
and presenting challenging material to the community.  
With permission and on behalf of the Sangam, this paper 
will articulate specific elements of the Gurukulam’s peda-
gogy, methodology, and philosophy that can be emulated 
internationally.

Teru- or Kattai-Kuttu is a music theatre form native to rural 
Tamil-Nadu. The Gurukulam is dedicated to nurturing the 
established form in conjunction with the development 
of new work, advocating for Kuttu as both a carrier of 
traditional artistic knowledge and a theatre embracing 
innovation. The school utilizes artistic training and education 
as compelling instruments to break the vicious circle of 
chronic poverty and social and cultural disempowerment 
affecting Kattaikkuttu’s practitioners and audiences.

Established in 1990 by P. Rajagopal, the groundbreaking 
residential school trains performers ages 7-18 in tandem 
with a full academic education. Also radical is the inclu-
sion of female performers. Significantly, while many of the 
school’s students come to the Gurukulam from extreme 
poverty, loss, or violence, the directors of the school refuse 
to publicize their students’ misfortunes. The emphasis is 
always on the students as young artists, never on their 
histories. 

This respect for the students manifests in their achieve-
ments. The clearest metric is academic. More difficult to 
measure is the psychological impact of the school on the 
students and community. Using their own unique cultural 
language, students address issues of gender, economic 
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inequality, racism, and violence. By deeply committing to 
this particular form, the students have access to a broad 
spectrum of experience, and a platform to voice their ideas 
in their communities. The Kattaikkuttu Gurukulam provides 
a concrete example of theatre’s capacity to engender per-
sonal and social change. 

Tebogo Radebe
Drama For Life (wits University), Johannesburg, 

South Africa
tebogo�radebe07@gmail�com

Using Process Drama in 
dealing with Race and 
Memory Among Born 
Frees in South Africa

Biography: 
Tebogo Radebe was born in September 1987 in Alexandra 
and matriculated from Morris Isaacson high school. He did 
theatre / creative writing classes at the Soyikwa Institute of 
African theatre in 2007. In 2008 he studied Marketing at the 
University of South Africa and co-founded Blaq Aesthet-
ics arts organization. In 2009 he did marketing in the arts 
course, monitoring and evaluation, leadership in the arts 
course facilitated by the Arts and Culture Trust and Wits 
University. He co-produced a puppetry and stage play 
“Learn to teach“, which were commissioned by the Read 
Trust. 2013 saw him play writing workshops facilitated by 
Roy Sargent at the UJ ART CENTRE. In November 2013 he 
adapted/co-directed / produced the “The Awkward 4”, a 
children’s educational theatre production. He is a Masters in 
Applied Drama student and a Drama for life beats student 
radio show on Voice of Wits (Vow)fm content  producer/ 
presenter.  

Abstract:
This paper seeks to open dialogue around issues of race 
and memory, as it will seek to include the processing viscer-
al and cerebral knowledge in the embodied experience of 
being a racial subject with double consciousness by identi-
fying the development of racial identity in line psychosocial 
development as they lead to the characterization of self-ra-
cial identity as a reflection of the national racial identity. 

The importance of such a topic in the South African context, 
is that South Africa is a country that is in urgent need for 
creative and innovative, alternative ways of dialogue on 
issues of race and memory that is relevant and resonant 
with young people. Also, this particular research seeks to 
employ a multidisciplinary approach which is worthwhile 
to knowledge production. The significance of this research 
within the Applied Drama which is concerned with dealing 
with anything beyond the form of the drama itself.

11h30 – 13h00

Eunice Uwadinma-Idemudia 
Adeighon

Assitej Nigeria  , Lagos, Nigeria
Redeemer’s University, Ede, Nigeria
uwadinma-idemudiae@run�edu�ng

Educational Drama as 
Therapy:

Examples of Select 
Performances and 

Experience with Children/
Young Adults in the 

Redeemer’s University 
Community

Biography: 
Dr. Eunice Adeighon Uwadinma-Idemudia is a lecturer 
at the Redeemers University Mowe where she teaches 
Children’s Theatre and Theatre for Development from 
which she has developed insights into the development 
of the total child, from toddler to the personal world of the 
adolescent with surgical precision. She holds a B.A an M.A 
and a Ph.D in Theatre Arts from Ambrose Alli University and 
the University of Ibadan respectively. Her areas of research 
interest include Theatre Space, Technology, Directing and 
Applied Drama.
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Abstract:
Educational Drama has developed beyond bounds since 
the initiating steps taken by Dorothy Heathcote in the 
earlier part of the century. But the benefits of educational 
drama has not been fully explored by Educational Drama 
practitioners to achieve its full potentials in children in 
developing world especially in Nigeria. In most quarters, 
Educational drama is viewed only as entertainment outlet 
for children during special occasions and on birthdays of 
young children. This paper explore the resulting therapeu-
tic experience and exposures gathered by children and 
young adult in two Educational Drama performances held 
at Redeemer’s University. The outcome of these experi-
ences from participants account shows that events in their 
lives were being viewed differently and from more positive 
perspective after these sessions.  Issues of drug abuse, the 
impact of peer-pressure, STIs (Sexually Transmitted Infec-
tions) etc discussed and performed in both experiences are 
current discourses that affects the future of young adults 
and children either positively or negatively.

Initiated by Norwegian theatremaker Mariken Lauvstad, 
directed by South-African Thando Doni. The performance 
has a Norwegian/South-African target audience from 14-18 
years. Telling the story of underprivileged youth growing 
up in the dark shadows of Apartheid. 

Biographies: 

Thando Doni - Director

Award-winning director Thando Doni grew up in the 
township Khayelitsha, in the outskirts of Cape Town. 
Attending drama classes from an early age sparked his 
interest in drama. After persistent tries, he got into an acting 
program at AMAC (2004 and 2007). He is now a successful 
freelance actor and director, creator of numerous theatre 
pieces, Co-Director of the Manyanani Theatre Organisa-
tion, has worked for Mopo Productions and Take Away 
Theatre as an Actor-Facilitator, and is a member of Bonfire 
Theatre Company. Thando Doni won the Ovation Award 
at Grahamstown international theatre festival 2016, for his 
piece Ityala Lamawele, co-directed with Mandla Mbothwe. 
He has previously been nominated for Naledi Award for 
New Voice in theatre and 2015 and Fleur du Cap Award for 
Young Emerging Director.

Mariken Lauvstad - Project Manager/coordinator

Norwegian musician, actress and theatremaker Mariken 
Lauvstad, has for many years been working in the field of 
theatre for and with young people in Norway. Her spe-
cialization is devised theatre with young performers. She 
is educated from the School of Stage Arts (Denmark) and 
the Norwegian Theatre Academy.  Moving to Cape Town 
February 2016, to work on a theatre rehabilitation program 
in Pollsmoor Prison, opened her eyes to the relentless dif-
ferences in living conditions for children and young people 
in this area. 

Abstract:
The artistic idea behind Phefumla / To Breathe, is devel-
oped by Norwegian theatremaker Mariken Lauvstad, 
who moved to Cape Town to work in the applied theatre 
program «Help, I am free» and create a performance with 
inmates in Pollsmoor and Goodwood Prison. Through her 
work, she got introduced to South African director Thando 
Doni and his recent piece of physical theatre, Ubuze Bam. 
The piece, performed by young and talented ex-offenders 
from township areas, affected her deeply. 

«Phefumla» will be developed from the individual stories of 
performers. Their personal experiences will be transformed 
into dramatic text, visual and physical images and choreog-
raphies. The methodology is to build the artistic expression 
from the contributors’ own cultural language. This will be 
done for example by developing gestures and gang rituals 
into movement choreography, and investigating the physi-
cal, vocal and musical qualities of the group of performers. 
Our main artistic goal is to combine modern elements with 

15h30 – 16h30

A presentation of an artistic 
theatre collaboration 
between Norway and 

South-Africa.

Mariken Lauvstad, Thando Doni 

Phefumla - To Breathe:

Wunderkammer Productions, Kristiansand, 
Norway (Lauvstad)

Manyanani Theatre Organisation (Doni)
marikenlauvstad@gmail�com
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the proud cultural expression of the townships, also using 
traditional tunes and movement. The audience will be 
presented to glimpses of childhood and adolescence, fatal 
choices and dark moments, as well as fragile dreams and 
hopes for the future, in brutal contrast to the vacuum and 
uncertainties of the present. We get to know humans who, 
deep down, want and need the same things as we all do. 

Biography:
Cherae Halley has a Masters degree in the dramatic arts 
from Wits University and is an actor, theatre-maker, lecturer 
and applied theatre facilitator. For the past six years, Halley 
has been a member of Drama for Life Playback Theatre, 
which uses the arts for social transformation and educates 
young deaf and hearing adults about sex abuse, HIV/Aids, 
human rights and LGBTI issues. She also lectures courses in 
drama in education and theatre as activism at Wits Universi-
ty in the Masters of arts in applied drama programme.

Abstract:
Playback Theatre uses music and improvisational theatre to 
transform the stories of an audience into the art of theatre. 
Playback Theatre aims to create a space where every voice 
and any story however ordinary or extraordinary, hidden or 
difficult might be heard or told. The DFL Playback Theatre 
collaborates with playback innovator and founder, Jonathan 
Fox, and DFL offers accredited training.

Drama for Life, Wits university
Cherae Halley: Workshop

Introduction to Playback 
Theatre
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Focus Day 
21 May 2017

Theatre for Children by Children

Vrygrond Cultural Hub

Biography: 
Jeremiah is a Post-Contemporary artist creatively work 
focusing on modernizing urban metropolis, gentrification, 
politics, identity, urbanism and activism, with a methodol-
ogy relating to notions of archiving and the archival using 
New Media, Photography, Video, Sound, Performance Art.

His work has been shown in Manchester, Berlin, Lagos, 
Munich, Bamako and Mexico City. He has performed ex-
tensively with youth dance-theatre company Crown Troupe 
of Africa and toured western Nigeria with a dance-theatre/
media performance. Works include interactive artistic 
projects using Web 2.0, Apps, and recently a Participatory 
Mobile Intervention for public buses in Lagos in 2016 (a 
British Council/Watershed UK’s #PlayableCityLagos Project).

His debut short film premiered at the 11th International 
Festival Signes de Nuit, 2013. He was selected to be part of 
ASSITEJ’s Next Generation Residency 2015, Berlin; run-
ner-up at the Ake/Air France Prize for Photography 2015 
and published 2 collections of photos in a Dienacht Double 
Special Issue: Nigeria, 2015 as well as online: goethe.de, 
dw.com, thisisafrica.me etc. Jere was commissioned to pro-
duce the ASSITEJ World Theater Day Video for 2016.

He currently works with Goethe-Institut Nigeria as a Techni-
cal/Media Assistant.

For more info visit www.jereikongio.com

Abstract:
“Of Innocence, Of Beauty” is an on-going animated gif/
interactive project. This part (in Motion .02) involves the 
juxtaposition of portrait images of young performers (in 
performance) and portrait of their homes. This shows the 
importance and role of theatre in the lives of the young 
people in disadvantaged communities across the world, 
to afford these kids the opportunity to dream big, socialize 
and realize their individual strength and weaknesses. The 
environment and morals also provided by the community 
of young artists, guided by older people also contributes 
to the positivity a child might need to become a better pro-
ponent of his immediate society.

Process/Showing

The presentation features 20 professional/artistic images of 
TYA performers revealing stuff about their upbringing (or 
‘social status’) showing their personal and individual stories 
with photos by catching these young actors and perform-
ers in action on stage, performing for other kids or mixed 
audience, and then juxtaposed with images of the same kid 
performers in front of their residential homes. Contextual-
ly, to show the background of the performers and hence 
show that theatre elevates kids in my neighborhood as well 
as help develop their resilience to the pressures/challenges 
of childhood on young people in a contemporary society 
(especially third world cities like Lagos), and other neigh-
borhoods from around the world.

Jeremiah Ikongio: Screening�
Assitej Nigeria National Centre / Next 

Generation Participant, Bariga, Nigeria
j@jereikongio�com

Of INNOCENCE and 
BEAUTY in Motion .02
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This project proposes to show concrete examples of 
how theatre has been appropriated as an alternative and 
mechanism for social change. However, how the impact of 
these mostly individualistic efforts, not supported by the 
government, to make theatre accessible to all kids can be 
measured is an option the project also considers as well as 
the quantification of these impacts.

See some of recent performance photos: http://www.
jereikongio.com/foto/#/documenting-performances.

09h30 – 13h00

Tips And Tricks For 
Engagement Of Teens In 

Theater:

Cristina Cazzola: Workshop
Segni, New Generations Festival, Mantova, 

Mantova, Europe
Teatro Koreja , Lecce, Europe

cri�cazzola@gmail�com

An effective workshop to 
enable culture professionals 
set up a new comprehensive 

strategy

Biography: 
Project manager and author of Theater European Engage-
ment Network funded by Europe in April 2016. T.E.E.N is a 3 
years process to enable culture professionals set up a new 
comprehensive strategy and tools

to develop theatre sector for a “non – public” of today, 
(younger audience aged 10 to 19) and set up a web plat-
form and a network. She has been leading the Segni, New 
Generations festival in Mantova from the beginning, a big 
event with over 300 performances in 5 days dedicated to 
TYA.

Abstract:
The workshop gives simple participative example of audi-
ence engagement strategy adapted at the “non-audience” 
of teenagers. 

The workshop will be leaded starting from the experience 
of the TEEN project, shared with Teatercentrum , Showbox 
and University of Lisbon, the European cooperation project 
partners. 

The workshop encourages a participative attitude both to 
artists and managers. It is pitched at introductory levels of 
activity, for professional artists, for teachers and delegates. 

TEEN is going to develop skills to share and to make more 
effective all the theater proposal created for teens, in a 
sector that has to take care of that target audience. 

TEEN wants to prove that new markets can be developed 
with cultural and community building tools, such as critics, 
creativity and social relations, both on the offer and the 
demand side. 

The workshop is the occasion to disseminate the method-
ology structured with the TEEN project and to open the 
European process to the all Assitej international field. 

A first concrete and sustainable step to create a new net-
work on TEENS audience theater productions and to give 
important elements to artist to create in a real dialog with 
this target audience. 
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11h30 – 13h00

Cathrin Rose, Emma Rose, Daniel 
Ilunga

Ruhrtriennale, Gelsenkirchen, Germany
c�rose@ruhrtriennale�de

TEENTALITARIANISM:
Building a Teenage State 

within a European Festival  
“This is our territory. These 

are our rules. We are in 
power. Nervous?”

Biography: 
Cathrin Rose is a dramaturge for the German festival Ruhr-
triennale and is head of its cultural education department 
since 2002. Under the artistic direction of Johan Simons, 
she currently develops the program series “Young Collab-
orations”. Its central project is Teentalitarianism. In 2014, she 
initiated the foundation of the teenage group “Mit Ohne 
Alles”. This young artistic production office is developing 
artistic ideas for the Ruhrtriennale 2015-2017. 

The starting point of all of her project ideas and devel-
opments is the society in which they are taking place and 
securing that Article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child is observed, the article making sure that all 
children of a society are granted free participation in cul-
tural life. To ensure this, she works closely together with the 
schools and the families of the participants. 

Abstract:
40 Teenagers, all living in the Ruhr Area in Germany, some 
who were born here, some who immigrated here, some 
who fled here, together they build a teenage state for the 
festival Ruhrtriennale. They developed 12 specific projects 
of their choice that were presented during the festival in 
August/September 2016. 

The power structures and rules of the arts production scene 
and of society are turned around completely in this teen-
age state, where the teens claim themselves experts of dif-
ferent sorts and where they are contributors of an expertise 

emanating from their particular youthful capacities, a vision 
that the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child considers 
a ‘new social contract’ (Hodgkin and Newel, 2007).

The adult audience had to ask for visas to take part in the 
announced projects.  The teenagers wrote a Charter of 
Rights and the public had to follow their rules and regula-
tions and were punished in case they did not act accord-
ingly. For example: Talk to a teen, like you would talk to an 
adult; When talking to a teen, don’t just stand there and ask 
them questions about their life, volunteer details about your 
life, even if those details are painful. Do not worry about 
overburdening the teen. They can handle it and if they 
can’t, they’ll tell you to shut up. You are not allowed to be 
boring and uptight, therefore participation in all activities 
that are demanded of you are mandatory.

Kyla Davis
Well Worn Theatre Company, Johannesburg, 

South Africa
kylalliandavis@gmail�com

#Connected SA-UK:
An Experimental Approach 

To Theatremaking In A 
Digital Age

Biography: 
Kyla Davis is a director, performer, theatremaker and activist. 
She is the Director of Well Worn Theatre Company, an inde-
pendent physical theatre company best known for creating 
trailblazing plays around eco-social themes most notably 
‘Planet B’ and the award-winning ‘The Baobab’. 

She was selected as one of eleven African artists in the 
Africa Centre’s 2013 Artist-in-Residence programme and 
spent three months at NosadellaDue Residency for Public 
Art in Bologna.  Born in Johannesburg and a graduate of 
the National School of the Arts, she moved to London at 17 
where she trained at The School of Physical Theatre under 
Ron East, a Jacques Lecoq-taught teacher. After working 
as performer/devisor for over a decade on international 
theatre collaborations that took her to places including Lon-
don, Bath, Austria, Greece, Italy and Malawi, Kyla returned 
to Johannesburg in 2007. 

She established Well Worn, an independent, NPO arts 
organisation which aims to create original physical theatre 
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works around themes of ecological and social justice, par-
ticularly for young audiences.

Abstract:
In responding to the theme of ‘Intercultural exchange and 
the child/youth in the 21st century: cultural norms and 
values’, the presenter shares the outcomes and lessons 
learned from ‘Connected’, an online playmaking exchange 
project that took place as part of SA-UK Seasons in 2015.

‘Connected’ was a joint project led by Well Worn Theatre 
in Johannesburg and Told by an Idiot Theatre in London. 
The project focussed on two groups of young people 
between the ages of 13 and 19, one working in Coventry 
based at the Belgrade Theatre, the other in Johannesburg 
based at the National School of the Arts Theatre. The two 
groups gathered together each Saturday in October 2015 
to connect live by means of a virtual rehearsal room. In 
each session, facilitators from both companies led the 
participants on the same creative journey: playing games, 
instigating improvisations and working on a shared story 
together across the wireless waves.

The young people selected to participate had previously 
had little or no experience in either theatre or digital arts. 
The Saturday Sessions therefore provided not only a fun 
and youth-driven cultural exchange, but also an experi-
mental platform for the teenagers to explore different ways 
of artistically collaborating around a common theme. By 
utilising Google Hangouts and various other apps such as 
Vines, for example, the groups added a pioneering new 
dimension to the theatrical devising process. The process 
closed with a final performance which was a mixed-me-
dia experience, threaded through with highly personal 
moments shared between the two groups during their 
ongoing foreign exchange.

As facilitators, we found the results of this short project to 
be extremely heartening. The participants displayed hon-
esty, curiosity, empathy, patience and rigorousness not only 
in exchanges with their fellow participants abroad, but also 
within their local groups. After an astonishingly moving final 
performance, we could not help wondering what might 
have been had we had a longer period of time to connect 
with each other. ‘Connected’ was a fascinating foray into 
theatre-making for the digital age.

15h15 – 16h45

Jerry Adesewo, Oluwaseun Odukoya
Arojah Royal Theatre, Abuja, Nigeria, Assitej 

Nigeria Centre, Lagos, Nigeria, INDRA 
CONGRESS, Plymouth, United Kingdom, National 
Association of Nigerian Theatre Arts Practitioners, 

Lagos, Nigeria
jerry�adesewo@gmail�com

Theatre by Children: 

Biography: 
Jerry is a writer, theatre producer/director, dramaturg and 
cultural administrator. He is the founder and Artistic Director 
of Arojah Royal Theatre, a private theatre outfit which has 
become a household name on account of its effort at 
sustaining the theatre culture in Nigeria, especially in Abuja. 
He is currently the National Director of Productions of the 
National Association of Nigerian Theatre Arts Practitioners.

Olawaseun Odukoya is a member of the professional body 
– the National Association of Nigerian Theatre Arts Practi-
tioners (NANTAP), Abuja Chapter, on the platforms of verita-
ble theatre organizations such as the Arojah Royal Theatre, 
Abuja, Theatre for Development Centre, ABU, Zaria, among 
others, as well as in the service of the National Council for 
Arts and Culture (NCAC) where she works in the Performing 
Arts Department and has been a regular part of the orga-
nization of the annual National Festival of Arts and Culture 
(NAFEST) since 2004. At the Arojah Royal Theatre, she serves 
as the Coordinator, Theatre for Young Audience

Abstract:
Theatre for young audiences, and by extension, theatre by 
children might have existed for as long as theatre itself has 
existed, For instance, the fact that the International Associa-
tion for theatre for Young Audience (ASSITEJ) has existed in 
the last half a century, bears witness to that fact. However, 
the 21st Century, especially in the African continent comes 
with certain unbearable challenges that have made theatre 
by children a mere academic postulation.

Issues, Prospects, 
Challenges and the Dearth 

of Child Actors
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The primary tool of a theatre by children is the child actor 
itself but recruiting one has become such a herculean task 
in Nigeria, in recent times, and by extension the African 
continent and some other parts of the developing world. 
The dearth of child actors has become the major bane of 
theatre by children on the African continent. This is what this 
panel discussion seeks to examine.

Anelvi Rivera
Alas Y Raices� Ministery of Culture, Mexico, 

Mexico City, Mexico
ariveram@cultura�gob�mx

Meeting of theatre made 
by children. Encuentro de 

Teatro hech por niñas y 
niños. Mexico

Biography: 
She graduated from the National School of Theater Arts 
at the National Institute of Fine Arts, as well as studies in 
Performing Arts at the Universidad Veracruzana and is 
currently studying the Diploma in Youth Policy: Towards a 
new management. Edition 2016 Research Seminar in Youth 
(SIJ), UNAM, IMJUVE, Inter-American Organization for 
Youth.  From 2013 to date, coordinates the content area for 
teenagers of the National Coordination of Cultural Devel-
opment –Alas y Raíces (CNDCI) at the Ministry of Culture. 
This area aims to ensure that the adolescents exercise their 
right to culture from the consolidation of a wide and varied 
range of cultural activities in a variety of areas: Adolescents 
in prision, attention to young people with disabilities, 
educational institutions to middle and upper level envi-
ronment, cultural centers, urban, rural, indigenous, etc.  
Also in the CNDCI coordinates the National Encounter on 
Theater made by Children. Participates in the Specialized 
Technical Committee on Youth Information (CTEIJ) IMJUVE, 
specifically in the Sub Committee for the development of 
indicators on youth. This, in coordination with INEGI and 
other federal institutions.  In 2015 coordinates the Practice 
Diploma “Práctica de vuelo” -theater for children and youth, 
in the state of Baja California Sur and “Práctica de vue-
lo” - Theatre Practice Community, in the state of Morelos. 
Both graduates are offered by the National Coordination 
of Theater of the National Institute of Fine Arts.  In the 
theatrical field, she has developed interdisciplinary projects 
for children and youth in different communities of Mexico 

City and research on self-managed projects in Odin Teatret, 
Denmark; Les Argonautes, France; Abraxa Theatre and 
Teatro Potlatch, Italy.

Abstract:
In its territorial, cultural, economic diversity and in the last 
20 years, through the Alas y Raices Program of the Federal 
Ministry of Culture in Mexico has sought to build for chil-
dren, space for expression and experimentation through 
the arts ; environments to explore their reality, to ask about 
it, to recognize and enjoy themselves in diversity are gen-
erated.   Specifically, as the performing arts are concerned, 
for 10 years, it is held the Meeting Theatre by children, in 
which the 32 states of the country are involved. To do this, 
built by children accompanied by professional theater di-
rectors, creation processes stagings from their desires and 
realities. Each year, more than 200 children are to discuss 
their community, their concerns, what they dream, their 
fears and how they look at their world. The theater is the 
language for it. The configuration of the staging has its own 
profile: there are bilingual, wordlessly, with interventions of 
contemporary dance, traditional dances, live music, mini-
malist in scenographic devices or more audiovisual com-
plexity, and so on. Also, in the meeting, there are times for 
workshops and lectures in which children share about the 
process of construction.  Through photographs and videos, 
at ITYARN in Sudáfriaca, I would like to share characteris-
tics and diversity of processes that have been part of this 
project, in which they have implemented different meth-
ods of working with and for children, scenic creation and 
above all, to provoke encounters and spaces of expression 
in which children aligned themselves with the scene to give 
life to his word and movement.
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Samta Shikhar
Samta Shikhar, Bangalore, India

samtashikhar@gmail�com

A play by children in a 
local bus of the city in 

south of India, Bangalore 
called Bangalore 

Metropolitan Transport 
Cooperation(BMTC).

Biography: 
Samta Shikhar from Bangalore(India), is a theatre peda-
gogue working with children between the ages of one and 
a half to about twelve year olds. Presently, she is theatre 
head of department of Head Start Educational Academy 
Bangalore. 

In the last decade of being a theatre pedagogue she has 
focused on researching, devising, scripting and eventu-
ally staging a play or sometimes not. With the very young 
children – specifically for children under three years of age 
I have created theatre for them to watch and have used the 
basic elements of theatre to workshop with them to give 
them a sense of experiencing the sensorial world. Most of 
my work is always facilitated around a single concept or 
an idea that is then explored in all its possible magnitude 
which I feel then allows a level of comfort and familiarity 
for the children to work through. The theatre that emerges 
through this experience is close and very immediate to 
them. 

Abstract:
The project:

The BMTC play – a play in local bus of the city of Banga-
lore(India) called Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Coop-
eration.

In the play of the bus I engaged with the BMTC buses, try-
ing to see the city through the eyes of this public transport 
that is integral to the movement of the city. I researched 
the journey of the bus with the children I was making the 
play with.  We researched from the depot to few strategic 
bus stops researching how the movement of the stops and 
depot effects the viewing of the city. We interviewed the 

drivers and conductors, the management, the bus depot 
staff and the technical team. All this research put together 
became inputs for our script and we devised this play over 
four months and finally shared it in the heart of the city. This 
play actually happened in the actual local bus of the city 
which was hired for a week and an entire set up was done 
inside the bus. We had lots of drivers and conductors with 
their families as a part of the audience and the play had an 
overwhelming impact on the children and the audience.

What does the bus driver see sitting on his seat every day? 
What does the conductor feel collecting fare and handing 
out tickets all day long? Both travelling along the same 
route day in and day out? How do they see the city and its 
people? How do we as people of the city see the bus? 

The play we made began with some of these questions 
and remains a window to think about the city, our lives in 
the city and what the idea of a city can mean for us; all told 
through the metaphor of the bus. 

15h30 – 16h30

Chipo Basopo
Chipawo Trust , HARARE, Zimbabwe

chipawoinfo@gmail�com

CHIPAWO’s three 
decades of arts education 

work with children 
and young people in 

Zimbabwe, highlighting 
its unique pedagogy, 

African aesthetic and the 
philosophy of ‘hunhu/

ubuntu’ – the quality of 
being a human being.

Biography: 
Chipo Precious Basopo is a graduate of CHIPAWO youth 
programme and Media Arts (Midlands State University, a 
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leader with experience in training and mentoring young 
children in performing and media arts development. She 
joined the organisation when she was 9 years and currently 
a manager for CHIPAWO Trust, Country Coordinator of 
CHIPAWO world for Zambia, Botswana and Namibia, a Girl 
Power club leader t empowering girls in Zimbabwe using 
arts as a media to empower adolescent girls and young 
women. 

Chipo also develops projects to do with children’s rights 
and child counselling and continues to help children 
and young people in Zimbabwe. She has grown to be a 
respected Arts and Culture sector leader making national, 
regional and international impact. Her work with children, 
youth and adults has involved both project management, 
training of primary school teachers and local artist involved 
in the performing arts education as well as running of 
community performing arts festivals. Chipo is dedicated 
to the empowerment of gifted young people and the 
development of performing arts pedagogy as a key pillar 
for building rounded citizens in Zimbabwe. 

Abstract:
CHIPAWO is a Zimbabwean non-governmental Trust 
established in 1989 as an arts education for development 
organisation that works with children and young people. 
It’s mission is ‘to benefit and empower children and society 
for prosperity, unity and peace through participatory arts 
education.” 

In Shona, Zimbabwe’s majority language, the word “chi-
pawo” literally means “give also” or “please give”.  There-
fore CHIPAWO is all about sharing – experienced and 
skilled adults sharing their experience and skills with chil-
dren and young people and children and young people 
sharing with each other. 

In the past 26 years, CHIPAWO has reached out to more 
than 8 000 children from pre-schools, primary schools, 
secondary schools, out of school centres, institutions for 
the mentally and physically challenged and orphanages. In 
addition it has pioneered children’s television and television 
by the deaf for the deaf in Sign Language.

Its aesthetic principles are based on the belief that children 
and young people need to start with their own culture. 
Value it, get to know it and be able to perform its various 
genres in a versatile and original way. When they have 
grounded themselves and attained confidence and belief, 
they are then encouraged to take on the culture of other 
parts of Africa and finally of the world. The CHIPAWO child 
needs to be a comfortable and assured citizen of the world 

and its cultures. CHIPAWO’s pedagogy has been adopted 
in neighboring countries such as Botswana, Chieza and 
Namibia.

By theatre arts CHIPAWO, as an African organisation, 
highlights children performing for children and includes 
music and dance along with drama. It has also developed a 
significant television component which provides its children 
and young people with an opportunity to express them-
selves and display their confidence and talents to a wider 
audience. 

Ethically, children are grounded in the African spirit of ‘hun-
hu/ubuntu’. This means ‘the quality of being human’. It is a 
philosophy derived from traditional culture which stresses 
respect for oneself and for others and the importance of 
all human beings, treating others well and knowing how to 
express oneself and behave in the context of inter-genera-
tional relations.
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Focus Day 
23 May 2017

Various

Mary Rose Lloyd (USA), Henrik 
Kohler (Denmark), Etoundi Zeyang 
(Cameroon), Hisashi Shimoyama 

(Japan) and Janni Younge (SA): Panel 
Discussion

Questions of Quality 
in Theatre for Young 

Audiences

Biography: 
New Victory Theater Director of Artistic Programming Mary 
Rose Lloyd is a curator of performing arts, recognized for 
her expertise in family and young audiences programming 
and for her support of new work across all disciplines. An 
accomplished speaker and frequent panelist and juror, 
Mary has been part of various international delegations for 
curatorial research and has served on assorted grant giving 
and funding panels. She is a former board member of 
TYA/USA and International Performing Arts for Youth (IPAY) 
where she received the Mickey Miners Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award for her significant impact and contribution to 
the field of performing arts for young audiences.  

Abstract:
Taking a cue from ASSITEJ center countries (Denmark’s 
Keynotes on the Seven Criteria for Quality and Scotland’s 
Artistic Evaluation) the New Victory Theater in New York, 

mrose@new42�org

NY, along with the University of Texas at Austin, is leading 
a campaign in the United States to create an American 
“guide” outlining points to consider when cultivating and 
creating high-quality performing arts for young audiences. 
These points will specifically reflect our country’s perspec-
tive as we add to the global conversation on best practic-
es. This “guide” will not be limited solely to works for the 
stage, but will also consider the creation of comprehensive, 
holistic QUALITY experiences in our performance venues 
(whether they be schools, theaters, community centers, 
etc.) for American TYA audiences, both pre- and post-show. 
We are very keen to learn from other cultures’ perspectives 
on this subject, and propose here, for the World Congress 
in 2017, an international panel to discuss how ASSITEJ 
Centers around the world tackle the question of quality in 
their respective countries and to hear about what processes 
were incorporated to arrive at these conclusions.

Mary Rose Lloyd, Henrik Kohler and Tony Reekie, Etoundi 
Zeyang (Cameroon), Hisashi Shimoyama (Japan) and Janni 
Younge (SA) along with a selection of ASSITEJ contem-
poraries from various countries, will lead a mini-United 
Nations-type group discussion on the various successes, 
failures and ultimate recommendations each Center has to 
offer when tackling this topic with their fellow country(wo)
men.
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Pedro Espi-Sanchis
ASSITEJ, Cape Town, South Africa

musicman@iafrica�com

Cradle of Creativity:
The Musical

Biography: 
Pedro Espi-Sanchis was born in Spain, grew up in France, 
and began his lifelong work in the field of African music in 
1978. He has worked as a musician, composer, story-teller, 
actor and educator for more than thirty years, in South Africa 
and all over the world.   Pedro’s mission is to inspire people 
of all ages with the joy of African music through workshops, 
live music, story telling shows and children’s television. His 
approach has led him to present African music workshops 
at many conferences and universities (Mac Gills University in 
Canada, the Sibelius institute in Finland, the Origins Centre 
in South Africa, ORFF conference in the US, the ISME con-
ferences in Tampa, Amsterdam and Rome, Music education 
conference at SOAS etc...)

In 1982 he initiated the African music course at the College 
of Music in UCT and in 1989 he established the Music De-
partment at the Giyani College of Education in Limpopo.  

Pedro also wrote the music content for the school text-
books published by Oxford University Press (Foundation / 
Intermediate phases) in South Africa.

He often performs with Madosini, exploring the interface 
between the earliest roots of jazz , represented by Mados-
ini’s music and the best contemporary expressions of the 
genre. 

Abstract:
This is a hands on workshop where the first musical instru-
ments created by humans along the beaches of Southern 
Africa will be made and played. We will be using dry kelp 
to make shakers, trumpets, Ixilongo flutes and single note 
pipes and improvise musical ensembles.
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Focus Day 
24 May 2017

Dance for Young Audiences

Artscape

09h00 – 13h00

Amelie Mallmann
ASSITEJ Dance network, Berlin, Germany

ameliemallmann@web�de

A theoretical and practical 
workshop for artists and 

teachers

Empathy as an artistic tool 
in theatre and dance with 

or for young people:

Biography: 
Amelie Mallmann, born in 1975, has a University Diploma for 
Dramaturgy and has been trained as dance pedagogue. 
She has worked as dramaturg and theatre pedagogue 
from 2002-2005 at the state theatre in Linz, Austria, and 
from 2005-2011 as dramaturg and theatre pedagogue at 
the THEATER AN DER PARKAUE, Berlin. Since 2011 she is 
a freelance dramaturg, theatre and dance pedagogue, 
working amongst others for the Deutsches Theater Berlin, 
the Kunstfest Weimar (www.zuschauerakademie.de), the 
sophiensaele Berlin, the ASSITEJ Center in Cakovec, Croatia, 
and the Theater an der Parkaue. She was the chief editor 
for the ASSITEJ-festival “Augenblick mal!” in 2013 and 2015. 
She also taught theatre pedagogy at the University of Arts 
in Brunswick, Germany, and writing theatre reviews at the 
Schiller-University Jena, Germany. Since 2006 she is a board 
member of the German dramaturgic society. Her main 
work focuses are on the research of empathy as an artistic 

tool, participation as an underestimated challenge, artistic 
feedback-formats, physical introductions for dance and 
the access for refugees to the artistic life of their new home 
country. She works with young people, students, elderly 
people, refugees and professional artists.

Abstract:
I want to give a workshop that enables professional artists 
as well as teachers to preoccupy themselves intensively 
with the subject of empathy as an artistic tool. It is a form of 
Empathy-training, acted out artistically and socially. The aim 
is to show my expertise so that the participants can work 
with it in their own groups.

A workshop would be divided into phases:

“What is empathy, how did it develop and why is it need-
ed?”. I will give an overview on the physical processes of 
empathy and mirror neurons and an exact definition of em-
pathy in demarcation to “pity” and “commiseration”. What is 
your imagination of working with empathy? Which cliches 
are we facing with empathy? How can empathy be an ar-
tistic tool? How can we transmit empathic experiences into 
artistic actions? How can empathy be an issue on stage?

A practical workshop on empathy and an evaluations of the 
participants’’ experiences.
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14h00

Dance and performing 
arts for young audiences: 

Papers led by The Kliker Platform 
(Croatia)

The Kliker Platform (Croatia)

 Biography:
Sanja Frühwald was involved in a regional project called 
„Generator“ as a part of a team of professionals who were 
writing an educational publication called Handbook for 
kindergartens - „How to introduce children to theatre and 
theatre to children“ and „Exercise book for movement and 
dance”. After the books were published, KLIKER platform 
organized educational seminar for educators working in 
kindergartens to serve as a practical insight to the exercise 
book. The programme applied to be official program of 
Croatian Ministry of science, education and sports. KLIKER 
platform started new collaboration on the Generator proj-
ect with partners in France, Serbia, Slovenia and Macedonia 
involving a teaching program intended for teenagers.

Abstract:

Workshop teachers: Sanja and Till Frühwald / VRUM

Subject area: theater, dance, creative communication, 
nonverbal communication, raising awareness of physical 
abilities, improvisation

Aim: workshop is intended for all age groups, (5 - 99 of 
age) with no previous experience required. The goals are 
the awakening of sensory knowledge, development of our 
own perception, boosting creativity and physical expres-
sion, resourcefulness in creating improvisation, collabora-
tion as a model of improvisational techniques, simultaneous 
experience of performing and creating, stimulating analyti-
cal thinking, age mash up.

We are inspired by the stories and experiences of work-
shop participants that they bring from their everyday life 
and our experiences from our artistic process. Precisely the 
introduction of daily, or tried and tested, lived, participants 

Sanja Fruhwald
Kliker / VRUM, Croatia

fruehwalds@yahoo�com

 No work & just play

The Kliker Platform 
Kliker is the first Croatian platform for development of 
contemporary dance for young audiences. It was initiated 
by dance artist Sanja Tropp Frühwald and VRUM Perform-
ing Arts Collective in September of 2013. and it includes 
several other dance organizations: Dance center TALA [Za-
greb], Prostor Plus [Rijeka], IKS Festival [Split], Kotar Theatre 
[Delnice], Mediterranean Dance Center / Zagreb Dance 
Company [San Vincenti / Zagreb], Dance Workshop Ilijana 
Lončar [Požega], Assitej Croatia [Croatian network of pro-
fessional and professionally directed theatres for children 
and young people], with recently started collaboration with 
Theatre Epicentre. 

The main goal within this comprehensive and long-term 
project is to find new forms of production in which the 
young audience is involved in the process of creating a 
theatre piece or to partake in overall artistic processes. 
While working with professional artists, experts, educators 
and teachers we search for current and topical approach 
to dance and to sustainable audience development. In 
this process, structures and methods of selection and 
evaluation of young audience’s theatre content are being 
formed and standardized. Children and young people 
are co-working and collaborating with professional artists, 
experts and educators in order to acquire their constructive 
feedback. KLIKER’s efforts to expand local and European 
audience are made with distinct comprehension of the 
specific context in which new generations of young audi-
ence use new technologies and understand new ways of 
communication. Through KLIKER’s activities previously men-
tioned organizations create different happenings for young 
audience (researches, labs, shows, installations, workshops, 
and festivals), they provide systematic education and 
dissemination of knowledge, methods and theory, as well 
as the practical application of theory and structural changes 
and lobbying on local, national and international level. For 
KLIKER’s innovating, inclusive and interactive projects the 
main goal is a happier and more fulfilled society, broaden-

ing one’s horizons, inclusion of children and young people 
in social and artistic processes while being extremely sensi-
tive about children’s right to grow up carefree.

www.klikerplatform.com
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15h00

16h00

Forming a Dance for 
Young Audiences Network

Led by Gabi dan Droste

Panel with: Liesbeth Coltof 
(Netherlands), Gabi dan Droste 

(Germany), Brigitte Dethier (Germany), 
Roberto Frabetti (Italy), Barbara 

Kolling (Germany), Anna Newell (N 
Ireland) & Jennie Reznek (SA)

create a safe and closely starting point for further creation 
and improvisation. Using them close and well-known net-
work of citations, generated a relaxed atmosphere in which 
one easier to open perception and gradually prepared to 
cooperate with others and to develop unexpected.
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Focus Day 
26 May 2017

Inclusive International Arts for, by 
and with people of all abilities

City Hall

09h00 – 09h45

Welcome and plenary

IIAN

10h00 – 12h00

Theatre Of Senses 
Workshop

Karolina  Žernytė: Workshop
Theatre Of Senses, Vilnius, Lithuania

Biography: 
Karolina Žernytė is an actress, puppeteer, creator and direc-
tor of Theatre of Senses. Born in 1986 in Vilnius, Lithuania, 
studied theatre acting and puppet theatre in Lithuanian 
Academy of Music and Theatre (bachelor and master de-
grees). Worked as a puppeteer in Kaunas State puppet the-
atre 2010 - 2012. Created her first performance of Theatre 
of senses in 2010 and worked on this form of theatre since 
then, mostly in different puppet and drama theatres. She 
has created performances for children and teenagers in 
Moscow (May Night, 2013), Republic of Tatarstan (Hedge-
hog and the Fog, 2014), Irkutsk (Caliph Stork, 2015). In 
Lithuania - Tales of a Bee for Six Senses (2010), Stone Water 
Sting (2014). The performances were nominated for, and 

received many awards in Russia (including “Golden mask”) 
and Lithuania (including best Lithuanian dramaturgy based 
theatre piece, best innovatory theatre creator). She was a 
first woman to receive Borisas Dauguvietis prize for most 
creative theatre work in 2014. In 2015 she created her own 
company “Theatre of Senses”.

Theatre of Senses is a form of theatre where all the senses  - 
sound, smell, touch, movement and taste - are included in 
the perception of performance. The workshop on theatre 
of senses will be based on long researches of the creators 
including exercises and improvisations with closed eyes. 
The workshop is a program of meditative, self - opening 
and energetic, creative sessions. They include moments 
of trust, dare, exploring different sensory objects, spaces. 
Discovering associations, memories and the difference be-
tween the perceptions of people - children/adults, blind/
sighted, cultural differences. I suggest to have one work-
shop for children (12+ years, maximum 20, can be mixed 
group with blind and sighted kids, duration - 2 hours) and 
another one for theatre professionals (max. 20 people, 2- 3 
hours). The exercises are difficult to explain using words, 
but they open an instinctive field of communication by 
touch, trust and open mind. They often has a healing effect 
but is mostly concentrated on empathy and creativity. It 
can be a great experience of integration of different racial, 
cultural, social or age groups.
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The inclusive theatre 
production “von außen zu 

nah” 
(English translation:  “too 

close from outside”)

Biography: 
Theresa Frey’s field of interest is the theatre-pedagogical 
work with non-professional actors and the planning and 
organization of cultural projects. With her theatre company 
BwieZack we developed two participatory plays for chil-
dren and young people – “one way ticket” (2014) and “von 
außen zu nah” (enlg.: “too close from outside”, 2016).

Larissa studies cultural mediation with main focus on TYA in 
the Master‘s programme and working as a student assistant. 
Within her studies she gained practical experiences by 
doing internships at the Theater Konstanz and the “Freies 
Theater Tempus fugit e.V” in Lörrach, she conducted dif-
ferent artistic workshops for (disabled) children and young 
people and proved collective working methods. Those 
experiences resulted in the foundation of the theatre com-
pany “BwieZack”, with whom she’s researching on partici-
pative theatre forms for young audiences since 2013. Their 
last performance ‘von außen zu nah“ (means: too close from 
outside) was created with an inclusive approach for deaf 
and hearing people aged 10+.

Abstract:
We want to tell you a story. 
In this story sometimes we are a little girl.  
Her name is Juli. 
Some say she’s weird.  
Her clothes are looking strange and she doesn’t like loud 
noises.  
Only few people know that her favourite place is the library.

“Von außen zu nah” is a theatre production of the theatre 
company BwieZack for deaf and hearing human beings 
from 10 years on. Developed in an offspring program of a 
free theatre in Hildesheim (Germany) it has had its premiere 
in June 2016. In the creating process BwieZack cooperated 
with the University of Hildesheim, with a school for deaf 
young people as well as a children’s home to already inte-
grate the target group in the creating process. In collabo-
ration with the audience the performers try to analyze why 
people judge each other and want to encourage the audi-
ence to question their own prejudices and stereo types. 

The performance deals with sign language, spoken 
language and the using of subtitles on stage. All of those 
elements are working together to form the aesthetic of the 
play with the aim of creating a space for a diverse audience 
– an opportunity for deaf and hearing people to share an 
experience together at the same time.

Kaitlin Jaskolski
Children’s Development Centre Nigeria, Lagos, 
Nigeria, 2University of Cape Town, Cape Town, 

South Africa
kokearns@gmail�com

The Planet of Inclusion: 

Biography: 
Kate Jaskolski is a PhD Candidate in Applied Theatre at 
University of Cape Town. Her research reflects interests in 
cross-cultural inclusive theatre, with a focus on social com-
petence theatre intervention for adolescents with devel-
opmental disorders, including Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
For the past 3 years Kate has been a teaching-artist working 
with the Children’s Development Centre: Lagos, Nigeria. 
Wherein together they have accommodated a cross-cul-
tural drama exchange between Lagos and the USA, as well 
as grassroots workshops advocating for disability around 
Nigeria.   Prior moving to the African continent, Kate was 
involved in directing, stage design and stage manage-
ment with Inclusive theatres in Los Angeles, New York, the 
Dominican Republic, and around West Africa. Her work 
reflects her passions for education, advocacy and theatre.

Theatre for Life Skills & 
Creating Multisensory 

Drama for Special Needs 
Youth in Nigeria

14h00 – 16h00

Theresa Frey, Larissa Probst: 
Pecha Kucha

BwieZack, Hildesheim, Germany
freyth@uni-hildesheim�de
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Abstract:
The stigma of disability in Nigeria foils the discrepancies be-
tween polar opposites, creating fear and misunderstanding 
due to cultural and religious beliefs of sin, witchcraft and 
shame. Disability stigmatization and exclusion is a global 
epidemic, but the Nigerian context accentuates internation-
al concerns in both the developed and underdeveloped 
world. 

 The Children’s Development Centre of Lagos 
creates a local solution to this global problem. It is a one of 
a handful of Nigerian institutions where children and young 
people with developmental disabilities have a “sense of 
belonging.” This sense of belonging is extended to the 
rest of the student’s family and our local community. After 
20 years of running ‘arguably’ one of the few and most 
successful centres for children and young adults living with 
disabilities in Nigeria, the Children’s Development Centre 
(CDC) has become a reference point for the delivery of 
high quality comprehensive, holistic care for its clients, 
where children from various social and economic circum-
stances are able to receive the physical, social and emotion-
al education they deserve.  The CDC vision is focused on 
the creation of centres in more local government areas and 
other states within Nigeria. This is based on the huge gaps 
that have been identified in giving appropriate services to 
children and young people with developmental disabilities 
in the Nigerian communities. 

 In order to realize their vision, the centre has 
begun a drama intervention programme within Lagos, 
touring to villages and communities outside the metropo-
lis, and incorporating applied theatre techniques to build 
advocacy, education and training on disability and inclusion 
within society. Teaching artists, therapists, and doctors have 
collaborated to create a means of enhancing cognitive skills 
by combining theories on special education with applied 
theatre techniques. 

This presentation will focus on the work being done with 
the Children’s Development Centre, integrating adults and 
adolescents with disabilities through theatre to create com-
munity engaged performances, invisible theatre and the 
creation of a theatre for life skills and vocational training. It 
will specifically highlight their most recent production, “The 
Planet of Inclusion.” It was built on the inspiration of a learn-
ing trip about Space travel and astronauts that the adult unit 
experienced in 2015 on their cross-cultural trip to Houston, 
Texas and NASA. The presentation will include examples 
and anecdotes from performances, analysis of praxis for 
development of advocacy and vocationally based theatre 
performances, and ways to incorporate disability therapies 
(occupational, physical, multisensory, communication) into 
theatrical performances and workshops. The research also 
reflects on the importance of inclusion and the cognitive 

benefits of applied theatre within communities to build life 
skills and de-stigmatize disability. 

Biography: 
Zelda Mycroft stopped teaching in June 2005 to become 
CEO of The Chaeli Campaign, a Non-Profit Organisation 
founded in 2004 by her pre-teen children, Erin and Chaeli, 
and their friends, Tarryn, Justine and Chelsea Terry.

This organisation is the only NPO in South Africa founded 
by children who play a functional role on the Management 
Committee. In 2006 Zelda was awarded a Melvin Jones Fel-
lowship by Lions International Foundation for her service to 
the community. In 2008 Zelda was a finalist in the Business 
Women’s Association regional awards (social entrepreneur-
ship category). In 2012 she was named a Paul Harris Fellow 
by the Rotary Foundation.  

Zelda is an ardent ability activist and believes that her great-
est achievement is her children.

Abstract:
The Chaeli Campaign, an NPO in the disability sector, serves 
as an incubator for seed ideas, which lead to high-quality 
artistic initiatives and professional performances. Our work 
spans many different programs, from therapies to social 
entrepreneurship and lends a unique focus and depth to 
all the projects we run. The development of ability and 
inclusion by youth and community are at the heart of our 
work as we believe the true social change is best achieved 

Zelda Mycroft, Danieyella Rodin

The Chaeli Campaign: 

The Chaeli Campaign, Cape Town, South Africa
dani@chaelicampaign�co�za

Promoting Social Justice 
For Differently-Abled 

Children/Youth Through 
The Development Of High-
Quality, Socially Engaged 

Theatre.
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through deep and meaningful engagement with the next 
generation. 

This focus on youth led the campaign to art and theatre as 
an effective tool for advocacy, because of the arts’ special 
ability to engage the hearts and minds of audiences and 
participants. This paper focuses on how many of The Chaeli 
Campaign’s social justice practises have proved invalu-
able in our organisation becoming a leader in the field of 
producing high-quality, inclusive and socially engaged 
arts projects in South Africa, that champion diversity and 
playfully (and more seriously!) challenge society’s biases 
toward ability.

This paper will outline some key features of The Chaeli 
Campaign’s approach towards integrating our arts projects 
into our overall mandate, whilst still allowing each project 
and its creative team the freedom to realise its full artistic 
potential. Key to the Chaeli Campaign’s work are the prin-
ciples of:

• Artistic collaboration

• Intercultural exchange and engagement

•  Trust.

16h30 – 18h00

Heidi Vaughan: Workshop

Is it only about Disability?

Kazzum, London, United Kingdom
heidi@kazzum�org

Biography: 
In the last 16 years Heidi has worked both freelance and 
as a resident artist; working as a director, senior manager, 
head of department and creative practitioner. She regularly 
facilities workshops all over the UK and recurrently makes 
work with and for young people in venues such as Bristol 
Old Vic, Nuffield Southampton, The Egg Bath (where she 
was an Associate Artist and Leverhulme Scholar), The Point 
Eastleigh, and Oxford Playhouse.

Heidi has also worked on an international level delivering 
workshops and community projects for children and young 
people in the near and mid- East, Ireland, Spain and Italy 
with the British Council and the inspiring Druid Theatre 
Company.

Most recently, Heidi was appointed Artistic Director of Kaz-
zum the only professional theatre company in the UK purely 
focusing on outdoor and site-specific work for children and 
young people.

Abstract:
Kazzum makes playful work in unusual places. We were 
established in 1989 and are the only professional the-
atre company in the UK purely focusing on outdoor and 
site-specific work for children and young people. With a 
track record of making innovative, beautiful and sensory 
pieces the themes of diversity and resilience are always 
present in our work in order for our practice to breathe 
fresh air into the lives of our young people.

Our vision is that every young person has the opportuni-
ty to reach their creative potential. Therefore our work is 
inclusive and accessible to the widest possible audience, 
especially those who wouldn’t ordinarily have the chance 
to experience the arts, and we ensure that our work is alive 
with young people’s voices, stories and ideas that really 
matter to them.

Pathways is a key creative project for young refugees, asy-
lum seekers and new migrants (this runs along our work for 
students in pupil referral units, young people with addition-
al needs and young people in hospital) It is a vibrant and 
dynamic programme that develops skills and confidence, 
and promotes community cohesion through the sharing of 
creative experiences.

Kazzum has 25 years of experience of working with young 
people at risk of social exclusion, using multi-arts to support 
creative expression and professional and personal devel-
opment. We have worked with over 5,000 young refugees 
across London during this time.

We know first hand how young people from migrant 
communities in London face many challenges. Many speak 
little or no English on arrival to the UK and experience 
social exclusion and racist bullying, considerable material 
deprivation and poor mental and physical health including 
post-traumatic stress. They are often excluded and isolated 
and many come to the UK without family or friends and suf-
fer enormous anxiety whilst their legal status is determined. 
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Pathways aims to build the skills, resilience and confidence 
of young refugees, asylum seekers and migrant through 
creative workshops and experiences (as a participant and 
audience member). The project brings young people 
together to share their experiences, improving their sense 
of belonging, and raises awareness and empathy for others 
in similar situations.
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Focus Day 
26 May 2017

Music Theatre for Young 
Audiences

Baxter Theatre

09h00 – 10h30

Tina Stodart: Pecha Kucha
North West University, Kuilsrivier, South Africa

tinastodart@gmail�com

Education through musical 
theatre

Biography: 
Tina Stodart has a degree in BA drama from Stellenbosch 
University and is currently a BMus student at North West 
University Potchefstroom. 

Abstract:
The main focus of this pecha kucha is to represent the use 
of theatre as a vehicle to teach but especially as a strategy 
to create an environment that promotes creativity. During 
the process of developing a musical play for pre-schoolers 
it is essential to take into account to what extend the child’s 
role in the community has changed. The skills, life lessons 
and information a child can comprehend at a specific age 
are valuable aspects to consider. Having seen what children 
in rural and poverty stricken communities in South Africa are 
exposed to, it is clear that the child’s view on the commu-
nity has rapidly changed as well as the challenges these 
learners face in their current social and political climate. Not 
only in rural areas but also in urban areas are the chal-
lenges these opposing sides face different in many ways 
even though there are many similarities. I extracted these 

similarities in their situations and used this as the backbone 
of the musical play. By highlighting these resemblances the 
themes of the play become universal and can be adjusted 
to address a variety of issues, not only in Africa but on a 
global platform.  This poses certain challenges in writing 
and performing a new script that directly correlates with 
the needs of children in impoverished communities, whilst 
still maintaining a creative environment suitable for learning 
and teaching of appropriate social skills.  Current trends 
when writing for children focus on addressing certain 
social conventions and exploring possible solutions whilst 
creating an atmosphere where young children are encour-
aged to participate in the outcome of the play. Educa-
tion through theatre can prove to be a useful strategy to 
promote creativity and equips the child with the necessary 
social skills to adapt in a changing environment.

Diana Toblib
Concerts Didacticos Diana Toblib

dianatoblib@hotmail�com

Classical Music Concerts 
for Babies and children

Biography: 
Degree in Psychology. Pedagogy Adviser. Ex supervising  
kindergarten, in DGEGP, Education Ministry of Resource 
Studio CABA_ Singer_ Productor of Artistic Resources.
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Abstract:
My professional experience in early childhood was the 
main motivation to create the show “Classical Music Con-
certs” directed to babies, toddlers, children from different 
cultures and also to motivate the education of the disabled 
child.  This project began in the University of Musical Ed-
ucation, in which I proposed it as pedagogical practice in 
public kindergartens and Blind School. Actually is offered 
as an independent show in kindergartens, public and 
private Disabilities schools, Theatres, Children’s Book Fairs 
and Public Hospitals with Fundasap , Fundation Argentin-
ean Pediatrics Society. I would like to link this project with 
the Art and Early Childhood; to offer an artistic possibility 
to all of children. I designed it with the aim of promoting 
imagination from an early age of the children, and develop 
his hearing and his participation.

I create my own orchestra and we usually play in live 
concerts, with a careful selection of the musical works de-
pending on the age of the audience, presenting fragments 
of works by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Shubert, Straus, 
Monteverdi, Brahms, Bartok, Tchaikovsky, among others. I 
use sound, rhythm, harmony and melody of classical music 
to facilitate and promote communication, expression, 
learning and playful way to know the sounds of instruments 
as unique and singular. Children participate conducting 
the orchestra and I invite them to dream a sonic journey, to 
end waltzing in an imaginary castle with classical music as a 
universal language.

Between 2013 and 2016 we conducted 100 performances, 
20,000 children between six months and twelve years old 
enjoyed the spectacle of Classical Music.

The participation, the enjoyment, and the gratitude of the 
children, head masters of the schools, people in hospitals 
is a permanent display of affection and recognition of the 
quality of the show and motivate me to continue creating 
for Children.

10h30 – 11h30

Dagmar Domrös: Symposium
Theater o�N� | Fratz International, 10405 Berlin, 

Germany
domroes@me�com

“On the way to a music 
theater aesthetic for very 

young audiences“

Outcomes of the FRATZ 
Symposium 2017:

Biography: 
Dagmar Domrös (Artistic Director, Theater o.N. | FRATZ 
International, Berlin)

studied political science, German Studies and American 
Studies in Hamburg and Massachusetts. She worked as the 
assistant to Wynn Handman, Artistic Director of the Amer-
ican Place Theatre in New York City during the 1997/1998 
season. She worked as a dramaturg at Theater Heidelberg 
from 2001 to 2005, where she also curated the ”Heidel-
berger Stückemarkt – Forum junger Autoren” (Heidelberg 
New Play Festival). Domrös has worked as a dramaturg for 
German Theater Abroad (GTA) in Berlin and New York from 
2005 to 2008 and realized transatlantic theater projects 
such es „Stadttheater New York“ (2006) or „Road Theater 
USA“ (2007). In 2009 she joined Theater o.N. in Berlin as a 
dramaturg focusing on productions for children ages 2 and 
up for the years to come. Since 2012 Domrös is co-directing 
Theater o.N. with Vera Strobel  and Doreen Markert since 
2012. In 2013 the team presented the first edition of “FRATZ 
International – Encounters. Symposium. Festival for the Very 
Young” and in 2015 the second edition. 

Abstract:
Every two years, Theater o.N. in Berlin produces FRATZ In-
ternational. FRATZ is composed of a workshop program for 
childcare centres, an international festival and a symposium. 
The performances and the childcare centre workshops take 
place throughout the entire city, with the goal of carry-
ing the arts to those places where they may not normally 
happen.

With the occasion of a co-production between Theater o.N. 
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and Deutsche Oper Berlin, “Kleines Stück Himmel“ (“Little 
piece of heaven“), FRATZ International 2017 will  place spe-
cial attention upon music theater. In cooperation with the 
Children’s and Youth Theatre Centre (KJTZ) and the music 
theatre committee of ASSITEJ Germany, the symposium will 
also consider the question of what shape an aesthetic of 
music theater for the very youngest might take.

How can one make music theatre for very young chil-
dren? So far, experiences here are lacking, and there also 
aren’t any established experts of the practice in this field. 
Therefore, the Symposium will invite experts who are doing 
academic research in this area, and will organise laborato-
ries for experimentation.

Three research laboratories, each with 3-4 artists, including 
one composer per laboratory, will be arranged.

They will meet twice for 3 days, in order to work on a given 
assignment and to exchange among themselves about 
what criteria music theater for the very youngest should 
fulfill. They will develop a scene, a sketch or an approach 
and examine possible media. If desired, children may se-
lectively be involved. Coaches from the areas of children’s 
theatre direction, dramaturgy and theatre education will 
lend support to the teams. 

Shortly before the FRATZ Symposium, an exchange among 
the three laboratories will take place, i.e., the artists involved 
will converse among themselves about the work, or, as 
the case may be, they may present their sketches to one 
another.

Within the framework of the Symposium, the process and 
the outcomes from the research laboratories will be shared 
and discussed with the participants.

In May 2017, the outcomes of the Symposium, particularly 
those from the research laboratories, will be presented 
along with video documentation in Capetown.

Images: https://vimeo.com/163658667

14h00 – 17h00

ASSITEJ e�V� (ASSITEJ Germany), 60311 Frankfurt 
am Main , Germany

meikefechner@web�de

Meike Fechner: Workshop

What is music theatre for 
young audiences? 

An artistic exchange. An 
attempt at a definition. The 

start of a network.

Biography: 
Meike Fechner is General Secretary of ASSITEJ Germany 
and has been central to the development of a discourse 
around music theatre for young audiences and the existing 
network in Germany. The German network of music theater 
in TYA was initiated by Wolfgang Schneider and Gerd 
Taube following a first symposium in 2009. 

Prof. Dr. Gerd Taube is the CEO of the Children’s and 
Young People’s Theatre Centre in the Federal Republic of 
Germany (KJTZ) and artistic director of the festival “Augen-
blick mal!” in Berlin. 

More information on the hosts and the delegation from 
Germany will be provided later. 

Abstract:
Workshop; In the past ten years, ASSITEJ Germany has 
brought together artists from all areas of music theater and 
TYA in order to discuss new developments in music theater 
for young audiences.

In 2016 we internationalized our discussions at the congress 
and festival “Happy New Ears” at the National Theater in 
Mannheim (November 2016, www.happynewears-con-
gress.de) and shared some examples of artistic approaches 
at “on the edge” in Birmingham. 

We now want to use the World Congress as a forum to 
bring together ideas of music theater from all over the 
world. 
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Biographies: 
Deirdre Kelly Lavrakas, Senior Manager of Production, 
Co-Founding Director of New Visions/New Voices and a 
Teaching Artist at the Kennedy Center, finds work with and 
for young people an essential part of her career. Favorite 
Kennedy Center projects include the conception, develop-
ment, and direction of Walking the Winds: American Tales; 
Walking the Winds: Arabian Tales, a co-production with the 
Performing Arts Center of Amman, Jordan; and Kite on the 
Wind: A Tale of Pakistan, a collaboration with the Pakistani 
National Council on the Arts.  

Karin Serres, playwright/set designer/translator

Since graduation from the ENSATT in 1987 as a scenogra-
pher, Karin Serres has been a set and costume designer, 
writer and translator. As a playwright, she has written more 
than 60 plays, often staged, published and translated, for 
both young audiences and adults. Additionally, she writes 
radio plays (SACD Grand Radio Writing Award in 2011) and 
novels (“Monde sans oiseaux”, SGDL first novel prize 2013 
and Blue Metropolis first novel Prize 2014). Passionate about 
working with the infinite sensory diversity of the languages, 

Karin seizes all the opportunities to let her writing expe-
rience meet other artists, thinkers or producers. She is a 
working member of LABO/07, ASSITEJ France and Write 
Local Play Global.

You can visit her personal website at www.karinserres.com

Abstract:
In the process of developing a new play, its architects 
(writer, director, actors) can expand their working method-
ologies and open their artistic spirits to the truth(s) of the 
work in front of them by using their sensory ‘toolbox’. This 
approach involves awakening and using intuitive responses 
and concrete sensations more than rationality and intellect.

In this dynamic three-hour workshop designed for 
playwrights, directors, actors, and designers, excerpts of 
several new plays will be explored in a series of interactive 
exercises designed to open doorways to the possibilities 
that each play affords.  Spoken monologues and dialogues 
will be remixed in a variety of ways in order to evaluate and 
discover what is happening in the play, both on the surface 
and beneath the surface.  Participants will explore new 
ways of working beyond their individual training and expe-
rience, as well as looking at the sometimes hidden biases 
that so many of us have, and measuring the huge amount 
of sensory resources we all share.

This workshop is created and run by playwright/translator/
designer Karin Serres and director/actor/teaching artist 
Deirdre Kelly Lavrakas, both of whom have considerable 
experience in developing new plays for young audiences, 
including being the artistic leaders of the Kennedy Center’s 
New Visions/New Voices International Playwrights Intensive, 
which helped nine playwrights from South Africa, India, 
and Korea develop new plays. 

This is a holistic approach that will help creators discover 
ways to interact at deeper and more insightful ways with 
each other, as well as with the play. 

Deirdre Kelly Lavrakas, Karin Serres
Kennedy Center New Visions/New Voices , 

Washington, United States
kpkovac@kennedy-center�org

New Play Development:
Using Your Sensory Toolbox 

to Unlock the Intuitive 
Response

The aim of the workshop is to bring together those interest-
ed in the field and wishing to share their practice. We hope 
to get an idea of what questions a network of music theater 
for young audiences might discuss in the future and we 
would like to stimulate co-operation across borders. 

Purpose of the workshop: 

• exchange the global diversity of concepts of music 
theatre for young audiences;

• show the variety of ideas and concepts worldwide;

• evaluate the interest and need of an international 
artistic network for music theatre for young audi-
ences.
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Focus Day 
27 May 2017

Theatre for the Early Years

Baxter Theatre

09h00 – 10h00

Welcome plenary

Karel Van Ransbeeck: Pecha Kucha
Theater De Spiegel, Antwerpen, Belgium

karel@despiegel�com

Theater De Spiegel: 
10 years artistic research 

on multi-layered, 
non-language based 

communication with the 
very young ones

Pilar Lopez: Presentation

Biography: 
KAREL VAN RANSBEECK worked for several Belgian puppe-
teer companies such as Taptoe, De Maan, Welle, Vlinders 
en Co, Froe Froe. During 7 years he taught at the School 
for puppeteering in Mechelen and he gave workshops 
puppet theatre and puppeteering in various colleges in 
the Flanders and the Netherlands. As a puppeteer he also 
worked for the Belgian National Television. From 1994 
onwards Karel Van Ransbeeck has been Artistic Director 

at Theater De Spiegel, the theatre company founded by 
his father in 1965. He changed the company’s course and 
placed the emphasis on the unique relationship between 
objects and music. 

Since 2001 Theater De Spiegel receives structural support 
from the Flemish Government as a Music. In 2004 ‘De 
Rode Draak’ was created, his first theatre production for a 
very specific public: children younger that 3 years old. In 
2010 he decided to, successfully, specialize solely in music 
theatre production for the very young.

Abstract:
In 20 images Theater De Spiegel shares the results of its 
on-going quest for an universal, artistic language to arouse 
the curiosity and amazement of the very young ones 
(children between 3 months and 3 years) and their adult 
accompanist alike.

Images that show the delightful interaction between actors/
musicians with their instruments or (sound) objects as well 
as with the audience: both intimate and a stimulation of the 
imagination of all people involved. 
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Playful hands

Henrik  Bäckbro, Lisa Kjellgren
Dockteatern Tittut, Stockholm, Sweden

Biography: 
Ever since the start TITTUT has created exciting and artis-
tically high-powered performances, always focusing on 
the very youngest. Many adults who visit us had their first 
experience of TITTUT as a child audience member. Over 
the years we have learnt how important the introduction to 
the actual performance is. We always meet and greet our 
audience in the foyer/lobby to create a sense of trust and 
eagerness to get in to the performance space and see and 
hear the performance.

We have created co-productions with, among others, the 
Royal Opera in Stockholm and Riksteatern (the Nation-
al Touring Theatre). We have also collaborated with the 
Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, USA; Teatro 
Gioco Vita in Piacenza, Italy; and Rupantar Theatre in Kulna, 
Bangladesh. One recurring collaborator is the world’s lead-
ing shadow puppeteer, Fabrizio Montecchi, with whom we 
have created a number of productions.

PLAYFUL HANDS

An interactive shadow play performance (2-8 years)

Premiere September 9, 2017

To express the shadows 

Puppet Theatre Peekaboo has extensive experience work-
ing with theater shadows and over the years we have orga-
nized workshops in kindergartens, schools and educators. 
Our experience is that children feel an enormous creative 
joy that with relatively simple means to create shadow 
puppets that can be projected in the entire room. They 
may themselves constitute the object being projected, to 
create impact and image with the body and movement. But 
they can also control the lamp and experiment with how 
an object can be transformed with the direction of light, 
strength and angles. Shadows is a visually beautiful form 
of theater that allows a play with perspective, shapes and 
proportions. It is effective and magically get the shadows to 
play and take over the place - the viewer to see things oth-
er than the given, new discoveries. The only tools needed 
is a light source, a body / object and a projection surface. 
The simplicity of technology combined with the appealing 
playfulness makes shadow play an excellent technique for 
creating interactivity. 

“Playful Hands” is an interactive shadow play performance 
for children. Allowing children to actively participate and 
even create their story with the players is an exciting new 
direction. The name “Playful Hands” is based on the child’s 
curiosity to explore, try out things, pulling strings, touch and 
examine. 

10h00 – 11h30

Samantha Provenzano and Ally 
Tufenkija: Workshop
Paper Boat Project, USA

Retrospective Devising 
Workshop:

Practice-as-Research in 
Theatre for the Very Young

Abstract:
Building on our practice-based research in Theatre for the 
Very Young, this workshop will introduce participants to 
a “double-diamond” creative process model (Alrutz and 
UK Design Council) and a “retrospective making process” 
(Brown and Paper Boats Venture). Through these two 
creative frameworks, performance-makers will actively re-
spond to simple provocations, explore the notion of game 
as theatre, and devise image- and movement-based per-
formance material. The session directors will aim to balance 
whimsy and logic, and limit (and thus expand) the creative 
palette. Participants will work on their feet to create short 
performance segments that amplify the human experience 
through image and metaphor. By happy accident and 
intentional reflection and revision, the content and form of 
the work will begin to emerge. 

This workshop on devising and performance-making 
grows out of an international partnership platform called 
The Paper Boats project (http://www.thepaperboats.com/). 
This creative and collaborative venture invites participants 
to develop and exchange performance materials with inter-
national collaborators who are simultaneously responding 
to provocations and devising performance work for young 
people. Believing that the essence of our humanity is cra-
dled and expressed in creative play, the Paper Boat’s ven-
ture playfully investigates our innate human need to “make 
meaning” and our associated longing for connection, love, 
understanding and fulfilment.  We will look to the child-
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hood world of wide-eyed wonder and play to discover the 
heartbeat of all we need to know about ourselves, our lives, 
and meaningful connections.

This workshop will engage participants in tightly-scaffolded 
creative play and performance-making, as well as critical 
reflection on the ways that practice-based research informs 
the form and function of our work for very young audienc-
es. 

11h30 – 12h30

Art Fraction Foundation, Poznań, Poland
alicja�rubczak@gmail�com

Ms� Alicja Morawska-Rubczak1, Paweł  
Gałkowski

Baby and contemporary 
dance:

Feedback of creativity 
between adults and 

children.

Biography: 
Alicja Morawska-Rubczak – director, theatre pedagogue, 
curator, specializes in the field of theater for children up 
to 3 years of age. Considered a leading Polish and one of 
the main European specialist and theorist dealing with the 
theater for the very young.

In March 2012, she initiated an art project in Warsaw’s Teatr 
Baj called Bajowe Najnaje (Baj’s Babies), making her debut 
as the director and set designer of her own performance 
“Sleep”, prepared for children aged from six months to 
three years. The play was presented at numerous festivals 
in Poland and was performed a dozen or so times abroad 
including Russia, Germany, Iran, Great Britain and Italy, and 
awarded for music and conception. Another performance 
was “brzUCHO” (“Mother’s belly”), targeted to infants and 
pregnant women as well as fathers expecting offspring, 
prepared in Wrocław Puppet Theatre and its premiere 
was held in June 2013. The next were “Łódeczka” (“A Tiny 
Boat”), prepared at C. K. Norwid Theatre in Jelenia Góra in 
2014 and “NIEBOskłon” at W. Bogusławski Theatre in Kalisz 
in 2015. She also worked at the dance performance for 
children above 2 years of age,” flying&falling” in Berlin. Her 

last piece of art was dance and architecture installation “LA-
Birynth” (2015). In next two years she will direct performanc-
es in Russia (Moscow and Krasnoyarsk) and Japan (Tokyo).

For her installation entitled LAByrinth she was nominated to 
the Golden Mask award (Silesia 2016). In 2015 she get the 
Golden Pin Award for outstanding achievements on the 
field of art and education.

She is a board member of Art Fraction Foundation, member 
of the International Theatre for Young Audiences Research 
Network and Small Size Association, acts as a program 
consultant for the International Festival of Arts for Early Years 
“Art Seeks the Toddler” was a member of the Artistic Coun-
cil of the world’s most important theater festival for children: 
ASSITEJ World Congress (Warsaw 2014). 

Abstract:
Awareness of body work, conceptualism of the created 
choreography, the ability to strongly focus on mobility and 
to think in an abstract way as well as a creative approach to 
activity in a space are just some of the elements that make 
contemporary dance an excellent way of communicating 
with children. 

Kids, especially the youngest, express themselves through 
movement. The dynamics of the body is always before and 
above words. The focus on the physical and bodily com-
bines the perception of the child and contemporary dance. 
Children understand the language of dance in a perfect, 
almost sensory way. But also dance can help to understand 
children better. 

In my paper I would like to focus the most on the creative 
relationship between babies and adults - both parents and 
artist, that is a kind of feedback that creates new potential of 
relation within art. 

 I truly believe that work with and for babies on the field of 
dance open totally new potential for artists and gives con-
temporary children’s theatre new aesthetics and at the same 
time opens art research for refreshing ideas of participatory 
practices in art. 

I would like to focus on experiences collected during my 
art work on two dance pieces “LAByrinth” and “CLOSE”, 
research work on “fliegen&fallen” by o.N. Theatre in Berlin, 
but also to talk about other artists dealing with this toppic - 
especially Dalija Aćin  Thelander (Serbia/Sweden) and her 
installation “Baby Space” (Serbia/Poland/Denmark/Japan) 
and art work of Alfredo Zinola.
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14h00 – 16h15

Small size, a network in 
ASSITEJ:

Panel Discussion by Roberto 
Frabetti (Italy), Barbara 

Kölling (Germany), Cliodhna 
Noonan (Ireland) and 

Gaêtane Reginster (Belgium)

Katariina Metsalampi: Panel 
Discussion

Artistic International Association Small Size, 
Bologna, Italy

katariina�metsalampi@hel�fi

Biography: 
1. Gaëtane Reginster, Théâtre de la Guimbarde and Karel 
Van Ransbeeck, Theater der Spiegel (Belgium); 

2.Cliodha Noonan, Acting Up! (Ireland) and Barbara Kölling, 
Helios theatre (Germany)

Abstract:
A: We would like to start the small size focus day with 

a panel with three presentations, with different ap-
proaches to the work in a network

 1) The subject of our common interest:

 Little children meet art, Gaëtane Reginster, 
Théâtre de la Guimbarde and Karel Van Rans-
beeck, Theater der Spiegel (Belgium)

 Le Théâtre de la Guimbarde has worked many 
years with the crêches (nurseries) of Charleroi 
and with the professionals of early childhood.
They have done a research project with Cana-
dian and French artists about how babies feel 
art. They also created the first show for toddlers 
with Théâtre Eclair in Burkina Faso

 Theater der Spiegel has worked a long time 
with musical puppet and object theatre. They 
use research laboratories when creating their 

artistic shows for the small ones.

 2) Our network - how we look for and find 
ways to cooperate, Cliodha Noonan, Acting 
Up! (Ireland) and Barbara Kölling, Helios theatre 
(Germany)Two artists who have experiences of 
successful and not so successful cooperation. 
They also give an update of the Artistic Interna-
tional Association Small size´s activities. 

 3) Small size networking in other continents: 
Teatro al Vacio from Mexico is invited to tell 
about the small size activities in Mexico and Latin 
America and Théâtre du Chocolat will give a 
view of the African networking possibilities.

 Duration: 1h 30 min

B:  After the presentations we propose three round 
tables for seminar participants to attend, where the 
points 1,2 and 3 are open to discussion, questions, 
talks about own experiences.

 Duration 1h

C:  small size activities through films, photos and stories: 
filming section

 The afternoon would continue with shows, workshops, 
case studies … that are proposed to the congress.

Note: the names of the presentors are subject to change 
due to travel possibilities. 
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16h30 – 18h30

Hege Knarvik Sande, Lise Hovik
Assitej Norway, , Norway

hege@assitej�no

The relational aesthetics of 
toddler theatre:

Social And Cultural Aspects 
Of Theatre For The Very 

Young

Biography: 
ASSITEJ Norway has in 2016/17 a particular focus on the 
performing arts for the youngest audience. We have 
during this time planned three symposia that are going to 
illuminate different aspects of theatre for the very young. 
And with this submission we want to hold the last sympo-
sium «The relational aesthetics of toddler theatre - social 
and cultural aspects of theatre for the very young» under 
the ASSITEJ World Congress and performing art festival for 
children and young people, “Cradle of creativity”, in Cape 
Town, South Africa, May 2017 under the Focus Days. 

 The symposia are made by ASSITEJ Norway in close col-
laboration with Lise Hovik/Teater Fot  - and will be held in 
the same regard as Teater Fot is showing their performance 
SPARROW (0-2 years). 

Lise Hovik is artistic director of Teater Fot, and works as 
associate professor at Queen Maud University College of 
Early Childhood Education. In 2014 she defended her Ph.D. 
thesis on theatre for the youngest children – an artistic and 
theoretical investigation of the interactive and performative 
aesthetics in children’s theatre, with a focus on play and 
improvisation. Sparrow is part one of the Birdsong Trilogy, 
which was part of the SceSam project - Interactive damatur-
gies in performing arts for children (2012-15). The symposia 
are led by artistic advice at ASSITEJ Norway, Hege Knarvik 
Sande, which is the festival producer for SAND Festival and 
artistic advisor for ASSITEJ Norway. Sande holds an MA in 
Theatre Science from the University of Oslo 

Abstract:
Norway is considered internationally to be one of the lead-
ing nations in the development of performing arts for the 

youngest audience. The Art Council Norway started in 1998 
the project «Klangfugl», that gave funding’s to art projects 
that wanted to explore making art for the very young audi-
ence. This project was the inspiration for the sequel project 
«Glitterbird – Art for the very young» that was a three-year 
project (2003-2006) where 45 European artists create and 
present quality-art for children under three years of age. 
The project was financed by the EU-program Culture 2000, 
and it was the Oslo University college that was the project 
leader. 

The focus of this symposium is the social and cultural con-
text in theatre for the very young. The social values of this 
new art, concerning the social and cultural benefits of both 
children and adults, has not been highlighted in the Scan-
dinavian context. Rather the discussion on how art for the 
very young and participatory art might be affected by the 
commercial and entertainment industry has been focused. 
With the perspective of applied theatre aesthetics, we wish 
to open a dialogue of experiences with theatre for the very 
young as beneficial in different social and cultural context. 
The ASSITEJ World Congress will provide an opportunity to 
give this dialogue a variety of voices and to help develop 
the cultural field of art for the very young worldwide. We 
want this symposium to be a dialog with artists that make 
theatre for toddlers from different cultures and countries, 
and we will invite in artists from both Norway, Europa and 
Africa. The symposium will last about two hours.
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Karel Van Ransbeeck, Nicolas 
Ankoudinoff: Workshop 

Note – Must have seen CABAN
Theater De Spiegel, Antwerpen, Belgium

karel@despiegel�com

Art is not a matter of age 
but of curiosity:

Balancing between the 
abstract and the concrete. 

Encountering ART as a 
very young human being 
(0-3 years) amongst older 

generations

Biography: 
Since 2001 Theater De Spiegel receives structural support 
from the Flemish Government as a Music. 

In 2004 ‘De Rode Draak’ was created, his first theatre pro-
duction for a very specific public: children younger than 3 
years old. In 2010 he decided to specialize solely in music 
theatre production for the very young.

Abstract:
In this workshop we investigate together with artists, 
musicians, dancers, composers how our artistic expression 
can be an instrumental way to communicate with this very 
special audience.

Through the music, sounds and silence, through musi-
cal patterns and rhythm but also through objects, forms, 
musical instruments, body movements and the acoustic 
qualities of the surrounding space and materials and by 
manipulating these parameters in connection with every 
spectator (no matter how young or old he is) we can sharp-
en everyone’s imagination. By this organic, hands-on way of 
doing research, by literally ‘playing’ together, we focus on 
non-language based, emotional links between all people 
involved: the player, the spectator and the observer.

For CABAN, creator Karel Van Ransbeeck draws together 
musicians, plasticians, dancers and manipulators/pup-

peteers in a mostly improvisational way to create unique 
collaborative performances for children from 6 months to 3 
years and their accompanying adults.

https://player.vimeo.com/video/120777431?title=0&by-
line=0
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